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 In the present study, the effects of IGF-1 overexpression, resistance
training and their interaction on muscle mass and function were examined
in both mouse and rat models.  In addition, the effect of IGF-1
overexpression on the reversal of training-induced adaptations in skeletal
muscle mass and function during varying lengths of detraining was
measured.  The resistance training consisted of a ladder climbing protocol.
Overexpression of IGF-1 was localized to one hindlimb via injections
containing adeno-associated virus and the contralateral hindlimb served as
an internal control.  IGF-1 overexpression alone resulted in an increase in
mass and peak tetanic tension (Po) of the flexor hallucis longus (FHL)
muscle in both rat and mouse model.  Eight weeks of resistance training
alone resulted in an increase in mass and peak tetanic tension (Po) of the
flexor hallucis longus (FHL) muscle only in rat model.  The combination of
resistance training and IGF-1 overexpression resulted in further increase in
muscle mass and Po in rat model, giving evidence of an additive effect.
Overexpression of IGF-1 significantly attenuated the loss of muscle mass
in FHL during 12 weeks of detraining.  These data suggest a beneficial
effect of combination of resistance training and IGF-1 overexpression on
skeletal muscle mass and function.
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     I. Introduction

Skeletal muscle is a highly plastic tissue, undergoing various

physiological and biochemical changes in response to stimuli.  An increase

in muscle mass, or hypertrophy, is an important adaptation induced by

various stimuli.  It has become a major concern for athletes involved in

power and strength-related events, as well as bodybuilding.  A decrease in

muscle mass, atrophy, may occur due to a number of perturbations of the

neuromuscular system including reduction of stimulus induced by

inactivity, aging, injury and muscular disease.  Therefore, maintaining

proper muscle mass and strength has been a critical factor for the elderly as

well as in persons during space flight, injury and muscular disease.

Various electrical, pharmacological and physiological interventions

have been developed and tested to find a most effective method for

inducing hypertrophy.  Among those interventions, progressive resistance

training has consistently been demonstrated to increase skeletal muscle

mass and strength.  Several animal models resembling human resistance

exercise have been used to study the effect of resistance training on skeletal

muscle mass and function [Fedele et al., 2000; Tamaki et al., 1992; Roy et

al., 1997; Herbert et al., 1988; Ho et al., 1980; Duncan et al., 1998;

Klitgaard, 1988].  Some of these studies, however, used electrical

stimulation or food reward to conduct resistance exercise [Tamaki et al.,

1992; Farrell et al., 2000; Klitgaard et al, 1988].   So, it is not clear if the

observed hypertrophy is due to exercise training itself or other changes

caused by these manipulations.

One of the primary mechanisms controlling skeletal muscle

hypertrophy is satellite cell activation, proliferation and differentiation

[Vierck et al., 2000].  Insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) has been shown
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to stimulate satellite cell proliferation and fusion in rat skeletal muscle and

to increase myofiber size and myonuclei number in tissue [Allen et al.,

1999; Barton et al., 1999; Vandenburgh et al., 1991; Roy et al., 1999].

Therefore, IGF-1 could mediate the hypertrophy response via activation of

satellite cells [Adams et al., 1998].  Recently, overexpression of IGF-1

using a viral transfection technique has been shown to increase muscle

mass and strength in a mouse model [Barton-Davis et al., 1998; Barton-

Davis et al., 1999].  However, the effect of IGF-1 on muscle mass and

function in these studies has been tested only in sedentary mice.  We

hypothesize that resistance exercise training might enhance the effect of

IGF-1 on skeletal muscle mass and function when they are combined

together.

Only a few studies have investigated the combined effects of IGF-1

and resistance exercise [Grossman et al., 1997; Roy et al., 1996].  These

studies, however, used hindlimb-suspended hypophysectomized rats.

Because these conditions lower the initial level of muscle mass and the

growth factors, it is difficult to infer their impact on normal subjects.  For

example, the hypophysectomized rat becomes more responsive to

exogenous growth factors after hypophysectomy [Grossman et al., 1997].

These studies have demonstrated that neither growth hormone, IGF-1, nor

exercise alone are effective in attenuating muscle atrophy (Grindeland et

al., 1994; Linderman et al., 1994; Roy et al. 1996).  Recently, we have

utilized the ladder climb to model physiological resistance training in the

flexor hallucis longus (FHL).  This paradigm demonstrated selective

hypertrophy (18-23%) in the FHL muscle in normal rats (Hornberger and

Farrar, 2002; Lee et al., unpublished data).  Therefore, we can combine this

protocol as a resistance training model with a viral injection technique for

IGF-1 overexpression.
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We are also interested in the effect of IGF-1 overexpression during

detraining.  Detraining results in a significant reduction of resistance

training-induced muscular adaptations [Taaffe et al., 1997; Staron et al.,

1994).  To our knowledge, no study has investigated the role of IGF-1 in

training-induced adaptations in rat skeletal muscle during detraining.  We

hypothesize that IGF-1 overexpression may attenuate or prevent the loss of

training-induced adaptations in skeletal muscle during 12 weeks of

detraining.

It was the aim of this dissertation to investigate the effects of IGF-1

overexpression and resistance training on biochemical and physiological

parameters in rodent skeletal muscle.  In addition, this study examined the

effect of IGF-1 overexpression on the reversal of training-induced

adaptations in skeletal muscle during 12 weeks of detraining.
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II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The experimental problem was to quantitate the effects of IGF-1

overexpression and resistance training on various physiological,

biochemical and contractile parameters in the skeletal muscle and to test

whether combination of resistance training and overexpression of IGF-1

may have interactive effects on skeletal muscle mass and function.  Also,

we postulated that overexpression of IGF-1 may attenuate or prevent the

loss of training induced adaptations in FHL muscle during the 12 weeks

detraining period.

To assess the effects of IGF-1 overexpression and resistance

training on various physiological, biochemical and contractile parameters

in the skeletal muscle, a series of studies were conducted.  Among those

studies, three main studies are summarized as follows:    

Study 1

1) Subjects

Male C57B/6 mice (N=21)

2) Treatments

   Viral injection of recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) for

overexpression of IGF-1, Ladder climbing exercise (3 sets of 5 reps) either

every other day or every third day for eight weeks.

3) Purpose

To assess if the combination of IGF-1 and resistance exercise have

interactive effects on muscle mass and function in this mouse model and to

compare two different resistance training protocols for inducing hypertrophy.
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Study 2

1) Subjects

   Female Sprague Dawley rats (N=28)

2) Treatments

   Ladder climbing exercise (progressive), detrained 8 weeks or 12 weeks.

   3)  Purpose

   To determine the time course of detraining to the point where muscle mass

regresses to pre-training levels in rat skeletal muscle.

Study 3

1) Subjects

   Female Sprague Dawley rats (N=39)

2) Treatments

   Viral injection of rAAV for overexpression of IGF-1, Ladder climbing

exercise (50%, 75%, 90%, 100%, 110%, 120%, 130% and 140% of their

previous maximal load),  12 weeks of detraining.

    3)  Purpose

 To assess if combination of IGF-1 and resistance exercise have

interactive effects on muscle mass and function in the rat model and to test

effect of IGF-1 on training induced adaptations during 12 weeks of

detraining.
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 III. Study No. 1

Interaction of Overexpression of Insulin Like Growth Factor-1 and

ResistanceTraining on Skeletal Muscle Mass and Function in Mice

S.H. Lee1, E.R. Barton2, H.L. Sweeney2 and R.P. Farrar1.
1Department of Kinesiology, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 and

2Department of Physiology, University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19104 .

Keywords: Insulin like growth factor 1, Resistance training, skeletal muscle
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine the interaction of

overexpression of insulin like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and resistance training on

skeletal muscle mass and function.  Mice, C57BL/6 males (N=21), were

injected in the posterior compartment of their right lower leg with a

recombinant adeno-associated virus, which was constructed with the IGF-I gene

linked to the myosin light chain promoter.  After 8 weeks, the mice were

divided into 3 groups (N=7), (1) control (CON), (2) one training period per day

every other day (RT1) and (3) two training periods per day every third day

(RT3).  All IGF-I transfected FHL muscle demonstrated a significant number of

fibers with central nuclei indicating ongoing regeneration.  Overexpression of

IGF-1 significantly increased the mass of FHL (15.3%) compared to the

contralateral muscle.  The resistance training (both RT1 and RT3) itself did not

increase muscle mass over the control level of any muscles of the posterior

compartment with the exception of gastrocnemius in RT3 group (P<0.05).

However, resistance training combined with the IGF-1 resulted in significant

increases the mass of FHL, Soleus, Plantaris and Gastrocnemius.  There was not

a significant difference in specific tension among any FHL (ranging from

18.1±0.6 to 21.4±1.6N/cm2) indicating that hypertrophy was achieved with

normal myofibrillar to the mass ratio.
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INTRODUCTION

Muscular tissue is very responsive to changes in mechanical load or

neuronal input (Booth and Thomason, 1991; Pette and Vrbova, 1985).  There

are very few models of resistance training that simulate the increase in mass of

muscle observed in human resistance training (Klitgaard et al., 1988; Garner et

al., 1991).  Animal models that input continuous stretch (Alway et al., 1991;

Godspink et al., 1995; Mckoy et al., 1999; Yang et al., 1997) or continuous load

to a muscle through ablation of the synergistic muscle (Adams et al., 1999;

Baldwin et al., 1997) yield much higher rates of protein accretion than is

normally observed in human resistance training.  These models result in

hypertrophy of existing fibers and typically increased length of the muscle

(Goldspink et al., 1995).  These models do not allow for recovery between the

application of load or stretch and the induced response of the muscles is not an

optimal model of resistance training.  Resistance training for optimal gains in

strength normally occurs 2-3 times a week and may occupy 1-3% of elapsed

time during a week.  The fractional rates of protein synthesis stimulated by

chronic stretch or mechanical load far exceed that of resistance training.  This

chronic load also alters gene expression inducing slower forms of myosin not

typically observed following resistance training.

 A second factor that is necessary to model resistance training is

inclusion of an eccentric contraction component during the movement about

joint.  Wong and Booth (1991) demonstrated that there was a significant

increase in muscle mass during eccentric contraction, but there was no increase

during concentric training that did not include an eccentric component.

Investigators that have used toe raises against resistance with the motivation of

food reward or electrical shock avoidance with the exception of Klitgaard et al

(1988), that have used plantar flexion of the ankle against resistance have meet

limited or no success in absolute gains in muscle mass (Farrell et al., 1999,
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2000; Tamaki et al., 1992).  These studies have represented muscle hypertrophy

in terms of muscle to body weight ratio, not increase in absolute mass of the

muscle.  The primary difference between Klitggard et al (1988) and other

studies lies primarily in the total volume of work due to the duration of training

(36 weeks).    

Recently, we (Hornberger and Farrar, 2002) have resistance trained rats

twice a week utilizing a climb up an 85°ladder with weights attached to the base

of the animal’s tails.  This study evaluated the effect of resistance training on

flexor hallucis longus (FHL).  The FHL demonstrated a 24% increase in mass

over 8-10 weeks.  This represents a 0.3% fractional rate of increase in mass per

day.  This is similar to the hypertrophy (16-30%) observed by Wong and Booth

utilizing eccentric contractions twice a week for 10 weeks.  Eccentric

contraction during the phases of resistance training appears essential for optimal

hypertrophy of the muscle. This may be due to the damage/repair cycle that

muscle undergoing eccentric damage experience.  During the repair cycle

following damage of the muscle, there is an activation of the satellite cells,

inducing them to undergo mitotic division.  This response is stimulated by

insulin like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) both circulating systemically produced by

the liver and being produced by the muscles through autocrine/paracrine

synthesis (Adams, 1998; Goldspink, 1999).

Cataloging the response of muscle to resistance training is an important

step in being able to judge the efficacy of any gene manipulation prior to

utilizing this model to explore the impact of null or overexpression of genes in

this resistance training paradigm.  Mice are the animals of choice for genetic

manipulations and thus establishing parameters of physiological adaptation in

mice is of significant importance.  This study utilized bouts of ladder climbs

with progressive resistance and varied the numbers of sets per day and the

number of days between training session.  In one regime the mice trained every
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other day, one training session per day (RT1).  In the second regime the mice

trained every third day, with two training sessions per day (RT3).  Pilot work in

our laboratory had established that there was little response of the muscles of

the lower leg from training the mice once per day every third day.

Due to the documented involvement of IGF-1 in the hypertrophy of

skeletal muscle to mechanical overload (Adams et al., 1997; Allen et al., 1997;

Barton et al., 1998, 1999, 2002; Goldspink et al., 1999; Musaro et al., 2001), we

wished to quantify the interaction of resistance training with an upregulation of

IGF-1 in these two training regimes.  Whether hypertrophy induced by IGF-1

upregulation is enhanced by increased mechanical loading imposed through

resistance training is unknown.  We, therefore measured the effect of resistance

training upon skeletal muscle of the lower leg as well as the interaction of IGF-

1 overexpression and resistance training upon muscle mass and function

following 8 weeks of resistance training.

METHODS

Experimental design

Twenty-one male C57BL/6 mice at the age of three month were injected

in the posterior compartment of their right lower leg with 100 µl of 10 %

glycerol/PBS containing >1010 recombinant adeno-associated virus particles

constructed with the IGF-I gene linked to the myosin light chain promoter

(Barton-Davis et al., 1998).  After 8 weeks, all animals were randomly assigned

to one of three groups (N=7), (1) control (CON), (2) one training period per day

every other day (RT1) and (3) two training periods per day every third day

(RT3).  The musculature of these main groups then formed six treatments

groups with the right leg overexpressing IGF-1 and left leg serving as an

internal control.  The grouping of the lower leg musculature thus formed the

following treatments groups (1) Control, (2) IGF-I, (3) RT1, (4) RT1+IGF-I, (5)
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RT3 and (6) RT3+IGF-I.

The mice were housed in pairs and kept on a standard 12:12-h dark-light

cycle (09:00-21:00). Training was conducted during the day.  All animals were

allowed water ad libitum and weighed once every week.  Sedentary control

animals were pair-weighted by restricting their food consumption.

Resistance Training

Mice in the resistance training groups were familiarized for three days

with climbing up a 40cm ladder with rungs separated by 1cm.  The ladder was

inclined at 85°.  Three days after familiarization, resistance training was begun

using weights attached to the base of tail with foam tape and a clip (Fig 1). The

initial weight attached was 50 % of their body weight and increased gradually

throughout the 8 weeks period. The resistance training consisted of 3 sets of 5

repetitions with a 1min rest interval between the reps and 2 minutes between the

sets for 8 weeks.  RT1 group underwent one training period per day (10:00 am)

every other day, while RT3 underwent two training periods per day (10:00 am

and 4:00 p.m.) every third day.

Contractile properties

The mice were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (100mg/kg) and

the flexor hallucis longus (FHL) exposed for in situ evaluation of the contractile

properties.  The digital tendon of FHL was isolated and connected to the lever

of a dual-mode servo galvanometer (Model 3005 B, Cambridge Technologies).

The contractions of FHL were induced by stimulation of the sciatic nerve

through a silver wire electrode with a 330ms, 5-10 volts, 0.5 duration using a

Grass 8S stimulator.  .

The muscle was kept wet in mineral oil and maintained between 36.5°C

and 37.5°C with a radiant heat lamp.  The muscle length was adjusted to
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optimal muscle length (Lo) with a micrometer, while determining maximal

twitch tension (Pt).  The muscle was stimulated at 0.5 Hz, 5 volts for the peak

twitch tension and 100 Hz to 175 Hz, 10 volts for peak tetanic tension (Po).

The contraction time (CT) and half relaxation time (1/2RT) were recorded

during each contraction.  The galvanometer was interfaced with a computer

(Macintosh Quadra 840 AV) equipped with a National Instruments A/D board.

The data was stored and analyzed using Labview software (Version 3.0).  Each

contraction was followed by a 1-min rest interval and the resting muscle length

(Mlo) was measured at the end of contractile measurements.  Then, the muscle

was removed from the lever system for tissue processing.

Tissue processing

At the completion of the contractile measurements of the FHL, the FHL,

soleus, plantaris and gastrocnemuius were excised immediately from the leg,

cleaned of excess fat and external connective tissue, and weighed.  Then the

muscles were mounted on a stick from a Q-tip with pins at resting muscle

length and immersed in embedding compound (Tissue-Tek) and rapidly frozen

in isopentane (2-methylbutane) cooled in liquid N2 and stored at -80°C for

subsequent analysis.

Histology

Transverse sections (10µm) were taken from in the middle of the FHL

muscle with a cryostat microtome at – 20°C.  The appearance of central nuclei

was demonstrated using Mayer’s Hematoxylin staining & Eosin counter staining

(Humanson, 1972).  Then image was captured by a cooled CCD camera (Carl

Zeiss, Thronwood, NY) mounted on a NIKON (NIKON OPTIPHOT) microscope

using a 4 X, N.A. 0.16 objective.
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Detection of gene expression

Reverse transcription-PCR was used to detect the presence of IGF-I

transcripts in injected muscles. Total RNA isolated from frozen tissue

(RNAqueous) was subjected to reverse transcription and PCR (Perkin-Elmer)

using oligonucleotides specific for rat IGF-I (TGCTCACCTTTACCAGCTCGG,

GCCCGGATGGAACGAGCTGACT, sense primer, antisense primer,

respectively). Primers that amplified _cytoplasmic actin (CLONTECH) served as

a positive control for the procedure.

Statistical analysis

All data are expressed as means ±SE.  A one-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was used to compare all variables among groups.  Fisher's predicted

least square difference test was used to determine the significance between

subgroups.  A significance level of P<0.05 was used for all comparisons

RESULTS

Body and muscle weights

There was no significant difference in the mean body weight among the

three groups (32.5±1.5g).  There was no significant difference in the mean

adrenal gland weights among the three groups.  Overexpression of IGF-1

resulted in a 15.2% increase in muscle mass only in FHL muscle compared to

the contralateral (Fig 2).  There was no significant main effect for resistance

training on muscle mass in both RT1 and RT3 with the exception of

gastrocnemius in RT3 group.  Every third day training increased in muscle mass

of gastrocnemius about 9.8% over the control level (P<0.05)(Table. 1).  All

muscles of RT1+IGF-1 and RT3+IGF-I groups increased mass significantly

compared to the contralateral group (P<0.05)(Table. 1).  Even though, there was

no significant difference in muscle mass between RT1 and RT3, the percentage
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increase in muscle mass is greater in RT3 group than in RT1 group for all

muscles (5.1% vs 1% in FHL, 11.9% vs 8.3% in soleus, 10.6% vs 8.7% in

plantaris and 9.8% vs 1.1% in gastrocnemius).

Gene expression

Expression of IGF-1 was confirmed by RT-PCR in all the FHL muscles

injected with the viral construct (Injection) throughout control (CON) and

resistance training (RT) group (Fig 3). Constitutive expression of _cytoplasmic

actin in all FHL muscles was also observed.

Histology for central nuclei

Histological sections of the muscle demonstrated that almost all fibers of

the IGF-1 overexpressed muscles had central nuclei (Fig 4).  While there was

some accumulation of connective tissue in the RT3 FHL muscles, there were only

slight signs of fibrosis in the RT3+IGF-1 muscle.  Representative samples from

each group demonstrated an increase in FHL fiber number in IGF-1 group

compared to the control group.

Contractile properties of FHL

There was not a significant difference in muscle length (Mlo),

contraction time (CT), peak twitch tension (Pt) and half relaxation time (HRT)

among the groups.   Neither resistance training nor overexpression of IGF-1

itself increased the muscle cross-sectional area (CSA) of FHL over the control

level.  However, the combination of resistance training and overexpression of

IGF-1 demonstrated an increase in CSA compared to contraleteral  leg (P<0.05).

Also, the differences of CSA between RT1 and RT1+IGF-I as well as RT3 and

RT3+IGF-I indicating the hypertrophying effect of IGF-I were significant

(P<0.05) (Table. 2).
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Only the Po of FHL in the IGF and RT3+IGF-I group was greater than

that of control group (P<0.05).  Also, Po of RT3+IGF-I group was higher than

that of RT1 and RT1+IGF group (P<0.05).  There was not a significant

difference in specific tension among any FHL muscles (values ranged from 18.1

± 0.6 to 21.4 ± 1.7 N/cm_ in SPo, 5.6 ± 0.5 to 6.5 ± 0.8 N/cm_ in SPt,

respectively).

DISCUSSION

The protocols of resistance training used in this study were based on the

overload principle of resistance training.  The weights were increased gradually

throughout the 8 weeks of training period.  The overall average weight attached

to the tails at the end of the training period was 70.4g equivalent to 216.6 % of

mean body weight in training group.  There was no main effect of resistance

training on muscle mass.  Only the gastrocnemius muscle in RT3 group

significantly increased in muscle mass over the control value (<0.05).  The

percentage increase of muscle mass was slightly greater in the RT3 group than

RT1.  However, there was not a significant difference in increase in muscle

mass and function between RT1 and RT3 group in present study.  The total

numbers of repetitions in RT1 training regime and RT3 training regime were

465 and 570, respectively; resulting in 23% more repetitions in RT3 than that of

RT1 group.  However, the final average weights pulled by mice in RT1 and RT3

were 74.6g and 64.7g respectively, representing 15.3% greater weight pulled up

the ladder in RT1 than that of RT3 group.  Taken together, total volume of

weight lifted across 8 weeks is approximately same in both RT1 and RT3 group.

In the present study, overexpression of IGF-I was shown to increase

muscle mass and strength (Po) in mice.  Barton et al (1998,1999) found that the

overexpression of IGF-I expression promoted an average increase of 15 % in

muscle mass and 14 % in maximal force (Po) of EDL in young adult mice.  The
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present study used the same rAAV mediated transfer of IGF-1 as Barton et al

(1998,1999) to induce an overexpression of IGF-I in skeletal muscle and found

an increase in muscle mass about 15 % in FHL muscle and approximately 6-

12% in other muscles (plantris, soleus and gastrocnemius).  These effect were

due to the overexpression of IGF-I itself.  The difference in the percentage

increases between FHL and others muscles could be due to the site of injection,

designed to target the FHL muscle in present study.

We found the majority of fibers in the IGF-1 overexpressed FHL muscle

to have central nuclei and increase in number of fiber, hyperplasia.  Histological

analysis of the muscles revealed significantly larger fibers in FHL muscle of

RT3+IGF-1 (Fig 4).  Therefore, IGF-1 overexpression induces an increase in

mass through hyperplasia and hypertrophy (Barton et al., 1998).

The combination of resistance training with IGF-I overexpression

clearly demonstrated an effect on skeletal muscle mass and function based on

the results from cross sectional area of FHL muscle.  CSA was significantly

increased over the control level when they are combined in RT1+IGF-I and

RT3+IGF-I group.  Also, the muscle mass of FHL in the RT3+IGF-1 group was

significantly increased over the RT1 or RT3 group.  But there was no significant

difference in specific tension (SPo) of FHL among any groups.  This result

indicates that hypertrophy was achieved with normal myofibrillar/mass ratio.

There were only a few studies that have attempted to train rats in

combination with IGF-I administration (Grossman et al. 1997, Roy et al. 1996).

However, rats employed in their studies had been hypophysectomized and

hindlimb-suspended.  Therefore, it is difficult to compare the results of their

studies with those of the present study. Although it is difficult to access how

manipulations of subjects in above studies affect the results, the difference

between present study and these is believed due to not only the differences in

treatment of the subjects (hypophysectomized and hindlimb-suspended vs
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normal rat)  but also the mode of administration of IGF-1.  We injected with

recombinant adeno-associated virus to direct overexpression of IGF-1 into

posterior of hindlimb muscle, while others have used subcutaneous injections of

recombinant human IGF-1.  Therefore, our method injecting virus directly into

intramusculature and directing overexpression of IGF-1 within the injected

muscle area may be more effective for inducing hypertrophy than other methods

(Butler et al., 2001; Siogren et al., 1999).

Mice are much more resistant to adaptation in response to aerobic

stimulation (Simoneau et al., 1993).  This lack of change relates to the elevated

aerobic base line potential of the mouse muscle relative to rat or rabbit muscle,

coupled with differences in length of muscle, and a body weight that is only

10% of that of a similar aged rat.  Mice also seem to be more resistant to

adaptation in response to resistance training.  The hypertrophic response to

ladder climbing exercise in mouse model (7-14 %) was much less than in the rat

model (18-23 %) [Hornberger and Farrar, 2002, Lee et al unpublished data

2001].  Therefore, the rat model would be more appropriate to investigate the

effect of resistance training.

In summary, overexpression of IGF-I has been shown to increase FHL

muscle mass and function significantly over the control level.  Resistance

training itself, however, did not improve in muscle mass and function.
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Table 1.1 Body and muscle weights of each group.

CON
(N=7)

IGF
(N=7)

RT1
(N=7)

RT1+IGF
(N=7)

RT3
(N=7)

RT3+IGF
(N=7)

BW (g) 32.5±1.5 32.5±1.5 32.8±1.1 32.8±1.1 32.1±0.4 32.1±0.4

FHL (mg) 29.3±0.8 33.8±1.6* 29.6±0.4 34.4±1.0*# 30.8±1.4 35.4±2.0*#@

SOL (mg) 8.4±0.7 9.4±0.7 9.1±0.7 10.1±0.7* 9.5±0.7 10±0.7*

Plan (mg) 16±0.9 17.3±0.9 17.4±0.9 19±0.9* 17.7±0.9 18.9±0.9*

GAST (mg) 113±4.8 119.6±4.8 115±4.8 125.9±4.8* 125±4.8* 128.4±4.8*

Values are mean±SE.  N;number of observation, FHL;flexor hallucis longus,

SOL;soleus, PLAN;plantaris, GAST;gastrocnemius. 12 weeks of detraining

returns hypertrophied muscle to pre training level.  *: Significantly different

from CON,  #: Significantly different from RT1, @: Significantly different from

RT3 leg, P<0.05.
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Table 1.2  In situ contractile properties of the FHL

Con
(N=7)

IGF
(N=7)

RT1
(N=7)

RT1+IGF
(N=7)

RT3
(N=7)

RT3+IGF
(N=7)

Mlo (mm) 16.1
±0.4

16.0
±0.3

16.2
±0.1

16.1
±0.1

16.3
±0.4

16.1
±0.3

CSA (mm2) 6.95
±0.2

7.5
±0.4

6.9
±0.3

8.0*#

±0.2
7.4
±0.2

8.7*^#@

±0.4

CT (ms) 26.7
±0.9

27.5
±.7

27.1
±0.6

27.1
±1.2

27.3
±1.3

26.9
±1.5

HRT (ms) 18.7
±1.1

19.0±
0.9

19.9
±0.9

20.2
±0.2

19.3
±0.9

20.5
±0.6

Pt (mN) 421.2
±38.0

510.9
±27.0

405.4
±25.6

477.7
±46.8

480.2
±50.9

483.7
±47.9

Po (mN) 1399.0
±54.7

1666.3*#

±60.9
1252.1
±47.4

1517.8#

±34.9
1579.2#

±116.9
1788.8*#$

±162.3

SPt (N/cm2) 6.1
±0.7

6.6
±0.4

5.9
±0.4

5.8
±0.6

6.5
±0.7

5.6
±0.5

SPo (N/cm2) 20.2
±1.0

21.3
±0.4

18.1
±0.6

18.7
±0.9

21.4
±1.7

19.3
±2.0

Values are mean  ± SE, N=number of mice, Mlo : resting  muscle length, CSA :
cross sectional area, CT : contraction time, HRT : half relaxation time, Pt : peak
twitch tension, Po : Peak tetanic tension, SPt : specific peak twitch tension, SPo
: specific peak tetanic tension. *: Significantly different from CON,  ^:
Significantly different from IGF-I,  #: Significantly different from RT1, $ ;
Significantly different from RT1+IGF-I,  @: Significantly different from RT3
leg, P<0.05.
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 Figure 1.1  The ladder climbing apparatus.  The 8 week s of  resistance training

program consisted of 3 sets of 5 reps of ladder climbing on an 85 degree incline

with weights attached to their tail.
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Figure 1.2 Overexpression of IGF-1 resulted in 15.2% increase in muscle mass

in FHL muscle compared to the contralateral.  The muscle mass of FHL

increased 17.3% in RT1+IGF and 20% in RT3+IGF group.  *: Significantly

different from CON,    #: Significantly different from RT1, @: Significantly

different from RT3 leg, P<0.05
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Figure 1.3 The persistence of expression of IGF-I shown by reverse

transcription-PCR.  +Inj : IGF-I injected, No inj : non injected, Pos Ctrl :

positive control.  Positive control using template supplied with oligonucleotides

(CLONTECH).  Integrity of RNA isolated from FHL muscles.  Equal volume

RNA samples were run on a nondenaturing agarose gel (Invitrogen).
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 Figure 1.4 The increased cross section area and appearance of central nuclei in

IGF-I injected muscle.  Cross-sections stained with hematoxylin/eosin.

Control vs IGF-I injected muscle and Sedentary vs Exercise (RT3).
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of 8 weeks of

resistance training followed by 8 to 12 weeks of detraining on muscle mass.

Female Sprague Dawley rats (N=28) were divided into two groups: a resistance

trained group (N=21) and a control (CON) group (N=7).  The training consisted

of climbing a 1m ladder carrying a load suspended from the tail with 2 mins rest

between repetitions.  Following 8 weeks of training, rats in resistance training

group (RT) were either euthanized or detrained for 8 weeks (DT8), or 12 weeks

(DT12).  Muscle mass of Flexor hallucis longus (FHL) was 16.7% higher in RT,

5.8% in DT8, and 3.9% in DT 12 compared to CON.  There was no difference

in total and myofibrillar protein concentration of FHL among groups (P<0.05).

Peak tetanic tension (Po) of the FHL was increased by 21% in RT compared to

CON.  Po of the FHL was 4% higher in DT8 and 3.2% higher in DT12,

respectively, compared to CON.  The changes in Po values were proportional to

changes in mass, maintaining specific tetanic tension (SPo) at 26.8 ± 1.0 to

29.6± 0.4 N/cm2 across groups.  We concluded that both 8 and 12 weeks of

detraining periods return muscle mass and strength to pre-training level.
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INTRODUCTION

Detraining is the partial or complete loss of training-induced adaptations

upon removal of the training stimulus.  The effects of detraining may reflect the

specificity of training adaptations, length of training protocol as well as the

duration of detraining.  Most detraining studies have investigated the reversal of

endurance training-induced adaptations using both human [Linossier et al.,

1997; Mujika et al., 2000; Coyle et al., 1984] and animal [Tyler et al., 1998;

Serrano et al., 2000] models.  In general, endurance training elicits increases in

aerobic enzyme activity and capillary density.  These adaptations have been

shown to decrease during the detraining period but still remain higher than

those of the untrained control group [Coyle et al., 1984; Houston et al., 1979;

Mujika et al., 2000; Serrano et al., 2000].

There are several human studies investigating the effects of detraining

on resistance training-induced hypertrophy.  They have shown declining [Taaffe

et al., 1997; Houston et al., 1983; Narici et al., 1989; Hakkinen et al., 1985; Ivey

et al., 2000; Winters et al., 2000] or no effect [Housh et al., 1996; Colliander et

al., 1992] on resistance training-induced hypertrophy during the detraining.

There are only a few animal studies which have investigated the effects of

detraining on resistance training-induced adaptations.  When male hamsters

were subjected to weight training, they exhibited hypertrophy in the biceps

brachii (25%), soleus (18 %) and EDL (20 %).  The muscle masses of the soleus

and EDL returned to control levels after five weeks of detraining.  The biceps

brachii, however, returned to control levels only after 15 weeks of detraining

[Goldspink and Howells, 1974].

We have developed a ladder climbing model for resistance training and

demonstrated selective hypertrophy (18 -23 %) in the Flexor hallucis longus

(FHL) muscle using a rat model (Horberger and Farrar, 2002).  Recently, our

laboratory compared the effects of 4 weeks and 8 weeks of detraining on the
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FHL of resistance-trained rats.  We found no significant changes in muscle mass

following 4 weeks of detraining.  Interestingly, 8 weeks of detraining resulted in

only an 8 % decrease in muscle mass of FHL compared to trained values.  The

muscle mass of FHL was still 9 % higher than that of the non-trained control

group after 8 weeks of detraining.  We hypothesized that additional weeks of

detraining beyond 8 weeks would be required for the FHL to return to pre-

training level

Therefore, the primary aim of this study was to examine the effects of 8

weeks of resistance training, which produces an absolute increase in muscle

mass, and then to follow the detraining process for 8 and 12 weeks to determine

whether 12 weeks of detraining was enough to return the muscle mass of FHL

to its pre-training level.  Based on the half life of myofibrillar proteins (9-12

days), once the stimulus of hypertrophy is removed the muscle mass should

return to pre-training levels by 8 weeks.  One of the mitigating factors is rats

grow continuously and thus returning to pre-training values is hard to determine

with certainty.

METHODS

Animal care and experimental design

Twenty-eight female Sprague-Dawley rats at the age of five months

were obtained from (Harlan Sprague Dawley). All animals were randomly

assigned into two groups : (1) control (CON, N=7), (2) resistance training (RT,

N=21).  After completion of 8 weeks of resistance training, animals were

divided into one of the three groups (N=7): (1) tested immediately (RT), (2) 8

weeks of detraining (DT8) and (3) 12 weeks of detraining (DT12).  The rats

were housed in pairs and kept on a standard 12:12-h dark-light cycle (09:00-

21:00).  Training was conducted during the day.  All animals were provided

water ad libitum and weighed once every week.  Food intake in sedentary
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control and detraining animals were moderately restricted to balance with their

resistance-trained counter parts.

      

Resistance Training

Ladder climbing, climbing a 1m with 2 cm grid ladder inclined at 85

degrees with weights attached to their tails, was used as resistance exercise.

Rats were familiarized with the exercise for three days. Three days after

familiarization the resistance training was begun using cylinders containing

weights that were attached to the base of tail with foam tape (3M Conan ), a

Velcro strap and a hook (Fig 1).  Briefly, the cylinders were fastened to the tail

by wrapping the upper portion of the tail (2-3 cm from the proximal end) with

Velcro on top of foam tape.  Then, the appropriate weights were inserted into

the cylinders.  The rats were positioned at the bottom of the climbing apparatus

and motivated to climb the ladder by grooming action to the tail.  The initial

weight attached was 50 % of their body weight and increased gradually

throughout the 8 weeks period.  When the rats reached the top of the ladder,

they were allowed to recover in the resting area for 2 mins.  This procedure was

repeated until the rat failed to climb the entire length of the ladder.  Electrical

shock (0.2-0.3 m Amp) was used to motivate the rat to climb when necessary.

The training was stopped when any rat neglected to climb up the ladder

following three successive shocks to the tail.  The rats in the training group

were trained once a day (2:00 p.m.) every third day for 8 weeks.

Detraining

     The rats were kept in cages throughout the detraining period either eight

or twelve weeks following 8 weeks resistance training.  No exercise was

performed during this time.
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In situ Contractile properties of FHL

 The rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (100mg/kg) and

the Flexor hallucis longus (FHL) was exposed for in situ evaluation of the

contractile properties.  The digital tendon of FHL was isolated and connected to

the lever of a dual-mode servo galvanometer (Model 3005 B, Cambridge

Technologies).  The contractions of FHL were induced by stimulation of the

sciatic nerve through silver wire electrode with a 330ms, 5-10 volts, 0.5 sec

duration by a Grass 8S stimulator.  The muscle was kept wet in mineral oil and

maintained between 36.5°C and 37.5°C with a radiant heat lamp.  The muscle

length was adjusted to optimal muscle length (Lo) with a micrometer, while

determining maximal twitch tension (Pt).  The muscle was stimulated at 0.5 Hz,

5 volts for the peak twitch tension and 100 Hz to 175 Hz, 10 volts for peak

tetanic tension (Po).  The contraction time (CT) and half relaxation time

(1/2RT) were recorded during each contraction. The galvanometer was

interfaced with a computer (Macintosh Quadra 840 AV) equipped with a

National Instruments A/D board.  The data was stored and analyzed using

Labview software (Version 3.0).  Each contraction was followed by 1-min rest

and resting muscle length (Mlo) was measured at the end of contractile

measurement.  Following this data collection, the muscle was removed from the

lever system for tissue processing.

Total and Myofibrillar protein concentration

A portion of the mid-region of FHL muscle was removed and

homogenized using a Polytron homogenizer.  The first homogenate was used

for measuring total protein concentration, then followed by washout step

according to the procedure used by Taylor and Kandarian [1994].  A Bradford

assay was conducted to determine the total and myofibrillar protein

concentration [Bradford, 1976].
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Statistical analysis

All data are expressed as means ±SE.  A one-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was used to determine significant overall main effect. Fischer’s least

significant difference was used to test for group differences.  A significance

level of P<0.05 was used for all comparisons

RESULTS

Body and muscle weights

The rats weighed about 340 ± 22 g at the beginning of experiment and

by the end of study the rats had gained about 21.9% body weight, weighing on

the average 414.5 ± 5 g.  At the end of study, there was no significant difference

in the mean body weight of all three groups.  Rats lifted an average 1,130g of

weight attached to their tail at the end of training session (Fig 2).  It is

equivalent to 272% of their body weights.  The weights of soleus, plantaris and

gastrocnemius were unaffected by ladder climbing exercise.  Eight weeks of

ladder climbing exercise increased FHL mass 16.7% in RT group compared to

control level (p<0.05).  Muscle mass of FHL was still 5.8% higher in DT8 and

3.9% in DT12 group compared to control value (Fig 3).  However, muscle mass

of FHL in both DT8 and DT12 groups was not significantly different from that

of control group.

Contractile properties of FHL

There was a significant difference in cross sectional area (CSA) and

peak tetanic tension (Po) among groups (P<0.05).  The muscle length,

contraction time, peak twitch tension and half relaxation time were not

significantly different among the groups (Table. 1).  The total muscle CSA of

the FHL was calculated using the formula: CSA (mm2)  = muscle mass (mg) x

(1.06 (mg/mm3) x muscle fiber length (mm))-1 in present study.  The fiber length
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of FHL was determined using muscles from Sham group treated with nitric acid

and the fibers teased out and their length measured (Brooks & Faulkner, 1988).

The CSA of FHL in RT group was 14.6% greater than that of Control (P<0.05).

The CSA of FHL in DT8 and DT12 group were 9.7% and 6.6% higher,

respectively, compared to the control level, similar to trend of muscle mass.

Eight weeks of ladder climbing exercise significantly increased in Po of FHL

about 21.2% above control level (P<0.05) (Fig 4).  The Po of FHL in DT8 and

DT12 group were 3.1% and 1.9% higher than the control group. The peak

tetanic force values remained proportional to changes in mass, maintaining

specific tetanic tension (SPo) between 28.7 ± 2.6 and 31.7± 1.2 N/cm2 across

groups.

Total and myofibrillar protein concentration

The protein assay was performed only on the FHL because it was the

only muscle to respond to the ladder climbing exercise.  The total and

myofibrillar protein concentrations in the FHL were similar in all groups.   Only

total and myofibrillar protein concentration in DT12 were significantly different

from that of control (Total:142 ± 5.2 vs 120 ± 4.7, Myofibrillar: 59.2 ± 1.1 vs

51.5 ± 2.4 mg/g).

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of 8 weeks of

resistance training, which produces an absolute increase in muscle mass, and

then to follow the detraining process for 8 and 12 weeks.  We developed several

different resistance exercise protocols during pilot work and tested both mice

and rats to determine which one would result in the greatest hypertrophy (Table

2).  Based on these preliminary results, we utilized the rats as the animal of

choice, with a training protocol of once per day every third day.
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We have seen a consistent hypertropic response to ladder climbing

exercise in the rat model (Table. 2).  Eight weeks of ladder climbing exercise

induced a hypertropic response only in FHL muscle in the rat model (18 to

23%).   This result may indicate a unique recruitment pattern in ladder climbing

exercise in rat.   The FHL muscle is a fast twitch muscle and largely responsible

for flexion of the greater toe sharing a tendon with flexor digitalis longus (Fig

5).  We have observed a unique mode of action when rats climb ladders.  They

grab the grid of the ladders with paws of their forelimb, but most of their body

weight and weight added to their tails is supported by their hindlimbs.  Initially

their calcaneous drops down forcing the muscles of the their posterior

compartment of the lower leg undergo eccentric contraction.  The FHL, due to

its tendon arrangement appears to undergo the greatest excursion.  Eccentric

contraction has been shown to be more effective than concentric contraction for

improving muscle mass and strength (Wong and Booth, 1991).

In agreement with previous observations in our laboratory, we found

that 8 weeks of ladder climbing exercise increased mass of FHL by 16.7% in RT

group compared to the control level.  The percentage increase in FHL muscle

mass in present study was somewhat lower than those from previous study

(Horberger and Farrar, 2002).  This difference is believed to due to lower

weights pulled by rats at the end of training period in present study compared to

previous study.  The weights of soleus, plantaris and gastrocnemius were

unaffected by ladder climbing exercise (p<0.05).  Muscle masses of FHL in

DT8 and DT12 group were 5.8%, 3.9% higher than that of control group but

were not significantly different from the control value (p<0.05).

In summary, 8 weeks of ladder climbing exercise induces about 17%

absolute hypertrophy in FHL muscle and both 8 and 12 weeks of detraining

return hypertrophied muscle towards pre-training level.   
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Table 2.1 Contractile properties of FHL

CON RT DT8 DT12

BW(g) 414.5
±1.2

414.6
±2.1

414.2
±1.4

414.8
±1.3

Mlo(mm) 36.7
±1.2

39.3
±0.5

37.6
±1.1

37.1
±1.3

CSA(mm2) 66.3
±0.6

76.0*

±1.5
72.1*

±0.9
70.5*^

±0.9
CT(ms) 35.5

±1.3
35.8
±2.1

35.2
±0.6

34.3
±1.7

HRT(ms) 24.3
±1.3

26.8
±1.7

25.2
±2.1

25.4
±2.4

Pt(mN) 3218
±85.8

3365
±65.5

3269
±93.2

3081
±93

Po(mN) 18507
±485

22432*

±504
19246^

±521
19095^

±767
SPt(N/cm2) 5.2

±0.19
4.8
±0.1

4.9
±0.17

4.7 0
±39

SPo(N/cm2) 27.9
±28

29.5
±26.5

26.7
±26

27.1
±26

Values are mean  ± SE, N; number of observation, BW : body weight,

Mlo : resting  muscle length, CSA : cross sectional area, CT : contraction

time, HRT : half relaxation time, Pt : peak twitch tension, Po : Peak

tetanic tension, SPt : specific peak twitch tension, SPo : specific peak

tetanic tension.*; Significantly different from CON,  ^: Significantly

different from RT (P<0.05).
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Table 2.2 Resistance training protocols and percent increases in muscle mass of

FHL

Subject    Resistance training protocol         % increase in FHL

mouse  5 reps/3 sets for once a day every other day            5

mouse  5 reps/3 sets for twice a day every third day         7 - 14

rat     5 reps/3 sets for twice a day every third day        17 - 20

rat     50%, 75%, 90%, 100%,110%, 120%, 130%, 140%  18 – 23

       (once a day every third day)         
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Figure 2.1 Ladder climbing apparatus with rat, climbing a 1m with 2 cm grid

ladder inclined at 85 degrees with weights attached to their tails, was used as

resistance exercise. Resistance training was conducted using cylinders

containing weights that were attached to the base of tail with foam tape (3M

Conan ), a Velcro strap and a hook
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Figure 2.2 Average load carried per climb.  Loads were gradually

increased throughout the training periods. The final weight attached at

the end of training was 1,130g, equivalent to 272% of body weight.
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Figure 2.3 Muscle mass in FHL after 8 weeks of resistance training and 8

and 12 weeks of detraining.  8 weeks of ladder climbing exercise increased

FHL mass 16.7% in RT group compared to control level (p<0.05).  Muscle

mass of FHL was still 5.8% higher in DT8 and 4% in DT12 group

compared to control value.  * : Significantly different from CON, ^ :

Significantly different from RT (P<0.05).
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Figure 2.4 Eight weeks of ladder climbing exercise significantly increased peak

tetanic tension (Po) of FHL about 21.2% above control level. *; Significantly

different from CON, ^: Significantly different from RT (P<0.05)
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Figure 2.5  The FHL muscle is a fast twitch muscle and largely responsible for
flexion of the greater toe sharing a tendon with flexor digitalis longus.
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ABSTRACT

In the present study, the effects of IGF-1 overexpression and

resistance training on muscle mass and function were examined in female

Sprague-Dawley rats.  In addition, the effect of IGF-1 overexpression on

the reversal of training-induced adaptations in skeletal muscle mass and

function following 12 weeks of detraining were measured.  The ladder

climbing protocol used in this study is selective in inducing  hypertrophy of

Fexor hallucis longus (FHL) muscle in the rat.  The IGF-I gene was

delivered through adenoassociate viral transfection into the FHL of one leg,

while the contralateral limb served as an internal control. This technique

offers an excellent model to study the overexpression of IGF-1 as well as

the interaction of IGF-1 and resistance training.  Eight weeks of resistance

training or IGF-1 overexpression resulted in an increase in mass and peak

tetanic tension (Po) of FHL.  The combination of resistance training and

IGF-1 overexpression resulted in further increase in muscle mass and Po

indicating an additive effect.  Overexpression of IGF-1 significantly

attenuates the loss of muscle mass in FHL during the 12 weeks of

detraining.  These data suggest that a beneficial effect of combination of

resistance training and IGF-1 overexpression on skeletal muscle mass and

function.

.
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INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that one of the primary mechanisms

controlling skeletal muscle hypertrophy is satellite cell activation,

proliferation and differentiation [Vierck et al., 2000].  Insulin-like growth

factor-1 (IGF-1) has been shown to stimulate satellite cell proliferation and

fusion in rat skeletal muscle [Allen et al., 1999; Vandenburgh et al., 1991;

Roy et al., 1999] and to increase myofiber size and number of myonuclei in

muscle tissue (Barton et al., 1999).  Yang et al. (1996) have reported a

muscle specific IGF-1 which is a splice variant of IGF-1, responding to

mechanical load and stretch upon the muscle.  To differentiate this IGF-1

from liver derived systemic IGF-1, Glodspink has named this IGF-1 as the

mechano-growth factor (MGF) [Goldspink et al., 1999].

A few studies have investigated the combined effects of IGF-1 and

resistance exercise [Grossman et al., 1997; Roy et al., 1996].  These studies

have demonstrated that the combination of IGF-1 and resistance training

results in greater hypertrophy in hypophysectomized hindlimb-suspended

rats compared to either treatment alone.

Recently, a 15 % increase in muscle mass and 14% increase in

strength has been observed in young adult mice injected with a

recombinant adeno-associated virus directing overexpression of IGF-1 in

the hindlimb musculature [Barton-Davis et al., 1998, 1999].  However, the

effect of IGF-1 on muscle mass and function has only been observed in

sedentary mice in these studies.  We have recently investigated the effect of

resistance training using a ladder-climbing apparatus combined with IGF-1

overexpression model in mice (unpublished data).  In our study,

overexpression of IGF-1 caused moderate increase in muscle mass and
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strength in mice.  However, resistance training did not increase muscle

mass and strength.

It was evident that our mouse model was not optimal for inducing

muscle hypertrophy during resistance training. The hypertrophic response

to ladder climbing exercise in mouse model (7-14 %) was much less than

in rat model (18-23 %) [Hornberger and Farrar, 2002; Lee et al unpublished

data 2001].  rAAV mediated overexpression of IGF-I had not been

demonstrated in the rat and we wished to determine whether the rat muscle

would  increase in mass to the same extent as observed in the mouse. (

Barton-Davis et al 1998)

The failure of the interaction of IGF-I and resistance training to

induce any significant increase in muscle mass over that induced by IGF-I

overexpression in our mouse model caused us to examine this interaction in

the rat model.  Once we quantified the extent of hypertrophy due to

resistance training and interaction of IGF-1 and resistance training, we

assessed the effect of detraining in this same model.  Detraining results in a

significant reduction of resistance training-induced muscular adaptations

[Taaffe et al., 1997; Staron et al., 1994], and we wished to quantify effects

of IGF-1 overexpression to determine whether it would attenuate the loss

of muscle mass during detraining from resistance training.  To our

knowledge, no study has investigated the effects of IGF-1 on attenuating

the reversal of training-induced adaptations in rat skeletal muscle during

detraining.

In summary, this study is designed to investigate the effects of IGF-

1 overexpression, resistance training and the interaction of the two on rat

skeletal muscle.  Once this interaction had induced hypertrophy, we

examined the ability of IGF-1 overexpression to attenuate or reverse the

atrophy of muscle.
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METHODS

Animal care and experimental design

Thirty-nine female Sprague-Dawley rats two months of age were

obtained from Animal Resource Center, The University of Texas at Austin,

Texas.  Thirty two of these rats were injected with recombinant adeno-

associated virus (rAAV) into their posterior compartment of their right

lower leg targeting the flexor hallucis longus (FHL) muscle while a Sham

group (N=7) received injection of the same volume of phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS) solution.

All rAAV injected rats were caged for 2 months to allow complete

endocytosis of the rAAV into the muscle cells and to increase expression of

episomal double stranded DNA of IGF-1.  All rAAV injected rats were

randomly assigned into two groups (1) CON : control (N=16) and (2) RT :

resistance training for 8 weeks (N=16).  The rats were housed in pairs and

kept on a standard 12:12-h light-dark cycle to allow for training during the

day.  All animals were allowed water ad libitum and weighed once every

week.  Food intake of sedentary control animals was moderately restricted

to balance their weight to match their resistance-trained counter parts.

After completion of 8 weeks of resistance training, one half of the animals

from control (N=8) and resistance training (N=8) groups were utilized for

assessment of contractile function of the FHL.  The two remaining groups,

DT (12 weeks of detraining) and DTCON (age matched control for

detraining group) were placed in their cages for an additional 12 weeks.

Both of these groups experienced only spontaneous in-cage activity.

Therefore, there were four groups: CON, RT, DT and DTCON.  All

experiments involving animals were approved by The University of Texas

at Austin’s Animal Care and Use Committee.
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Viral construction and injection

An Adeno-associated virus (AAV) plasmid (pSUB201) was

constructed that contains the myosin light chain 1/3 promoter/enhancer, rat

IGF-IA cDNA, and simian virus 40 polyadenylation signal for viral

production as previously described (Barton-Davis et al, 1998).

Recombinant AAV type 1 ( rAAV-2cap1: AAV-2 genomes pseudo-

packaged into AAV-1 capsids) was prepared by Institute for Human Gene

Therapy Vector Core (Philadelphia, PA) following published procedures

(Gao et al , 2002).

Rats (N=32) were anesthetized using sodium pentobarbital

(50mg/kg) and then injected with 700 ul of 10 % glycerol/PBS containing

approximately 1010 recombinant adeno-associated viral particles into their

posterior compartment of their right lower leg targeting the flexor hallucis

longus (FHL) muscle.  Preliminary experiments with vital dye (0.1% Evan

blue) injections into the same compartment showed that the injected

solution was localized to the injected muscle area.  Sham controls (N=7)

were injected in the same manner with 700 ul of 10 % glycerol/PBS

solution.

Resistance Training and Detraining

Resistance training was accomplished utilizing a ladder with 1m in

length with 2 cm grids and inclined at 85 degree.  Rats were familiarized

with the ladder, practicing climbing the ladder from the bottom to the top

cage for 3 days.  Three days after familiarization the resistance training was

begun using weights contained within a cylinder attached to the base of tail

with foam tape (3M Conan) and Velcro strap with hook (Fig 1).  Briefly,

the cylinder containing weights was fastened to the tail by wrapping the
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upper portion of the tail (2-3 cm from the proximal end) with Velcro on top

of foam tape.  Then, the appropriate weights were placed into cylinder.

The rats were positioned at the bottom of climbing apparatus and motivated

to climb the ladder by touching the tail.

 The initial weight attached was 50 % of their body weight and

increased gradually throughout the 8 weeks period.  The resistance training

consisted of 50%, 75%, 90% and 100% of previous day’s maximal loads.

During the additional training sets, 30 grams were added on each climb

until a new maximal load was achieved.  When the rats reached the top of

the ladder, they were allowed to rest in simulated home cage for 2mins.

This procedure was repeated until the rat failed to climb the entire length of

the ladder.  The electrical shocker (0.2-0.3 m Amp) was used to motivate

the rats as necessary.  The training bout was stopped when the rat refused

to climb up the ladder following three successive shocks to the tail.  The

rats in the training group were trained one training period per day (2:00

p.m.) every third day for 8 weeks.

    The Detraining procedure was defined as 12 weeks of home cage

activity at the completion of 8 weeks of resistance training.

In situ contractile properties of FHL

At the end of 8 weeks of training or 12 weeks of detraining, rats

from the respective groups were anesthetized initially using sodium

pentobarbital (80mg/kg) intraperitoneally.  Additional injections were

administered every 40 minutes with half dose of initial dose given

subcutaneously.  The distal tendon of the FHL muscle was isolated and

connected to the lever of a dual-mode servo galvanometer (Model 3005 B,

Cambridge Technologies).  The muscle was stimulated to contract utilizing

a Grass S88 stimulator with leads applied to the sciatic nerve.  The muscle
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was kept wet in mineral oil and the temperature was maintained between

36.5°C and 37.5°C with radiant heat lamp.  The muscle length was

adjusted to optimal muscle length with a micrometer, while determining

maximal twitch tension (Pt).  The contraction time (CT) and half relaxation

time (1/2RT) were recorded during each individual contraction.  The

muscle was stimulated at 0.5 Hz, 7 volts for the peak twitch tension and

100 Hz to 175 Hz, 14 volts for peak tetanic tension (Po).  Following each

contraction, the muscle was allowed to rest for 1 min.  The galvanometer

was interfaced with the computer (Macintosh Quadra 840 AV) and

equipped with a National Instruments A/D board.  The data was stored and

analyzed using Labview software (Version 3.0,).  The resting muscle length

(Mlo) was measured at the end of measurement.  Then, the muscle was

removed from the lever system for tissue processing.

Tissue processing

At the completion of contractile measurements, FHL was excised

immediately from the leg, cleaned of excess fat and external connective

tissue, and weighed.  Then muscle was divided into four parts from the

proximal portion for: (1) RT-PCR, (2) protein and myosin heavy chain, (3)

citrate synthase and (4) fiber type and histology.  The portion for fiber

typing and histology was mounted in embedding compound (Tissue-Tek)

and rapidly frozen in isopentane (2-methylbutane) cooled in liquid

Nitrogen and stored at –80˚C for histochemical analysis.

Detection of gene expression

Reverse transcription-PCR was used to detect the presence of IGF-I

transcripts in injected muscles. Total RNA isolated from frozen tissue

(Trizol reagent, GIBCO BRL) was subjected to reverse transcription and
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PCR (GeneAMP, Applied Biosystems) using oligonucleotides specific for

rat IGF-I and polyadenylation signal (TCCGCTGAAGCCTACAAAGTC,

sense primer; GAAGGAAAGTCCTTGGGGTC, antisense primer).

Primers that amplified glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

(GAPDH)    (TGAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGGT,

TGTGGGCCATGAGGTCCACCAC, sense primer, antisense primer,

respectively ) served as a positive control for the procedure.

Histology for central nuclei

Cross sections (10µm) were taken from in the distal portion of the

FHL muscle utilizing cryostat microtometer maintained at – 20 degree

Celcius.  The appearance of central nuclei was demonstrated using Mayer’s

Hematoxylin staining & Eosin counter staining (Humanson, 1972).  Images

were captured by cooled CCD camera (Carl Zeiss, Thronwood, NY)

mounted to NIKON microscope using a 4 X, N.A. 0.16 objective (NIKON

OPTIPHOT).

Muscle and fiber cross sectional area

The images of total muscle cross-sectional area (CSA) were

captured by cooled CCD camera (Carl Zeiss, Thronwood, NY) connected

to LEICA microscope using 10x, N.A. 0.3 objective (LEICA DM RX). The

images of the mean fiber area of the individual fiber types were captured

by a cooled CCD camera (Carl Zeiss, Thronwood, NY) connected to

NIKON microscope using 4x, N.A. 0.16 (NIKON OPTIPHOT).  The total

muscle CSA of the FHL was calculated using the formula: CSA (mm2)  =

muscle mass (mg) x (1.06 (mg/mm3) x muscle fiber length (mm))-1.  The

fiber length of FHL was determined using muscles from Sham group by

nitric acid digestion technique (Brooks & Faulkner, 1988).  The mean fiber
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area for each fiber type was determined on representative samples that

consisted of 60 individual fibers using NIH image.

Percent area occupied by individual fibers

The percent area occupied by individual fibers was calculated by mean

FCSA

    multiplied by percent of individual fiber type.

Total and Myofibrillar protein

The portion of the mid-region of each muscle was removed and

homogenized using polytron homogenizer.  The first homogenate was used

for measuring total protein concentration, then followed by washout step

according to the procedure used by Taylor and Kandarian (1994).  A

Bradford assay was conducted to determine the total and myofibrillar

protein concentration [Bradford, 1976].  The total and myofibrillar protein

concentrations were calculated according to the weight of muscle samples.

Total and myofibrillar protein contents (mg) were calculated by protein

concentration (mg/g) multiplied by muscle mass (g).

Muscle fiber type distribution

The FHL muscle was histochemically assessed for the determining

muscle fiber type distribution according to the method of Guth and Samaha

[Guth, 1969].  Cross sections (10µm) were taken from the FHL muscle by

a crostat microtometer at – 20 degree Celcius.  Then, the sections were

stained for myosin ATPase at preincubation pH of 4.35, 4.53 and 10.4

[Brook et al., 1970].  Digital images were collected with cooled CCD

camera (Carl Zeiss, Thronwood, NY) connected to NIKON microscope

using a 4 X, N.A. 0.16 objective (NIKON OPTIPHOT).  The four fiber

types (I, IIc, IIa and IIb) were determined on representative samples that
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consisted of 4 images coming from superficial, medial and the core portion

of the muscle.

Myosin Heavy Chain Composition

The concentrated samples of myofibrills were placed in sample

buffer and boiled for 5 minutes.  Then gel electrophoresis procedure was

done using Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(SDS-PAGE) according to the method of Talmadge and Roy [1993].

Briefly, with this technique, four discrete bands can be identified in the

adult MHC pool. These bands, type I, IIa, IIx/d and IIb are separated based

on their mobility in the gel.  Resolved gels were stained with Coomasie

Blue for 30 minutes followed by destaining for 48 hours.  Images of the

gels were captured with a high performance CCD camera (COHU).

Quantification of the myosin heavy chain bands was done with NIH Image

Densitometry.

Oxidative enzyme

Citrate Synthase activity, a mitochondrial enzyme was measured

from whole muscle homogenates by using spectrophotometric method of

Srere [Srere, 1969].

Statistical analysis

All data were expressed as means ±SE.  A one-way analysis of

variance was used to compare all variables among groups. Fischer’s least

significant difference was used to test for group differences. A significance

level of P<0.05 was used for all comparisons
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RESULTS

Body and muscle weights

No significant differences in the final body weights among the

groups were observed (402 ± 5 g).  The muscle weight of FHL in age-

matched control (DTCON) was not significantly different from sedentary

control (CON) indicating there was no effect of 12 additional weeks of

growth on muscle weight.  Also, there was no significant difference in the

weight of FHL between injected and uninjected legs in Sham control

group.  Therefore, we only took a measurement from three main groups

(CON, RT and DT) and expressed as following six groups based on

uninjected leg and injected leg:CON, IGF, RT, RT+IGF, DT and DT+IGF.

The average final weight attached to the tails of rats at the end of training

was 1,400g equivalent to 348% of their body weight (Fig 2).  The muscle

weights of FHL showed a 14.8% increase in the IGF group and 23.3%

increase in the RT group over the CON group (P < 0.05).  In the RT + IGF

group, this difference increased to 32% (P < 0.05) indicating an additive

effect of IGF-1 and resistance training (Fig. 3).  Twelve weeks of

detraining resulted in 8.3% and 4.8% decrease in the FHL weights from the

trained status in DT group and DT + IGF group, respectively.  However,

mass of FHL in DT+IGF was significantly higher than that in DT group

(Fig. 3).  There was not a significant difference in muscle mass of FHL

between RT + IGF and DT + IGF group.

Gene expression

Expression of IGF-1 was confirmed by RT-PCR in all the FHL

muscles injected with the viral construct (Injection) in control (CON),

resistance training (RT) and detraining (DT) groups.  Constitutive

expression of GAPDH in all FHL muscles was also observed confirming
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proper procedure.  Also, equal volume of sample load was verified from

RNA nondenaturing agarose gel (Fig. 4).

Histology for central nuclei

Images of cross-sections of FHL muscle stained with Hematoxylin

and Eosin demonstrated the appearance of central nuclei in all groups

except control group (Fig 5).  The number of central nuclei was greater in

RT+IGF group than IGF or RT group alone.  Also, the central nuclei were

still visible after 12 weeks of detraining indicating an on going muscle

regeneration.  We observed accumulation of connective tissues and

possible fibrosis between the muscle fibers in RT group.  However, it was

attenuated in RT+IGF group demonstrating possible beneficial effects of

IGF-1.

Contractile properties of FHL

There was no significant difference in muscle length (Lo),

contraction time (CT) and half relaxation time (HRT) among the groups.

Neither resistance training nor IGF-1 overexpresion alone increased in

peak twitch tension (Pt).  Combination of these treatments demonstrated

increase in Pt over the control value.  Peak twitch tension was not changed

from the trained level after 12 weeks of detraining in both DT and DT+IGF

group.  Peak tetanic tenson (Po) was increased 16.6% in IGF group and

14.4% in RT group compared to control level (P < 0.05).  It was increased

up to 28.4% in RT+IGF group over the control group showing additive

effect of combination.  Po was well maintained during the 12 weeks of

detraining and no significant difference between DT and DT+IGF group

(Table 1).  However, there was no significant difference in specific tension

(SPo) normalized peak tetanic tension divided by CSA among CON, IGF,
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RT and RT+IGF group.  Only DT and DT+IGF group showed higher in

SPo compared to other groups due to relatively high Po with low CSA after

detraining.

Muscle and fiber cross sectional-area

Muscle cross sectional area was calculated using an equation

described in methods section.  The mean fiber length of the FHL was 25 ±

3% of the muscle length at Lo, as determined from nitric acid-digested

samples.  It was used to calculate muscle CSA.  The muscle CSA of FHL

showed a 14% increase in the IGF group and 21% increase in the RT group

over the CON group (P < 0.05).  In the RT + IGF group, this difference

increased to 30% (P < 0.05) indicating additive effect of IGF-1 and

resistance training (Fig. 6).  Twelve weeks of detraining resulted in

decrease in CSA from the trained status both in DT group and DT + IGF

group, 7.9% and 6.2%, respectively.  However, the CSA of DT+IGF was

significantly larger than that in DT group (P < 0.05) and almost same as RT

group.

Mean fiber CSA (FCSA) was significantly increased over the

control group in both IGF and RT group (P < 0.05).  However, the

percentage increase in FCSA was much greater in RT (22.8%) than IGF

(8.3%) group.  The FCSA was 24% greater than the control value in

RT+IGF group.  However, it was not significantly different from RT group.

Twelve weeks of detraining resulted in decrease in FCSA only 3.2% in DT

group and 4.2% in DT+IGF group from the trained level.  Also, there was

not a significant difference in FCSA between DT and DT+IGF group.

Eight weeks of resistance training increased individual FCSA

10.3%, 30%, 31% in type IIa, IIb and I+IIc, respectively (Table. 2).

However, overexpression of IGF-1 induced a 14.5% increase in FCSA of
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the type IIa and type IIc+I fibers (14.2%) but did not change FCSA in type

IIb fiber.  The combination of IGF-1 and resistance training induced

significant increases in FCSA over the IGF or RT group in type IIb fiber.

Twelve weeks of detraining resulted in reduction of FCSA in type IIb fiber

compared to trained level in both DT and DT+IGF group.  However, FCSA

of the type IIb fiber was significantly higher in DT+IGF group than in DT

group (P < 0.05).

Percent area occupied by individual fibers

The percent area occupied by type IIb fiber in FHL muscle was

significantly increased only in RT+IGF group (81.0 ± 1.5%) compared to

control (70.8 ± 2.3%) and maintained in DT+IGF group (78.5 ± 2.6%).

Total and myofibrillar protein

No significant differences in total protein concentration were

observed in either IGF or RT muscle compared to control.  Only

combination of resistance training and IGF-1 showed significant increase

in total protein concentration over the control value (147.3 ± 5.2 vs 134.9 ±

2.0 mg/g).  Twelve weeks of detraining resulted in reduction of total

protein concentration in both DT (123.4 ± 2.1 mg/g) and DT+IGF (125.7 ±

3.9 mg/g) group compared to trained levels (142.2 ± 2.7 in RT, 147.3 ± 5.2

in RT+IGF).  There was no significant difference in total protein

concentration between two groups (Table 3).

Neither resistance training nor IGF-1 overexpresion alone

increased in myofibrillar protein concentration.  The interaction of IGF-1

and resistance training did not increase in myofibrillar protein

concentration over the control value.  The myofibrillar protein

concentration was significantly lower in both DT (60.1 ± 3.7 mg/g) and
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DT+IGF (55.7 ± 3.0 mg/g) group compared to other groups (80.4 ± 3.7 to

84.7 ± 3.3 mg/g) (<0.05) (Table 3).

Total and myofibrillar protein contents were significantly

increased in IGF, RT and RT+IGF group compared to control level (<0.05).

Total and myofibrillar protein contents were significantly lower in both DT

and DT+IGF groups and no difference between the two groups   

    Muscle fiber type distribution

Four fiber types, I, IIc, IIa and IIb were delineated from FHL by

myosin ATPase histochemistry.  The average fiber compositions of FHL in

CON group are 4.0 ± 0.6% in Type I, 12.5 ± 2.2% in Type IIc, 22.1 ± 4.9%

in Type IIa and 61.4 ± 6.2% in Type IIb.  Histochemical analysis of the

FHL revealed no alterations in fiber type distribution among any of groups.

Myosin heavy chain composition

Three myosin heavy chain isoforms, Type I, IIa and IIx were

differentiated from FHL.  Type IIx MHC makes over 94% of FHL in all

groups.  There was not a significant difference in Type I and IIx MHC

isoform in any of groups.  However, the portion of Type IIa MHC in RT

group was increased significantly from the control level (3.7 ± 0.5% vs 2.4

± 0.7 %) (P < 0.05).

Citrate synthase activity

The aerobic capacity of whole muscle homogenate, as determined

by CS activity, showed no changes in IGF or RT group alone.  However,

CS activity was slightly but significantly greater in RT+IGF group

compared both in CON and IGF group (P < 0.05).  Twelve weeks of

detraining resulted in no alteration in CS activity (Table 2).
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DISCUSSION

There are two major findings in the present study; (1) there is an

additive effect of combination of resistance training and over expression of

IGF-1 on FHL muscle mass and function in rat model; (2) overexpression

of IGF-1 significantly attenuates the loss of muscle mass in FHL during 12

weeks of detraining.

In the present study, we used ladder climbing as resistance

training.  This resulted in a 23.3% increase in absolute muscle mass of

FHL.  In general, ladder climbing exercise results in 5 to 26 % increase in

muscle mass of several muscle groups including soleus, plantaris and

gastrocnemius depending on training protocol and duration [Duncan et al.,

1998; HO et al., 1980; Tamaki et al., 1992).  However, they observed

relative increase in muscle mass utilizing ratio (muscle weight/body).  So,

it is difficult to determine whether their results are from true hypertrophy or

result of reduction of body weights normally observed in trained animals.

The ladder climbing protocol used in this study was different from

other protocols and resulted in selective hypertrophy for FHL [Hornberger

and Farrar, 2002].  We postulate that the selective hypertrophy of FHL is

due to the eccentric mode of action.  We observed that rats place their toes

on the ladder and the initial phase is a lengthening of the FHL and flexor

digitalis longus (FDL) which share common tendinous attachments.  The

rat then goes through plantar flexion and knee extension in concentric

contractions.  Thus FHL goes through an eccentric phase and then a

concentric phase.  The plantar flexors and knee extensors work primarily in

an concentric contraction.  The eccentric exercise has been shown to be

more effective than concentric exercise for improving muscle mass and

strength (Booth and Thamson, 1991; Wong and Booth, 1989; Higbie et al.,
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1996).

Eight weeks of resistance training also increased Po (14.4%), CSA

(21%) and mean fiber CSA (22.8%) over the control levels.  These results

are comparable to the results from previous studies (Hornberger and Farrar,

2000; Lee et al., unpublished data).

The most significant alteration in contractile properties resulting from

resistance training is an increased peak tetanic tension (Po) [Willems et al.,

2000].  Peak tetanic tension is closely related to muscle mass and CSA.

Therefore, an increased Po in this study may be explained by an increased

CSA and proportional increase in myofibrillar protein.  Specific tensions of

Pt and Po are normalized by dividing the respective peak tension by muscle

cross sectional area.  Most of resistance training studies have not

demonstrated significant changes in specific peak tetanic tension (SPo)

indicating a normal fiber to myofibrillar ratio (Hornberger and Farrar,

2000; Lee et al., unpublished data).

Although several studies have shown a similar effect on muscle Po

and Pt by IGF-1 administration [Barton-Davis et al., 1998, 1999;

Renganathan et al., 1998] this has not always been demonstrated [Lewis et

al., 1997, 1998]. Similarly, IGF-1 treatment has not been shown to result in

changes in specific peak tetanic tension [Barton-Davis et al., 1998, 1999].

Muscle CSA was increased 21% in RT group and further increased

up to 30% over the control value when resistance training was combined

with IGF-1.  However, the percentage increase in mean fiber CSA in RT

group (22.8%) was not significantly different from that in RT+IGF group

(23.9%).  This result indicates the possibility of hyperplasia, increase in

fiber number, during the resistance training (Antonio et al., 1993; Giddings

and Gonyea 1992).  In general, resistance training results in type IIb to type

IIx and type IIa fiber transitions [Adams et al., 1993; Hather et al., 1991;
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Klitgaard et al., 1990; Andersen et al., 1994; Staron et al., 1994].   In

present study, we only observed an increase in MHC IIa over the control

level in RT group.  No fiber type alteration was shown in any other group.

The high correlation between MHC isoform distribution and muscle fiber

type has been shown in several studies [Andersen et al., 1977; Fitts et al.,

1994; Staron, 1991].   However, Williamson (2001) reported that there are

possible mismatch between MHC distribution and percentage of muscle

fiber type due to misclassification of fiber type by histochemistry.  Myosin

heavy chain is a dimer and heterodimers can demonstrate different

percentages based on histochemical staining versus gel electrophoresis.

We observed a 14.8% increase in muscle mass and 16.6% increase

in Po IGF-1 overexpressed muscle in this study.  The results are similar to

previous studies using same technique [Barton-Davis et al., 1998, 1999].

We also observed appearance of central nuclei in some of the IGF-1

overexpressed muscle indicating on going regeneration.  Even though,

central nuclei were not visible in muscles in the RT group, central nuclei

were visible in almost all muscle fiber from RT+IGF group.  In present

study, we did not observe alterations in fiber type and MHC compostion by

IGF administrations similar to previous study [Barton-Davis et al., 1998].

Most of the previous studies investigating the combined effects of

IGF-1 and resistance training have used hindlimb-suspended rats [Allen et

al., 1997] or even hindlimb-suspended hypophysectomized rats [Grossman

et al., 1997; Roy et al., 1996].  These studies have demonstrated that

neither growth hormone, IGF-1, nor exercise alone are effective in

attenuating muscle atrophy.  To our knowledge, no other study has

investigated the combined effects of IGF-1 and resistance exercise in a

normal animal model.

Resistance training has been shown to not only increase muscle
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mass and strength but also increase levels of various growth factors

including GH and IGF-1 [Kraemer et al., 1999; Borst et al., 2001; Farrellet

al., 1999].  Yang et al (1996) reported an increase in a muscle specific IGF-

1 in response to mechanical stimulus.  This growth factor has been termed

the mechano growth factor (MGF), distinguishing it from liver IGFs that

operate systematically (Goldspink, 1999).  MGF is released in an

autocrine/paracrine fashion and its action is isolated to those muscles that

are undergoing increased mechanical loading.  MGF also binds to IGF-1

binding protein-5 which protects it from degradation and allows a much

longer half life of the hormone (Goldspink, 1999).  Therefore, resistance

exercise in combination with IGF-1 administration could increase

circulating GH, IGF-1, liver type muscle IGF-1 as well as MGF on

autocrine/paracrine expression of IGF-1.  In addition, resistance training

could enhance muscle GH/IGF-1 receptor concentration and/or receptor-

growth factor binding affinity resulting in increased muscle sensitivity to

circulating growth factors [Allen et al., 1997].

In our knowledge, no study has investigated the effects of IGF-1

administration on detraining-induced changes in resistance trained rat

muscle.  Also, there are only few animal studies which have investigated

the effects of detraining on resistance training-induced adaptations

[Goldspink and Howells, 1974].  Recently, our lab compared the effects of

8 weeks and 12 weeks of detraining periods on resistance-trained rat

muscle.  We found that muscle mass of FHL returned to pre training level

after 12 weeks of detraining.   However in present study, muscle mass of

FHL was not returned to pre training level and was still higher than control

level.

Despite significant decrease in muscle mass and muscle cross

sectional area after 12 weeks of detraining, Po in both DT and DT+IGF
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group was not significantly different from control value in this study. This

phenomenon is likely due to the change of angle of pinnation of muscle

fiber.  We assumed that angle of pinnation was reduced from trained levels

during the detraining resulting in producing more force compared to

trained muscle.  Muscle mass and CSA in DT+IGF group were

significantly higher than those in DT group indicating effect of

overexpression of IGF-1.  The total length of the experiments was seven

months starting from the viral injection.  Viral-mediated IGF-1

overexpression has been shown to persist for 9 months [Barton-Davis,

1998].  Therefore, IGF-1 may be expressed continuously over the

detraining periods while training induced stimuli were removed.

In conclusion, we have shown that combination of resistance training

and over expression of IGF-1 has an additive effect of on FHL muscle mass

and function in rat model.  Also, overexpression of IGF-1 significantly

attenuates the loss of muscle mass in FHL during the 12 weeks of

detraining.
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TABLE 3.1 Contractile properties of FHL.

CON IGF RT RT+
IGF

DT DT+
IGF

   (N=8) (N=8) (N=8) (N=8) (N=8) (N=8)

BW(g) 402
±1.2

402
±1.2

403
±21.2

403
±21.2

403
±24.5

403
±24.5

   Mlo(mm) 36
±1.5

36
±1.7

35.5
±2.3

36
±2.1

36.5
±2.2

36
±1.4

  CSA(mm2) 59.3
±1.3

67.7*

±1.9
72*^

±1.2
77.1*^#

±1.3
66.3*#

$

±1.0

   72.3*^$@

±5.0

CT(ms) 35.5
±1.1

35
±0.8

37.8
±2.5

35.7
±1.5

42.2
±2.9

35.3
±1.2

   HRT(ms) 26
±2.9

28.8
±2.1

29.9
±2.2

28.4
±1.9

27.2
±2.1

25
±1.7

Pt(mN) 3396
±196

3477
±179

3705
±133

3960*^

±186
4001*^

±172
4140*^

±102

Po(mN) 15050
±424

17549
±622

17218
±665

  19323*^ #

±476
   18971*#

 ±517
  20216*^ #

±624

  SPt(N/cm2) 5.7
±0.3

5.1
±0.3

5.2
±0.2

5.2
±0.2

6.1*^ #

±0.3
5.8
±0.1

 SPo(N/cm2) 25.3
±0.5

25.9
±0.6

23.9
±0.9

25.1
±0.4

   28.6*^ #$

±0.9
28.1*#$

±1.2

Values are mean  ± SE, N; number of observation, BW : body weight, Mlo :
resting  muscle length, CSA : cross sectional area, CT : contraction time, HRT :
half relaxation time, Pt : peak twitch tension, Po : Peak tetanic tension, SPt :
specific peak twitch tension, SPo : specific peak tetanic tension. *: Significantly
different from CON,  ^: Significantly different from IGF-I,  #: Significantly
different from RT, $ ; Significantly different from RT+IGF-I,  @: Significantly
different from DT, P<0.05.
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TABLE 3.2 Fiber type characteristics, citrate synthase, average fiber and

individual fiber cross sectional area of the FHL muscle.

Average
FCSA
(µm2)

Individual FCSA (µm2) CS
(µmol/
min/g

Fiber
type

(%)

Type I/IIc Type IIa Type IIb I IIc IIa IIb

CON 2121
±28

964
±24

2419
±68

2981
±39

15.4
±0.7

4.0
±0.22

12.5
±0.8

22.0
±1.9

61.4
±2.3

IGF 2298*

±26
1101*

±22
2768*^

±65
3026
±35

14.1
±0.8

4.5
±0.54

10.9
±1.4

19.9
±1.7

65.8
±1.7

RT 2605*^

±26
1266*^

±23
2667*

±54
3882*^

±48
16.0
±0.9

4.0
±0.17

11.8
±0.8

21.4
±1.4

62.9
±1.5

RT+IGF 2629*^@

±24
1209*^

±22
2440^@

±45
4237*^#@

±46
17.7*^

±0.9
4.7
±0.50

12.2
±0.8

17.7
±0.7

65.4
±1.1

DT 2547*^$

±22
1221*^

±16
2683*$

±43
3735*^$

±38
16.9^

±0.6
5.5*#

±0.17
10.9
±0.5

21.5
±1.7

62.3
±1.7

DT+IGF 2518*^$

±24
1117*@

±16
2463*@

±54
3974*^$

±55
16.2
±0.4

4.9
±0.5

11.4
±1.9

19.9
±2.0

64.0
±4.5

Values are mean  ± SE, FCSA; fiber cross sectional area, *: Significantly
different from CON,  ^: Significantly different from IGF-I,  #: Significantly
different from RT, $ ; Significantly different from RT+IGF-I,  @: Significantly
different from DT, P<0.05.
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Table 3.3 Total and myofibrillar protein concentrations and contents.

CON IGF RT RT+IGF DT DT+IGF
  (N=8) (N=8) (N=8) (N=8) (N=8) (N=8)

Concentration
Total protein 134.9 143.5 142.2 147.3* 123.4*^#$ 125.7^#$

(mg/g) ±2 ±3 ±2.7 ±5.2 ±2.1 ±3.9

Myofibrillar 82.5 84.7 80.4 81.2 60.1*^#$ 55.7*^#$

protein ±5.4 ±3.3 ±3.7 ±2.8 ±3.7 ±3
(mg/g)
Content

Total protein 75.8 92.9* 98.7* 108.6*^# 79.7^#$ 88.4*#$

(mg) ±1.7 ±3.4 ±2.5 ±3.8 ±1.8 ±4.5

Myofibrillar 46.7 54.7* 55.7* 59.9* 38.7*^#$ 39.1*^#$

protein ±3.6 ±2.5 ±2.5 ±2.2 ±2.2 ±2.6
(mg)

Values are mean  ± SE, *: Significantly different from CON, ^: Significantly
different from IGF-I,  #: Significantly different from RT, $ ; Significantly
different from RT+IGF-I,  P<0.05.
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Figure 3.1 Ladder climbing apparatus.  It is a 85 degree ladder 1m in length
with 2 cm grids. Weights were added to a cylinder attached to the base of
tail with foam tape (3M Conan) and Velcro strap with hook.
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Figure 3.2 Average load carried per climb.  Loads were gradually increased
throughout the training periods. The final weight attached at the end of
training was 1,400g equivalent to 348% of their body weight.
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Figure 3.3 Muscle weight of FHL.  FHL showed a 14.8% increase in the IGF
group and 23.3% increase in the RT group over the CON group (P < 0.05).  In
the RT + IGF group, this difference increased to 32%.   Twelve weeks of
detraining resulted in 8.3% and 4.8% decrease in the FHL weights from the
trained status in DT group and DT + IGF group, respectively.  *: Significantly
different from CON,  ^: Significantly different from IGF-I,  #: Significantly
different from RT, $ ; Significantly different from RT+IGF-I,  @: Significantly
different from DT, P<0.05.
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Figure 3.4 Expression of IGF-1 was confirmed by RT-PCR in all the FHL
muscles injected with the viral construct (Inj) throughout control (CON),
resistance training (RT) and detraining (DT) group. Constitutive expression
of GAPDH in all FHL muscles was also observed.  Inj;injected, Ct;
Contrlateral, Ctrl;Control.
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Figure 3.5 Cross sectional image of FHL muscle stained with hematoxylin/eosin
demonstrated the appearance of central nuclei in all groups except the control
group. A;CON, B;IGF, C;RT, D;RT+IGF, E;DT, F; DT+IGF.
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Figure 3.6 The muscle CSA of FHL showed a 14% increase in the IGF
group and 21% increase in the RT group over the CON group. In the RT +
IGF group, this difference increased to 30%. *: Significantly different from
CON,  ^: Significantly different from IGF-I,  #: Significantly different from
RT, $ ; Significantly different from RT+IGF-I,  @: Significantly different
from DT, P<0.05.
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VI. Expanded Review of Literature

Skeletal muscle is the largest tissue in the body comprising about 40-

45 % of body weight in healthy individuals [Rooyacker et al., 1997].  Skeletal

muscle undergoes morphological, biochemical and physiological changes in

response to various stimuli.  An increase in muscle mass, hypertrophy, is one of

the major goals for athletes to increase strength and power in order to improve

performance.

Thin and thick contractile filaments that regulate and develop muscle

force account for the majority of muscle protein [Balagopal et al., 1996].

Skeletal muscle proteins have specific half-lives and undergo continuous

degradation and replacement.  Muscle fiber hypertrophy is believed to occur by

remodeling of protein within the cell and an increase the size and number of

myofibrils [Houston et al., 1999].  Therefore, regulation of protein synthesis and

degradation play key roles in the hypertrophy response.  It is possible that the

contractile proteins, actin and myosin, accumulate in the muscle fiber by means

of an increased synthesis, a decreased rate of breakdown, or by a combination

of these processes.

Satellite cells, quiescent undifferentiated cells, located beneath the basal

lamina, are stimulated and begin expressing muscle specific proteins once they

fuse with a muscle cell in a process that resembles myogenic development

[Adams et al., 1998].  Proliferation and differentiation of satellite cells has been

shown to increase during the hypertrophic response [Engert et al., 1996].  A

recent study by Allen et al. [Allen et al., 1999] has demonstrated links between

myoblast proliferation, myonuclear accretion, and postnatal muscle fiber
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growth.  This suggests that the hypertrophic response involves both increased

protein production within existing myofibers and the activation of myogenic

processes in satellite cells [Adams et al., 1998].

The rates of protein synthesis and degradation in skeletal muscle are

very sensitive to a variety of stimuli.  Insulin, IGF-1, GH and testosterone have

an anabolic effect on protein content whereas cortisol has a catabolic influence

[Rooyacker et al., 1997].  Furthermore, increased mechanical load on a muscle

can induce hormonal responses resulting in elevated protein synthesis and

concomitant hypertrophy.  Hyperplasia, an increase in fiber number, ia another

adaptive mechanism that has been observed in response to high resistance

traiing [Antonio et al., 1993].  However, hyperplasia represents a minor

contribution to hypertrophy in adult skeletal muscle.  Therefore, muscle

hypertrophy can be accounted predominantly by hypertrophy of existing fiber

via addition of myofibrils to the contractile structure of muscle [Allen et al.,

1999].

This chapter will review a variety of methods for inducing skeletal

muscle hypertrophy and discuss regulations and adaptations in response to

resistance training and IGF-1 treatment.  The effect of detraining on training-

induced hypertrophic adaptations will be reviewed.

A. Methods for inducing hypertrophy in animal model

This section will summarize a variety of methods for inducing skeletal

muscle hypertrophy focusing on animal models.  These paradigms include

compensatory hypertrophy, stretch hypertrophy, alteration of hormonal level in
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body, dietary supplementation, electrical stimulation, resistance exercise and

interaction of IGF-1 and resistance exercise.

Compensatory hypertrophy

The compensatory hypertrophy model was first described by Denny-

Brown (1960).  This model involves the severing of a tendon or complete

removal of a synergistic muscle.  This manipulation results in target muscle

compensation with respect to maintenance of tension initially produced by

entire muscle group.  In this model, increasing functional demand results in

muscle hypertrophy [Timson et al., 1990].  Two models have been used to

induce compensatory hypertrophy; tenotomy and ablation of synergistic muscle

groups.  While both of these models induce hypertrophy, they are the result of a

continuous stretch and load on the muscle without normal periods of recovery.

The recovery periods are an important aspect of adaptation of the muscle.

Tenotomy

Tenotomy induces hypertrophy by severing the tendon of a synergistic

muscle [Ohira et al., 1989; Seiden et al., 1976; Goldspink et al., 1983;

Swynghedauw et al., 1986].  Generally, this model results in rapid increase of

target muscle mass after 4 to 7 days of surgery and reaches a plateau within 2 to

3 weeks [Timson et al., 1990].  The rapid peak increase in muscle mass after 4

to 7 days of tenotomy appears to be caused by stretch rather than an increased

functional load on the target muscle [Timson et al., 1990].  Also, this early

enlargement may be due to muscle edema rather than increased muscle fiber

size [Seiden et al., 1976; Armstrong et al., 1979].  One of the major problems of

this model is that tendon reattachment can occurre after a long period of time
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[Gutmann et al., 1971].  The second aspect of this model that makes it difficult

to infer these adaptations to normal hypertrophy achieved through resistance

training is the lack of a recovery period from mechanical overload.

Ablation

This model involves removal of the synergistic muscle completely,

avoiding possible tendon reattachment.  The hypertrophic response to ablation

is somewhat different from that of tenotomy.  The hypertrophy of target muscle

is much greater and rate of increase is consistent rather than transient [Adams et

al., 1999; McCall et al., 1998; Tamaki et al., 1996; Esser et al., 1995; Phelan et

al., 1997; Baldwin et al., 1997).  Snow et al (1990) found that target muscle

fiber cross sectional area decreased 3 days following ablation surgery.

However, after initial inflammatory response, target muscle cross sectional area

increased up to 40 % after 2 months of post-surgery.  The initial inflammatory

response was hypothesized to be the result of surgical trauma including edema

and leukocyte infiltration [Antonio et al., 1993].  Target muscle’s absolute peak

twitch tension and maximal tetanic tension were increased by ablation

[Kandarian et al., 1993].  However, peak tetanic tension expressed per cross

sectional area (SPo) was slightly depressed (3 to 8 %) indicating in an abnormal

hypertrophic response rather than strength training where specific tension

remains constant.  This model also induces altered myosin isoform expression

and abnormally higher rates of protein accretion.

Stretch hypertrophy

The stretch-induced hypertrophy model involves imposing a chronic

stretch on a particular muscle group.  This passive stretch was first utilized
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Thomsen and Luco, in 1944 to induce muscle hypertrophy but has since been

used by other investigators [Sola et al., 1953; Always et al., 1989; Ashmore et

al., 1981; Gollnick et al., 1983; Goldspink et al., 1995; McKoy et al., 1999;

Yang et al., 1997].  This stretch-induced model has been used predominantly in

avian wings by attaching the weights [Antonio et al., 1993, 1994; Always et al.,

1989; Gollnick et al., 1983] or by using a spring-loaded device [Holly et al.,

1980; Barnett et al., 1980].  The responsiveness of this model is much greater

than that in compensatory model resulting in 126 % to 318 % in increase

muscle mass [Holly et al., 1980; Antonio et al., 1993].  Using a spring-loaded

device results in increased mass of stretched wing anterior latissimus dorsi

(ALD) (43%) and patagialis (PAT) (45%). This model also increased muscle

fiber area in stretched ALD (126%) and PAT (81%) [Holly et al., 1980].  In

1944, Thomsen and Luco reported that immobilized ankle model with the

soleus in a lengthened position increases muscle mass of soleus peaked at 7

days [Thomsen et al., 1944].  Evidence of hyperplasia remains controversial in

this model.  Several investigators have reported an increase number of muscle

fibers [Antonio et al., 1993; Alway et al., 1989; Kennedy et al., 1988] while

others have not [Barnett et al., 1980; Holly et al., 1980; Gollnick et al, 1983].

Overall, chronic stretch model seems to induce hyperplasia at the early stage but

intermittent stretch model can induce hyperplasia only following long period of

time at least 28 days [Antonio et al., 1994].  The hyperplasia has also been seen

as evidence of muscle damage and regeneration rather than fiber splitting as

proposed by Gonyea et al (1986).  Total muscle protein is increased in enlarged

muscle by an increasing of protein synthesis without change of protein
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degradation [Barnett et al., 1980].  Recently, it has been shown that the

adaptation to an increased length of the muscle is a greater stimulus for

hypertrophy than the load imposed on the muscle. [Goldspink et al., 1995].

Alteration of hormonal level in body

Hormonal treatments have been used to increase skeletal muscle mass

and strength.  These include growth hormone and insulin-like growth factor-I.

Growth Hormone 

Growth hormone (GH), previously known as somatotrophin, is

secreted by the anterior pituitary gland under regulation of hypothalamus.  GH

has positive effects on skeletal muscle growth, possibly via endocrine insulin-

like growth factor-I stimulated protein accretion [Gautsch et al., 1999].  The

primary effect of GH is increasing protein synthesis rather than decreasing

protein degradation [Miers et al., 1998][Lucidi et al., 2000].  Circulating GH

levels decrease with age [Aleman et al., 2000] and are associated with declines

in skeletal muscle mass and strength during aging.  Conversely, supplementary

GH has been shown to increase muscle mass [Andersen et al., 2000].  It has

been known that the impaired growth rate resulting from hypophysectomy can

reversed or partially restored by administration of growth hormone [Martin et

al., 1997; Florini et al., 1996].  Alteration of GH levels in the plasma has been

achieved by subcutaneous injection [Liu et al., 1999, 2000; Allen et al., 1997;

Grossman et al., 1997; Roy et al., 1996; McCall et al., 1998; Grindeland et al.,

1994; Andersen et al., 2000], intramuscular injection [Lewis et al., 2000],

subcutaneous infusion [Sanchez-Gomez et al, 1999], hypophysectomy

[Grindeland et al., 1994; Roy et al, 1996], as well as transgenic mice model
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with mutational gene inactivation resulting in lack of GH secrestion [Svanberg

et al, 1998].  The administration of GH to hypophysectomized animal increased

muscle mass, total protein, RNA content, ribosome content and enzymes related

to protein synthesis compared to non-GH treatment group [Florini,1987].

However, GH supplementation in normal healthy males did not increase muscle

mass, strength and protein synthesis in either young [Yarasheski et al., 1993] or

older men [Yarasheski et al., 1995].  Numerous studies have attempted to

attenuate atrophy of unweighed muscle by GH treatment [Grindeland et al.,

1994; Allen et al., 1997; Linderman et al., 1994].  The results of these studies

suggest that GH administration alone has a minimal effect on attenuating

muscle atrophy induced by weightless.  However, the combination of

supplemental GH and exercise in old rats resulted in a substantial increase of

muscle mass and maximal tension compared with muscle from old rats

receiving supplemental GH alone [Andersen et al, 2000].  These positive results

compared to Yarasheski’s finding probably reflect the higher levels of GH

administered to the rats (2.7 mg/kg) compared to that administered to humans

(12.5 – 40 µg/kg).

Insulin-Like Growth Factor-I

The insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-1), somatomedin C, is a 70 amino

acid polypeptide growth factor with insulin-like biological action.  Traditionally,

IGF-1 is believed to play a major role in somatic growth and development

mediated by growth hormone in liver [Florini et al., 1996].  However, IGF-1 is

also produced by most tissues of the body and is abundant in the circulation.

IGF-1 may also be expressed locally at the muscle level through
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autocrine/paracrine synthesis (Adams and McCue, 1998; [MacColl, 1999].

IGF-1 binds to a receptor predominantly located in the plasma membrane

resulting in a signaling cascade within the cell that affects various cytoplasmic

substrates.  IGF-1 may be one of the most important factors for induction of

skeletal muscle hypertrophy among the various factors including growth

hormone, insulin, creatine and other substances.

Various techniques have been used to investigate the effect of IGF-1 on

muscle hypertrophy.  Administration of IGF-1 by subcutaneous [Lewis et al.,

1997, 1998; [Schoenle et al., 1982; Sanchez-Gomez et al., 1999], intravenous

[Bark et al., 1998; Jacob et al., 1996; Young et al., 1999] as well as

intramuscular infusion [Adams, 1997 #231][Adams, 1998 #16][Chakravarthy,

2000 #1] are frequently used methods to investigate the effects of IGF-1.  In

addition, intraperitoneal [Svanberg et al., 1996; Gorio et al., 1998] and

subcutaneous injection of recombinant human IGF-1 [Roy, 1996] have been

used.  In vitro tissue incubation has also been utilized [Vandenburgh et al.,

1991; Hobler et al., 1998; Wang et al., 1999; Fang et al., 1998; Musaro et al.,

1999; Damon et al., 1998].  A transgenic mouse model of IGF-1 has induced

overexpression of IGF-1 [Criswell et al., 1998; Coleman et al., 1995;

Renganathan et al., 1997, 1998; Behringer et al., 1990; Musaro et al., 2001],

while gene knock-out models have eliminated the secretion of IGF-1 [Sjogren et

al., 1999; Liu, 1999, 2000; Svanberg et al., 1998; Lupu et al., 2001].  The major

results of each method are described in Table 1.

Recently, injection of recombinant adeno-associated virus directly into

muscle has been used as a model for local overexpression of IGF-1 [Barton-
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Davis, 1998, 1999; Semsarian et al., 1999].  This manipulation has been shown

to result in a 15% increase in muscle mass and a 14% increase in strength in

extensor digitalis longus muscle of young adult mice [Barton-Davis, 1998,

1999].

Dietary supplementation

Creatine

Creatine is a guanidine-derived compound that is formed in the liver,

pancreas and kidney from the precursors arginine and glycine.  Creatine plays a

role as creatine phosphate in regenerating adenosine triphosphate in skeletal

muscle to help maintain muscle contraction [Feldman et al., 1999].  Creatine

can be obtained through dietary intake of meat and fish.  Approximately 95% of

the body creatine is stored in skeletal muscle.

Over the last few years, the effects of creatine supplementation on

exercise performance have been intensively studied.  The consistent findings

from the studies are that exercise performance involving short periods of

powerful activity can be enhanced by creatine supplementation, especially

during repeated bouts of exercise [Terjung et al., 2000; Bosco et al., 1997;

Smith et al., 1998; Kamber et al., 1999].  However, the effects of creatine

supplementation on isometric strength, maximal force, aerobic performance and

fatigue resistance are not clear.  The fatigue resistance has been shown to

increase [Casey et al., 2000; Rawson et al., 1999; Smith et al., 1998] or not

change [Jakobi et al., 2000; Cooke et al., 1997; Hornberger and Farrar, 2002] by

creatine supplementation.  When total volume of work was kept equal between

normal diet and creatine supplemented diet, no hypertrophying effect of creatine
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was observed (Horberger and Farrar, 2002).  Overall, creatine supplementation

does not seem to increase maximal strength, rate of force production nor aerobic

exercise performance [Jakobi et al., 2000; Terjung et al., 2000].  An increase in

mass of creatine supplemented individuals undergoing resistance training, but

its effect is probably due to the increased volume of work performed with

creatine supplementation.  

  It has been clearly established that a high dosage (20g/day) of creatine

ingestion for 5-6 days elevates muscle creatine and creatine phosphate stores

[Casey et al., 2000; Kamber et al., 1999; McKenna et al., 1999].  One of the

common results of creatine supplementation is an increase in body mass

[Kamber et al., 1999; Jakobi et al., 2000; Francaux et al., 1999].  This is likely

due to water retention related to creatine uptake in the muscle.  However, the

relative volumes of body water compartment remained constant following 9

weeks creatine supplementation while body mass increased [Francaux et al.,

1999].  Therefore, the reason for increase in body mass is not clear.  In rats

undergoing resistance training with creatine supplementation, there was no

increase in absolute force generated by the muscle.

Others

Several other supplements such as clenbuterol, beta-hydroxy-beta-

methlbutyrate (HMB), branched-chain amino acids (BCAA) have been utilized

for inducing skeletal muscle hypertrophy [Panton et al., 2000].

The beta 2-adrenoreceptor agonist, clenbuterol, has potent anabolic

properties in normal and denervated muscle and has been proposed as a

treatment for muscle wasting diseases like muscular dystrophy [Hayes et al.,
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1997].  It has been shown to increase muscle mass and protein accretion [Lynch

et al., 1999; Hayes et al., 1998] and may increase absolute and relative muscle

tetanic force production [Hayes et al., 1998].  However, specific force (K/m2)

and normalized power output (W/kg) are not affected by clenbuterol treatment

[Lynch et al., 1999].

Beta-hydroxy-beta-methlbutyrate (HMB) is a by-product of leucine

metabolism.  HMB supplementation has been proposed to reduce muscle

catabolism and promote gains in fat-free mass (FFM) and strength associated

with resistance training [Kreider et al., 1999; Panton et al., 2000].  HMB

supplementation appears to increase peak isometric and isokinetic torque

values, as well as increase FFM [Gallagher et al., 2000].  The increased fat-free

mass may due to increased protein synthesis [Kreider et al., 1999].

Leucine, isoleucine and valine, all branched-chain amino acids (BCAA),

make up about one-third of muscle protein [Mero et al., 1999].  BCAA

supplementation has been shown to increase fat-free mass and strength [Kreider

et al., 1999].  Furthermore, BCAA supplementation (76% of leucine) in

combination with moderate energy restriction has been shown to induce

preferential losses of visceral fat and to allow maintenance of a high level of

exercise performance [Mero et al., 1999].  Of these, leucine has been the most

investigated because of its higher rate of oxidation.

Other supplementation regimes including protein, glutamine, chromium,

androstenedione have been proposed to promote gains in muscle mass during

resistance training.  However, caution should be paid when interpreting the

limited number of studies regarding on dietary supplementation.
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Electrical stimulation

Electrical stimulation is another method used to induce training

adaptations in skeletal muscle.  It has some unique characteristics compared to a

normal exercise model.  In electrical stimulation, an isolated target muscle can

be stimulated.  This allows for muscle of the contralateral limb (unstimulated)

to be used as an internal control.  Also, electrical stimulation activates all motor

units equally, which contrasts the normal recruitment pattern.  Furthermore,

electrical stimulation has been shown to induce significant amount of

physiological changes in relative short period of time.

Electrical stimulation in animal model can be performed either by

implantation of electrode into muscle [Caiozzo et al., 1996; Haddad et al., 1998;

Diffee et al., 1993; Wong et al, 1990] or by connecting an electrode wire to a

nerve cuff about the nerve [Cannon et al., 1995; Leterme et al., 1994;

Henriksson et al., 1986].

Wong and Booth (1990) stimulated the plantar flexor muscle group

using a Teflon-coated platinum electrode wire inserted into both side of lower

leg muscle.  The muscle was stimulated to contract against a weighted

resistance.  They demonstrated 18 % increase in both gastrocnemius and plantar

muscle mass after 16 weeks training.  These results are comparable to the

increase 14 to 18 % in muscle mass observed following 6 to 8 weeks of

concentric and eccentric resistance training using electrical stimulation

[Caiozzo et al.,, 1992].  In addition, isometric contraction induced by electrical

stimulation has been demonstrated to increase medial gastrocnemius muscle

mass by ~12% [Haddad et al., 1998] and ~21% in plantar flexor muscles
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[Willems et al., 2000].  Chronic electrical stimulation of muscle has been

associated with increased isometric force and improved recovery from muscle

fatigue [Willems et al., 2000].  In addition, electrical stimulation has been used

to attenuate atrophy in unloaded muscle as a countermeasure [Diffee et al.,

1993; Leterme et al., 1994; Cannon et al., 1995].  A caveat to these results,

however, is that most of these studies were using involuntary exercise by

electrical stimulation under anesthetized conditions.  However, inferences from

these studies must be made with caution as this model does not provide a true

physiological stimulus.

Resistance Training

Weight lifting and other forms of resistance exercise are popular

methods for improving strength, muscle power, size and general physical

appearance [Heck et al., 1996].  One of the most consistent findings from

resistance training is increased muscle mass and strength.  Several animal

models resembling human resistance exercise have been used to study the effect

of resistance training on skeletal muscle mass and function.

In an attempt to produce muscle enlargement, Gonyea and colleagues

trained cats to flex their right wrist against progressively increased resistance

for between 10 weeks and up to 311 weeks [Gonyea et al., 1977, 1978, 1986;

Giddings et al., 1992].  An advantage of this model was an internal control limb

to study effect of training.  This training regime resulted in about 17 % to 67 %

increase in muscle mass of trained limb depending on the length of training

periods.

Rats have been trained to conduct weight lifting exercise similar to leg
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squats performed by humans [Garner et al., 1991; Klitgaard et al., 1988, Ho et

al., 1980; Tamaki et al., 1992; Roy et al., 1997; Farrell et al., 1999; 2000; Fedele

et al., 2000].  The rats performed squat movements with weight attached

apparatus in response to a light [Ho et al., 1980; Roy et al., 1997], electrical

stimulation [Garner et al., 1991; Tamaki et al., 1992; Farrell, 1999, 2000;

Fedele, 2000 or a food reward [Klitgaard et al., 1988].  The training response

varied depending on the training protocol.  For example, Garner (1991)

observed a 11% increase in gastrocnemius by 10 weeks 5 times/w training,

while Klitgaard (1988) reported 24%, 32% increase in soleus, plantaris,

respectively, using 36weeks 4 times/w training protocol.

Chronic eccentric contraction of rat soleus has been accomplished by

flexing the ankle via electrical stimulation [Kirby et al., 1992].  For example,

using a modification of Booth’s original model Wong and colleagues [Wong et

al., 1988, 1990] trained rat soleus eccentrically as a countermeasure for non-

weight bearing muscle atrophy.  They demonstrated the potential of eccentric

exercise training as an effective countermeasure to non-weight bearing atrophy.

Isometric contractions have also been conducted in an attempt to increase

muscle strength by utilizing an inclined tube with weight attached to the tail

[Exner et al., 1973].  This protocol resulted in increased peak tetanic tension of

rectus femoris as well as a reduction in isometric twitch contraction time in fast

twitch muscle.

Another model used for weight training in animals is the ladder

climbing exercise.  Animals have been trained to climb vertically with weight

attached to their tail [Yarasheski et al. 1990; Herbert et al., 1988; Widrick et al.,
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1997; Duncan et al., 1998; Hornberger and Farrar, 2002; Roy et al., 1996;

Grossman et al., 1997; Allen et al., 1997; Grindeland et al, 1994; Linderman et

al., 1994; Kowalski et al., 1969] or back  [Jaweed et al, 1977].  Such studies

have demonstrated a 5 to 26 % increase in relative muscle mass.  Results of

these studies vary because of differences in training protocol, species and

muscles studied.  Detailed ladder climbing exercise training protocols as well as

results of these studies are described in Appenix I.

Combination of IGF-1 and Resistance Training

Most of the previous studies investigating the combined effects of IGF-

1/GH and resistance training have used hindlimb-suspended rats [Linderman et

al, 1994; Allen et al., 1997] or even hindlimb-suspended hypophysectomized

rats [Grossman et al., 1997; Roy et al., 1996; Grindeland et al., 1994].  Because

these conditions lower the initial level of muscle mass and the growth factors,

they tend to maximize the treatment effects.  For example, the

hypophysectomized rat becomes more responsive to exogenous growth factors

after hypophysectomy [Grossman et al., 1997].  These studies have

demonstrated that neither growth hormone, IGF-1, nor exercise alone are

effective in attenuating muscle atrophy (Grindeland et al., 1994; Linderman et

al., 1994; Roy et al. 1996).  Various studies have investigated the combined

effects of GH and exercise [Grindeland et al., 1994; Linderman et al., 1994;

Andersen et al, 2000; Mosekilde et al., 1999; Banu et al., 1999] or GH/IGF-1

and exercise [Allen et al., 1997], as well as combination of IGF-1 and exercise

[Grossman et al., 1997; Roy et al, 1996].  Detailed procedures and results of

these studies are described in Appendix I..
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 The combination of IGF-1 administration and exercise may have an

additive [Grossman et al, 1997] or synergistic effect.  For example, Roy et al

(1996) reported that soleus mass was similar following combined IGF-1 and

resistance exercise or resistance exercise alone indicating no additive effect of

IGF-1 administration with resistance exercise.  There are several potential

mechanisms to explain the effects of combined IGF-1 and resistance exercise.

IGF-1 treatment alone has been shown to increase muscle mass and strength

[Barton-Davis, 1998, 1999].  Resistance training have been shown to not only

increase muscle mass and strength but also increase levels of various growth

factors including GH and IGF-1 [Kraemer et al., 1999; Borst et al., 2001; Farrell

et al., 1999].  Yang et al (1996) reported an increase in a muscle specific IGF-1

in response to mechanical stimulus.  This growth factor has been termed the

mechano growth factor (MGF), distinguishing it from liver IGFs that regulate

systemic action (Goldspink.1999).  Therefore, resistance exercise in

combination with IGF-1 administration could increase circulating GH, IGF-1,

liver type muscle IGF-1 as well as MGF on the top of effect of IGF-1

administration itself.  In addition, resistance training could enhance muscle

GH/IGF-1 receptor concentration and/or receptor-growth factor binding affinity

resulting in increased muscle sensitivity to circulating growth factors [Allen et

al., 1997].

B. Regulation of the hypertrophic response in skeletal muscle

This section will focus on mechanisms of skeletal muscle hypertrophy

in responses to resistance training and IGF-1 administration.  The IGF-1
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receptor, different IGF binding proteins as well as the intracellular signaling

pathway for IGF-1 will be discussed.  In addition, the regulation of satellite cell

proliferation and differentiation during IGF-1-induced hypertrophy will be

discussed.

Resistance training

Skeletal muscle is a highly plastic tissue that is capable of altering its

functional, morphological and metabolic characteristics in response to changes

in functional demand [Allen et al., 1999].  It has been known for many years

that resistance training increases muscle mass.  This increase in muscle mass is

predominantly due to the enlargement of existing muscle fibers, resulting in

greater force generation in muscle [Adams et al., 1997].  Resistance training

initiates multiple physiological mechanisms related to the ability of skeletal

muscle to meet increased force demands [Kraemer et al., 1996].

Skeletal muscle proteins have specific half-lives and are continually

synthesized and degraded.  Protein synthesis and degradation are altered in

response to resistance exercise.  The content of a specific protein can be

changed by pretranslational, translational and posttranslational regulation.  The

pretranslational process includes RNA transcription, processing and

stabilization resulting in changes of mRNA abundance.  Translational regulation

involves initiation, enlongation and termination at the ribosome.

Posttranslational events include protein processing, assembly and degradation.

Translational and posttranslational regulation is reflected by changes of RNA

activity, e.g., quantity of protein synthesized from a given quantity of RNA.  For

example, during the early stages of hypertrophy, RNA activity is increased
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[Goldspink et al., 1995; Carson et al., 1996; Carson, 1997].  While the ratio of

mRNA to total RNA is not increased by 24 hours of overload, actin protein

synthesis is increased [Gregory et al., 1990; Wong and Booth, 1990; Chesley et

al., 1992]. This finding demonstrates that the increased protein synthesis rate

during initial stage of hypertrophy is mainly the result of increased RNA

processing of existing RNA rather than an increase in RNA [Carson, 1997 #64].

An increase in RNA activity without a proportional increase in total

RNA indicates that translational efficiency rather than translational capacity is

more important for the increased protein synthesis during the onset of skeletal

muscle hypertrophy [Carson, 1997].  Wong and Booth (1990) have

demonstrated that increased myofibril protein synthesis in the rat gastrocnemius

following acute resistance exercise is not due to RNA abundance but RNA

activity.  This is indicative of translational or posttranslational regulation during

the early stage of hypertrophy.  Actin mRNA has been shown not to increase in

3 days of overload, but increase following 6 days of overload [Carson et al.,

1996].  This suggests an increased transcriptional efficiency, capacity, and/or an

increased mRNA stability in the hypertrophing muscle.

Transcriptional efficiency can be increased by a higher rate of

transcription of a given gene per myonuclei.  Transcriptional capacity could be

increased by the addition of satellite cell-derived nuclei incorporated within the

hypertrophing fiber [Carson, 1997].  Transcriptional capacity could play a major

role in the hypertrophic response when translational and posttranslational

regulation can no longer maintain the protein synthesis rate.
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Protein degradation and synthesis increase simultaneously but to

different degrees in response to resistance training.  Protein synthesis is

increased by up to 100%, whereas degradation increased by 50%.  Protein

balance returns to pre-training levels during detraining [Biolo et al., 1995].  The

mechanisms responsible for the increased protein degradation are not clear.

Findings from several animal studies have suggested that lysosomal proteases

and cytoplasmic systems are related in exercise induced protein degradation

[Dohm et al., 1982; Kasperek et al, 1989].  In addition, Biolo et al. (1995)

reported that muscle damage and inflammation following resistance exercise

was the result of increased proteolytic activity.  Studies have shown protein

degradation to increase [Hickson et al., 1986; Phillips et al., 1999; Balon et al.,

1990; Phillips et al., 1997], decrease [Carraro et al., 1990] or unchange [Wong

and Booth, 1990; Yarasheski et al., 1993; Lowe et al., 1995; Chesley et al.,

1992] in response to resistance exercise.  These conflicting results are likely due

to different methodologies used to assess protein degradation.

In summary, increased translational capacity and efficiency are

important control mechanisms for increased protein synthesis during the early

stage of hypertrophy while increased mRNA abundance is primarily responsible

for protein synthesis as the hypertrophic stimulus persists.  Protein degradation

increases simultaneously with synthesis, however, the responsible mechanisms

are not clear.

Satellite cell

Satellite cells are small mononucleated stem cell located between the

basal lamina of the muscle and the sarcolemma of myofibers [Mauro et al.,
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1961].  Satellite cells are activated in response to exercise, ischemic injury,

stretch and transplantation [Smith et al., 2001; Allen et al., 1995; Giddings et

al., 1992; Jennische et al., 1987; Phillips et al., 1990; Winchester et al., 1992].

These stimuli induce the generation of new fibers, the repair of injured

myofibers, replenishment of myonuclear losses and the fusion of myotubes with

existing fibers resulting in hypertrophy [Winchester et al., 1992 ; Nnodim et al.,

2000].

At the onset of muscle hypertrophy, protein production is increased by

post-transcriptional regulation supported by increased RNA activity.  However,

following the initial increase in muscle fiber size, there is an increasing number

of myonuclei in muscle fiber which maintain the ratio between fiber size and

myonuclei number [Kadi et al., 2000].  Skeletal muscle is a post-mitotic

multinucleated cell.  The nuclei of skeletal muscle fibers are incapable of DNA

synthesis, therefore, increases in skeletal muscle nuclear numbers are due to the

proliferation and differentiation of undifferentiated adult myoblast [Haugk et al.,

2000].  Therefore, satellite cells provide additional myonuclei during the

postnatal growth period as well as additional growth due to hypertrophy in adult

muscle.

Increased muscle mass is due predominantly to hypertrophy and to a

lesser degree, by hyperplasia.  Satellite cells not only supply additional nuclei to

the enlarging fibers but also allow formation of new fibers [Schultz et al., 1994].

There are several studies supporting hyperplasia including direct counts of

muscle fibers using the nitric acid digestion technique [Antonio et al., 1993;

Gonyea et al., 1986; Tamaki et al., 1992; Always et al., 1991] and indirect fiber
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counts using histological cross sections of muscle [Sola et al., 1973].  Current

evidence suggests a potential for hyperplasia, e.g., satellite cell proliferation and

longitudinal fiber splitting [Always et al., 1990], but most studies have failed to

demonstrate an increase in muscle fiber number [Gollnick et al., 1983; Antonio

et al., 1993; Yarasheski et al., 1990] during increases in muscle mass.

Recently, gamma-radiation treatment has provided additional evidence

that satellite cell proliferation is an essential part for skeletal muscle

hypertrophy through additional myonuclei and/or fusing into existing fiber

[Phelan et al., 1997; Barton et al., 1999].  The right hindlimb of rats were

exposed to 3,000 radiations that have been proven to prevent compensatory

hypertrophy by inhibition of satellite cell proliferation [Rosenblatt et al., 1993].

Irradiation prevented compensatory hypertroph and nearly abolished small fiber

formation in the overload soleus muscle [Phelan et al, 1997].

Insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-1)

Insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-1), previously known as somatomedin

C, is a 70 amino acid polypeptide growth factor with insulin-like action.

Originally somatic growth was thought to be controlled by pituitary GH and

mediated by circulating IGF-1 expressed by the liver [Florini and Ewton, 1992].

Unlike insulin, IGF-1 is produced by most tissues of the body and is abundant

in the circulation.  Thus IGF-1 elicits endocrine as well as autocrine and

paracrine mode of action [Yang et al., 1996; Butler et al., 2001].  Recently a

study using gene deletion technique, inactivation of the IGF-1 gene in the liver,

reported that postnatal growth and developments were normal despite of

reduction in circulating IGF-1 and IGFBP level [Sjogren et al., 1999].  They
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concluded that autocrine/paracrine action of IGF-1 is more important than liver-

derived IGF-1 for body growth [LeRoith et al., 2001].

  IGF-1 binds to an IGF-1 binding receptor located predominantly on the

plasma membrane, initiating a signal cascade involving various cytoplasmic

substrates.  Thus, IGF-1 may act as a common facilitator of skeletal muscle

hypertrophy by growth hormone, insulin, testosterone and others.

The IGF-1 affects the growth of many tissues and has been shown to

activate mitogenic proliferation and myogenic differentiation in skeletal muscle

[Engert et al., 1996].  The stimulation of myogenic differentiation results in

myoblast withdrawal from the cell cycle and initiation of specific muscle

protein expression.  This process is affected by satellite cells via IGF-1 which

may play a major role in IGF-1-induced hypertrophy.  Myogenic regulatory

factors (MRFs) promote differentiation of muscle from myoblast and can be

induced by IGF-1 [Hsu et al., 1997].  In cultured myoblast, short-term IGF-1

treatment of less than 6 h decreases mygenin expression, reduces muscle

differentiation and stimulates cell division [Rosenthal et al., 1995].  Conversely,

IGF treatment longer than 24 h stimulates muscle differentiation [Florini et al.,

1996].  Engert et al. (1996) demonstrated the mechanism of IGF-1 regulation

for both differentiation and proliferation.  In mouse muscle cell culture

incubated with IGF-1, a marker of proliferation, D-type cyclins mRNA,

increased after one hour of IGF-1 treatment and continued to increase up to 8

hours.  After 30 hours of treatment, however, the level of cyclins was similar to

basal levels.  In contrast, indicators for differentiation, myogenine and MRF4,

were initially surpressed but returned to normal level after 30 hours of IGF-1
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treatment.  In this study the level of cyclin (D1and D2) mRNA and myogenic

regulation factors (myogenine and MRF4) were inversely related ([Engert et al.,

1996].  The results of this study suggest that IGF-1 activates proliferation first

and then differentiation.  This sequence is perfectly matched for the process of

skeletal muscle hypertrophy.

Receptor

The IGF-1 receptor is a heteroteramer composed of two alpha and two

beta subunits.  IGFs bind two cell surface receptors, the IGF-1 and IGF-1I

receptors, with high affinity.  The type IGF-1 receptor is similar to the insulin

receptor but with higher binding affinity to IGF-1 than IGF-1I or insulin.  IGF-1

receptor is believed account for most of the biological function of IGF while the

type II receptor appears to serves to remove excess IGF-1I from the

extracellular environment [Leroith et al., 1999].  IGF binding to IGF-1 or IGF-

1I receptors is followed by the activation of an intrinsic tyrosine kinase within

the intracellular domain of the beta subunits, leading to tyrosine

autophosphorylation and the subsequent tyrosine phosphorylation of several

cytoplasimic substrates.

The IGF-1 receptor gene is expressed in most tissue and cell types.  The

tissue with the highest levels of IGF-1 receptor mRNA is the brain, however, the

kidney, testes, lung, heart and stomach also contain relatively high levels.

Interestingly, adult liver, which produces most of IGF-1, does not express IGF-1

receptor mRNA.  The mitogenic and myogenic activity of IGF-1 is mediated via

binding to its IGF-1 receptor on the cell surface membrane.  However, Chen

(1996) and Roy (1995) also have reported the presence of IGF-1 receptor in
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nuclei of hamster kidney.

The IGF-1 receptor has a 10-fold higher affinity for IGF-1 than IGF-1I.

The levels of IGF-1 receptor at the cell surface are dependent on the levels of

circulating IGF.  The high level of IGFs may down regulate IGF receptor levels

at the cell surface.  There are two possible mechanisms for this down regulation

of IGF receptor.  One is reducing IGF receptor mRNA levels by decreased

transcription.  The other is increasing translocation of IGF receptor from cell

surface to intracellular pool.  Overexpresson of the IGF-1 receptor has been

shown to increase the responsiveness of muscle cells to IGF-1 [Quinn et al.,

1994, 1996].  Conversely, functional inactivation of the IGF-1 receptor results

in delayed differentiation of skeletal muscle [Clemmons, 1998; Cheng et al,

2000].  Mice lacking the IGF-1 receptor showed significant hypoplasia and died

soon after birth because of respiratory failure [Liu et al., 1993].  IGF-1 receptor

expression is regulated during development with moderate to high levels of

IGF-1 receptor mRNA in embryonic muscle and lower levels in the adult tissue.

Thus, IGF-1 receptor may be important in fetal muscle development, whereas in

adult muscle they play a role in metabolic regulation.

IGF binding proteins

There have been seven IGF binding proteins (IGFBP) characterized

from various species including human, rat and mouse.  In the circulation, most

of IGF-1 is bound to members of a family of IGF-1 specific transport proteins.

There is a substantial amount of IGFBP in the extravascular space as well.  At

the autocrine/paracrine level, the IGFBPs are potent regulators of the cellular

effects of the IGFs in terms of their insulin-like metabolic effects and
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proliferation and differentiation ([MacGregor, 1996]. The IGFBPs regulate the

action of IGF-1 by 1) extending IGF’s half life; 2) affecting transport of IGFs

across vascular barriers; 3) modulating their binding to cell surface receptors;

and 4) localizing the IGFs to specific cell types [MacGregor, 1996; Adams,

1998].  The half-life of free IGF-1 in the circulation is less than 10 min.  The

half-life increases to 30 to 90 min when IGF-1 is bound to IGFBP3 and up to 12

to 15 hours when IGF-1 is bound to IGFBP and acid labile subunit (ALS)

[Clemmons, 1999]. The IGFBPs have higher binding affinity to IGF-1 than that

of IGF receptor.  Therefore, IGF-1 is bound to IGFBPs preferentially causing

lower availability of free IGF-1 for the IGF receptor.  In case of IGFBP3, it

reduces the affinity of the complex for IGFs by proteolysis, resulting in

dissociation of the complex, and the binding to cell surface area.  These

processes cause reduced binding affinity of IGFBP to IGF-1 resulting in more

free IGF-1 available to IGF receptor. IGFBP1 is a 25-28 kDa

protein coded for a single 5.3kb, four-exon gene on chromosome 7 of the

human genome and produced by most tissue cells.  It binds both IGF-1 and

IGF-1I with similar affinity.  At pH 7.0, IGFBP1 has five times higher affinity

to IGF-1 than the IGF receptor.  It has been shown to increase in response to

prolonged and even single bout of exercise [Anthony et al, 2001].  IGFBP2 is

similar to IGFBP1 in many aspects. It is a 29-32 kDa protein and produced

predominantly in the liver.  Kidney, stomach, lung and other tissues express

moderate levels of IGFBP2.  IGFBP2 has about three-fold higher binding

affinity for IGF-1I than IGF-1, with its affinity for both IGFs greater than that of

IGFBP1.
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IGFBP3 is the most abundant form of IGF-1 binding protein and is

maintained at stable level in the plasma.  It is coded for by single gene

containing five exons on chromosome 7 in the human genome and has higher

binding affinity to IGF-1 than that of IGFBP1 and IGFBP2 [MacGrego, 1996].

IGFBP3 is made up of 25% carbohydrate and when combined with an 85 kDa

acid labile subunit (ALS) and IGF, it forms a 150 kDa complex.  Proteolytic

cleavage of the IGFBP3 complex results in a rapid decrease in binding affinity

for IGF, facilitating their receptor binding.

IGFBP4, the smallest binding protein at 24 kDa, is coded by 4 exons on

chromosome 17 in human genome.  It has similar IGF binding affinity to that of

IGFBP3.  Its main function may be to protect cells from overstimulation by

IGF-1.  It does not bind to cells but has been shown to inhibit bone cell

proliferation by competing with the IGF-1 receptor for IGF binding [Van Wyk

et al., 1999].

IGFBP5 has the highest affinity for IGF-1 and IGF-1I of all IGFBPs and

50 times greater IGF binding affinity than that of the IGF-1 receptor.  IGFBP5

appears to potentiate the effects of IGF-1 in vitro when sufficient IGFBP5 is

bound to the extracellular matrix.  However, addition of concentrations of 4:1

molar excess of IGFBP5 over IGF-1 results in complete attenuation of IGF-1

action [Clemmons, 1998].  The physiological significance of extracellular

matrix localization of IGFBP5 is reduction of its binding affinity for both IGFs.

This allows for better distribution of IGF-1 with all surface receptors

[Clemmons, 1998].  Furthermore, IGFBP5 may have IGF-1ndependent actions

to stimulate growth rate independent of its ability to bind the IGF-1 (Schneider
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et al., 2002; Clemmons, 1999].

IGFBP6 is 32 kDa protein with a 10- to 100-fold higher binding affinity

for IGF-1I than for IGF-1, which is similar to the affinity of IGFBP3 for IGF-1.

IGFBP6 is susceptible to proteolytic cleavage and fragments have been found in

the extracellualr fluids [Lund et al., 1999].

IGFBP7 also called IGFBP related protein (IGFBP-rP) is a member of a

newly characterized family of cellular IGFBP.  It exhibits close homology to the

IGFBPs in the N-terminal region, but lacks the C-terminal region.  The binding

affinity of IGFBP7 to IGF-1 is lower than that of other IGFBPs.  The expression

of IGFBP7 is high in proliferating myoblast but decreases before differentiation

indicating a role in stimulating proliferation and/or surpressing differnetiation in

response to IGF-1 [Haugk et al., 2000].

Regulation

In the circulation, most IGF-1 binds to IGFBP 3 and acid labile subunit

forming an IGF-1GFBP complex.  Once released from the complex, the IGF-1

leaves the circulation and enters the target cell via binding IGF-1 receptor.  The

binding of IGF-1 to alpha subunit of IGF-1 receptor causes conformational

change of receptor, then result in autophoshorylation of beta subunit and

subsequent activation of the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase and

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI 3-K) pathways [Cheng et al, 1998; Kim et al.,

1998; Leventhal et al, 1997].

IGF-1 receptor interacts with the intermediate signaling proteins, insulin

receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1) and Src homology containing protein (Shc).  IRS-1

serves as a multicomponent docking protein, binding multiple SH2 domain-
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containing proteins.  These proteins include Grb2, Nck, Crk, Syp and the p85

subunit of PI3-kinase.  This pathway is responsible for activation of protein

translation and cell proliferation.    Grb-2 is an adapter protein containing SH2

and SH3 domains known to be involved in the activation of the Ras pathway of

growth factors ([Florini and Ewton, 1996].  The SH2 domain of Grb-2 binds to

IRS-1 while the SH3 domain has been shown to activate SOS (son of

sevenless), a guanine nucleotide-releasing protein which converts the inactive

form of Ras to its active form.  The activated Ras protein stimulates

serine/threonine kinase Raf-1 to localize at the plasma membrane where it is

responisble for the phosphorylation of mitogen activated protein (MAP) kinase

kinase, MKK1 and MKK2.  These kinases, in turn, activate another family of

MAP kinases, extracellular or external regulated kinase (ERK1 and 2) and Jun

kinase (JUNK).  These kinases activate numerous nuclear transcription factors

including Fos, Myc, TCF, JUN and EIK-1 leading to alterations in protein

transcription.

Mechano growth factor (MGF)

It has been speculated that there is local control factor of growth

because only muscle exercised not all skeletal muscles in the body has shown

hypertrophy.  The GH/IGF-1 axis is the main regulator of muscle mass during

initial developmental stage and IGF-1 is one of the main growth factor

stimulating protein synthesis in muscle [McKoy, 1999 #106].  Although liver is

largely responsible for circulating IGF-1 via GH, IGF-1 also have been shown

to express in the muscle in response to mechanical stimuli [Perrone et al., 1995;

Goldspink et al., 1995; Yang, 1996].
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It has been demonstrated that transgenic mice overexpressed IGF-1 gene

in the muscle using an avian actin promoter showed that transgenic mice had

larger muscle fiber despite of same level of circulating IGF-1 level to control

mice [Coleman et al., 1995].  More recently, in transgenic Duchenne muscular

dystrophy (mdx) mice expressing muscle-specific IGF-1, muscle mass and

force have been increased in extensor digitorum longus muscle compared with

those from mdx mice (Barton et al, 2002).   Also, muscle mass have been

shown to increase in 149% (soleus) or 133% (plantaris) by 8 days functional

overload in hypophysectomized rats compared to those of the control

contralateral limb indicating in modulation of IGF-1 mRNA levels can occur in

the absence of growth hormone [DeVol et al., 1990].  The mice lacking the liver

IGF-1 gene have shown normal rate of postnatal growth and development

despite of 75 % reduction in circulating IGF-1 levels [Sjogren et al., 1999].

Therefore, autocrine/paracrine IGF-1 rather than endocrine IGF-1 may be the

major factor for postnatal growth and development [Butler et al., 2001; Sjogren

et al., 1999].

There are two main muscle forms of IGF-1, one is similar to the liver

IGF-1 and another which is designed for an autocrine/paracrine mode of action.

Recently, both two muscle form of IGF-1s have been shown to upregulate by

stretch and stretch combined with electrical stimulation [McKoy et al, 1999].

However, only liver type of muscle IGF-1 has been detected from unstretched

muscle while both form of IGF-1s have been detected in stretched muscle

[Yang, 1996].  Therefore, one form of muscle IGF-1s appears to be produced

only in response to exercise or stretch [Yang, 1996].   This muscle IGF-1 having
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an autocrine/paracrine mode of action has been called mechano growth factor

(MGF) to differentiate it from liver type muscle IGF-1 that have a systemic

mode of action [Goldspink, 1999].  This MGF has been shown to express in

human [Yang, 1996] and animals [McKoy et al, 1999 #106][Yang et al., 1997].

The MGF is not glycosylated, therefore smaller in size and has a shorter half-

life than systemic IGF-1 derived from liver.  Also, it has different exons to the

liver form of muscle IGF-1.  The MGF has exons 1, 4, 5 and 6 while liver form

of muscle IGF-1 has exons 1, 4 and 6 only.  The exons 5 in MGF has a 52 base

inserted in the E domain altering the reading frame of the 3’ reading frame and

the carboxy end of the peptide.  Therefore, MGF is likely to bind to a different

binding protein like BP5 which exists in the interstitial spaces of bone and

skeletal muscle [McKoy et al., 1999].  The MGF has a different peptide

structure from systemic IGF-1 or liver type muscle IGF-1 and more effective

near site of secretion.  So, it is suited for an autocrine/paracrine action rather

than systemic mode action [Goldspink, 1999].

Collectively, those evidences suggested that muscle specific form of

IGF-1 or MGF produced in the muscle may play a major role in postnatal

muscle growth and development.

C. Adaptations from Resistance training and IGF-1 administration

Resistance training and IGF-1 administration initiate variety of

physiological and biochemical adaptations in skeletal muscle.  Resistance

training itself stimulates autocrine/paracrine secretion of IGF-1 in the trained

muscle as well as GH and GH mediated IGF-1 into the circulation [Farrell et al,
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1999; Yan et al., 1993; Kraemer et al, 1998; Borst et al., 2001].  These stimuli

also share redundancies in the regulatory pathway for hypertrophy.  Therefore,

it is difficult to differentiate adaptations from resistance training from those of

IGF-1 administration.  This section will describe the adaptations induced by

resistance training and IGF-1 treatments in animal models.

Neuromuscular

In general, resistance training typically requires greater than 4 months

to produce significant increase in muscle mass and strength [Staron et al.,

1994].  The strength gains at the early of stage of resistance training are greater

than that which would be expected by muscle hypertrophy alone [Kraemer et al,

1996].  This phenomenon is believed to occur by neural adaptations to

resistance exercise, including changes in the order of fiber recruitment,

reduction of inhibitory effects from central nervous system and proprioception

[Dudley et al., 1990; Kraemer et al, 1996], increased neuromuscular junction

area and length of motorneuron branching [Deschenes et al., 1993].  In addition,

IGF-1 is known to stimulate nerve regeneration and sprouting [Caroni et al.,

1990, 1992; Kanje et al., 1989].  Furthermore, the role of glycosaminoglycans

in the modulation of axonal growth in peripheral nerve regeneration has been

suggested.  The glycosaminoglycans maybe potent stimulants of muscle

reinnervation and that their effects may be mediated by increased levels of

insulin-like growth factor-I [Gorio et al., 1998].

Muscle Mass and Strength

Resistance training have shown to increase in muscle mass and strength
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[Duncan et al., 1998; Widrick et al., 1997; Hornberger and Farrar, 2002; Tamaki

et al, 1992; Roy et al., 1997; Herbert et al., 1988; Wong and Booth, 1990;

Klitgaard et al., 1988; Yarasheski et al., 1995].  However, some studies have

reported no significant hypertrophy in response to resistance training [Allen et

al., 1997; Grindeland et al, 1994].

IGF-1 treatment increases muscle mass by 8 to 9% in tibialis anterior

(TA) of rat [Adams, 1997 #231][Adams, 1998 #16], 10 to 25% in extensor

digitalis longus (EDL) [Barton-Davis, 1998, 1999; Gorio et al, 1998] as well as

other muscles including plantaris, gastrocnemuius and diaphragm [Lewis et al.,

1997; Roy et al, 1996; Coleman et al, 1995; Chakravarthy et al., 2000].

Conversely, several studies have reported no significant hypertrophy in response

to IGF-1 administration [Criswell et al, 1998; Roy et al, 1996; Renganathan et

al, 1998].

Fiber type composition

Skeletal muscle is an extremely heterogeneous tissue.  It is composed

of a variety of distinct fiber types classified on the basis of their functional and

metabolic properties as slow oxidative (SO), fast oxidative glycolytic (FOG)

and fast glycolytic (FG).  These fibers are not fixed but highly versatile units

capable of responding to variety of stimuli by changing their phenotypes.  The

SO fiber is slow-twitch fiber, characterized by moderate to high mitochondria

concentration and capillary density with low sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR)

volume and myofibril adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase).  The FOG and FG

fibers are fast-twitch fibers which encompass IIa, IIx and IIb myosin isoforms

with high SR volume and myosin ATPase activity [Fitts et al., 1996].  Each
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fiber type contains specific isozymes for the contractile protein myosin and can

be identified on the basis of their electrophoretically-determined myosin

mobility as type I, IIa, IIx and IIb [Brooke et al., 1970; Bottinelli et al., 1994].

Resistance training results in type IIb to type IIx and type IIa fiber

transitions [Adams et al., 1993; Hather et al., 1991; Klitgaard et al., 1990;

Andersen et al., 1994 ; Staron et al., 1994].  In addition, resistance training has

been shown to increase both type I and type II fiber number in some studies

[Gonyea et al., 1982; MacDougall et al., 1980]. However, other studies have

demonstrated resistance training-induced increases in only type IIb fiber [Green

et al., 1999] or have observed no change in fiber type composition [Duncan et

al., 1998; Roy et al, 1997; Yarasheski et al, 1990].  Conversion of type IIa to

type I was reported following 6 weeks ladder climbing exercise [Jaweed et al.,

1977].  Only a few studies have demonstrated conversion of slow to fast fiber

type in response to resistance or high intensity training either jumping or

sprinting [Yarasheski et al., 1990; Watt et al., 1982; Pousson et al., 1991].

The results of studies investigating the effects of IGF-1 treatment on

fiber type changes are inconsistent.  For example, Coleman et al (1995)

demonstrated an increase in type IIx number as well as a decrease in type IIb

fiber number.  Coversely, Lewis and colleagues have demonstrated decreases in

type IIb fiber number as well as type IIa fibers while type I fiber number

increased with IGF administration [Lewis et al, 1997].  IGF administration has

also been demonstrated to have no effect on fiber type interconversion or

number [Barton-Davis et al, 1998].
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Myosin heavy chain Isoforms

Myosin is the most abundant protein in the muscle.  Therefore,

intrinsic ability of muscle to adapt to stimuli depends to a large extent on the

capacity to switch myosin gene expression.  The myosin macromolecule is

composed of two myosin heavy chains (MHC) and two regulatory (LC2) as

well as two alkali light chains (LC1 and LC3).  A single regulatory and alkali

light chain are associated with the head region of each MHC [Pette and Staron,

1997].  The MHC isofoms are designated as type I, IIa, IIx/d, and IIb and can be

resolved by sodium dodecyle sulfate poly acrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-

PAGE) [Schluter et al., 1994; Talmadge et al., 1995].  The high correlation

between MHC distribution and percentage of muscle fiber type has been shown

inseveral studies [Andersen et al., 1977; Fitts et al., 1994; Staron, 1991][Staron

Pette, 1986].  Therefore, changes in muscle myosin ATPase indicate associated

changes in the MHC content.  Differences in maximum specific force across

fibers which express different MHC isoforms are known to exist [Bottinelli et

al., 1994].  However, MHC content can be used to estimate force production

[Geiger et al., 2000] in a particular muscle fiber.

The resistance training has been shown to increase [Widrick et al., 1997]

or have no effect on [Hornberger and Farrar, 2002; Bamman et al., 1998] type I

MHC.  In general, changes in MHC content is accompanied by changes in fiber

type and show conversion from fast to slow type [Staron et al., 1994; Andersen

et al., 1994; Baldwin et al., 2001].  The resistance training has been shown to

result in a significant decrease in type IIb expression with a concomitant

increase in type IIx MHC [Caiozzo et al., 1996].  Also, downregulation of type
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IIx and upregulation of type IIa MHC have been reported [Andersen et al.,

1994; Carroll et al., 1998; Klitgaard et al., 1990].  The presence of neonatal

myosin in mice EDL muscle has been reported by viral mediated expression of

IGF-1 [Barton-Davis et al, 1998].

Protein balance

The muscle hypertrophy accompanying resistance training results from

increased protein content within the muscle.  Therefore, net muscle protein

balance, i.e., synthesis versus degradation, is likely positive during the

hypertrophic period [Phillips et al., 1997].  It has been suggested that muscle

protein accretion occurs during the recovery period following resistance

exercise rather than during exercise [Biolo et al., 1995].  Several studies have

shown that resistance training increases [Phillips et al., 1997; Kirby et al., 1992;

Yarasheski et al., 1993; Chesley et al., 1992; Biolo et al., 1995] or do not change

protein synthesis [Garner et al., 1991; Herbert et al., 1988; Exner et al., 1973].

Biolo et al (1995) reported that the rates of protein synthesis and

degradation increased simultaneously after resistance training.  However, the

rate of protein synthesis increased 100 % while the rate of degradation was only

increased by 50%.  Thus, in this study, resistance training resulted in a net

positive balance of protein synthesis.  Similarly, Hornberger and Farrar (2002)

reported an increase in total and myofibrillar protein content of rat FHL muscle

following 8 weeks resistance training.  While several studies have demonstrated

that resistance exercise stimulates protein degradation [Dohm et al., 1985;

Pivarnik et al., 1989], others have failed to demonstrate such an effect [Hickson

et al., 1986; Devlin et al, 1990].
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IGF-1 treatment has been shown to stimulate protein synthesis 25 to

65% [Svanberg et al., 1996; Russell-Jones et al., 1994; Adams, 1998; Hobler et

al., 1998 ; Bark et al., 1998; Fang et al., 1998].  This increase, however, is not

observed in every studies investigating the effects of IGF on protein synthesis

[Jacob et al., 1996; Mauras et al., 1992].  IGF-1 administration has effectively

restored the protein concentration in unloaded [Roy et al, 1996] or immobilized

rat hindlimb muscle [Chakravarthy et al, 2000].  IGF-1 administration seems to

decrease total and myofibrillar protein degradation [Hobler et al., 1998; Adams,

1998; Fang et al, 1998].  Interestingly, the combination of a high protein diet

and IGF-1 administration increased protein synthesis compared to chow-fed or

fasted animals [Fryburg et al., 1995; Sanchez-Gomez et al., 1999].

Enzymes

Enzymes involved in oxidative metabolism are not increased in

response to resistance training [Tesch et al., 1990].  For example, rat EDL the

activity of citrate synthase (CS), a mitochondrial marker of muscle oxidative

capacity, was not different between resistance-trained and control animals

[Duncan et al., 1998].  However, these findings are not universal as Exner et al

(1973) reported increased CS activity in response to resistance training.  In

general, exercise activity either endurance or resistance exercise seems to

increase aerobic enzyme.  Anaerobic-glycolytic enzymes are unchanged by

resistance training [Kraemer et al., 1996; Tesch et al., 1990], while creatine

kinase (CK) has been shown to increase in response to resistance exercise

[Tamaki et al., 1992; Exner et al., 1973].

Few studies have investigated the effect of IGF-1 treatment on muscle
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enzymatic profile.  Lewis et al (1997) observed that succinate dehydrogenase

(SDH) activity was not changed by IGF-1 administration itself, however,

GH/IGF-1 treatment did result in a greater SDH activity relative to IGF-1 and

control animals.  In a subsequent study by Lewis et al (1998), it was reported

that SDH activity of diaphragm was unchanged by IGF-1 treatment.

Contractile properties

The most significant alteration in contractile properties resulting from

resistance training is an increased peak tetanic tension (Po) [Willems et al.,

2000].  Peak tetanic tension is closely related to cross sectional area (CSA) of a

muscle which, in turn, is increased as myofibrillar protein concentration

increases.  Therefore, an increased Po may be explained by an increased CSA

and proportional increase in myofibrillar protein.  A resistance training-induced

increase in absolute Po has been demonstrated in rat soleus (65 %) and plantaris

(37 %) muscle [Klitgaard et al., 1988] as well as in cat flexor carpi radialis (23

%) [Gonyea et al., 1978].  Furthermore, the decrease in peak twitch tension (Pt)

and Po associated with non-weight bearing was attenuated or prevented by

resistance training [Herbert et al., 1988; Widrick et al., 1997].  However, several

studies have reported no changes in Pt and Po in response to resistance training

[Roy et al., 1996; Duncan et al., 1998].

Although several studies have shown a similar effect on muscle Po and

Pt by IGF-1 administratio (Barton-Davis, 1998, 1999; Renganathan et al.,

1998], this has not always been demonstrated [Lewis et al,1997, 1998].

Specific tensions of Pt and Po are normalized by dividing the

respective peak tension by muscle cross sectional area.  Most of resistance
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training studies have not demonstrated significant changes in specific peak

tetanic tension (SPo) indicating a normal fiber to myofibrillar ratio[Hornberger

and Farrar, 2002].  Similarly, IGF-1 treatment has not been shown to result in

changes in specific peak tetanic tension [Barton-Davis, 1998,1999].  However,

using a transgenic mouse model, Renganathan et al (1998) reported an increase

in specific tension in soleus muscle overexpressing IGF-1.

Studies investigating the effect of resistance training on contraction

time (CT) and half relaxation time (HRT) have produced conflicting results.

Some investigators have demonstrated a decrease [Klitgaard et al., 1988] in CT

and HRT while others have observed an increase [Gonyea et al, 1978] or no

change [Exner et al., 1973; Hornberger and Farrar, 2002] in muscle CT and

HRT in response to resistance training.  IGF-1 treatment does not seem to affect

muscle length, CT and HRT [Lewis et al., 1997, 1998].

The fatigue index (FI) has been used to indicate muscular capacity to

sustain a submaximal force for a given period of time.  The most commonly

used fatigue test is a four-minute test in which the muscle is stimulated with

330ms pulse-trains (1 train/s) of 14 volts using a stimulation frequency of 40Hz.

The fatigue index (FI) is expressed as the ratio of force produced over the

stimulation period to the initial peak force.  FI may [Roy et al., 1997; Willems

et al., 2000; Duncan et al., 1998 or may not increase [Herbert et al., 1988;

Hornberger and Farrar, 2002] in response to resistance training and doesn’t seen

to be affected by IGF-1 treatment [Lewis et al., 1997, 1998].

Other adaptations

In addition to the aforementioned muscle adaptations, there are other
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physiological changes that occur in response to resistance training.  These

include increased bone mineral density [Ryan et al., 1994; Conroy et al., 1993],

capillaries per fiber [Hather et al., 1991], and anabolic hormone [Kraemer et al.,

1993].  In addition, reductions in body fat [Treuth et al., 1994], mitochondria

density [MacDougall et al., 1979], as well as heart rate and blood pressure have

been reported in response to resistance exercise.

IGF-1 administration has shown to increase DNA content [Adams,

1998; Adams et al., 1997; Barton-Davis et al., 1998,1999] as well as myofiber

central nuclei [Barton-Davis et al., 1998,1999,2002; Cordier et al., 2000;

Semsarian et al., 1999].  In addition, increases in muscle IGF-1 mRNA

[Sanchez-Gomez et al., 1999; Gorio et al., 1998] and various myogenic

regulation factors including MyoD, myogenin [Coleman et al., 1995] have been

demonstrated following IGF-1 treatment.  Furthermore, plasma IGFBP 1,3

[Gorio et al., 1998] and the number of skeletal muscle dihydropyridine receptor

(DHPR) alpha subunit [Renganathan et al., 1997, 1998] have been shown to

increase in response to IGF-1 treatment.  Also, IGF-1 overexpression have

shown to reduce significant amount of fibrosis and myonecrosis normally

observed in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (mdx) mice (Barton et al., 2002).

D. Detraining

Detraining is the partial or complete loss of training-induced adaptations

upon removal of the training stimulus.  The effects of detraining may vary

depending on the type and length of training as well as the duration of

detraining.  Most of detraining studies have investigated the reversal of
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endurance training-induced adaptations using either human [Linossier et al.,

1997; Mujika et al., 2000; Coyle et al., 1984] or animal [Tyler et al., 1998;

Serrano et al., 2000] models.  The detraining have shown to reverse [Houston et

al., 1979; Mujika et al., 2000; Guy et al., 1977; Serrano et al., 2000] or have no

effect [Tyler et al., 1998; Linossier et al., 1997] on endurance training-induced

adaptations.  In general, endurance training-induced adaptations including

increased aerobic enzyme activity, maximal oxygen uptake, capillary density,

muscle mass and strength have been shown to decrease during the detraining

period but still higher than those of untrained group [Coyle et al., 1984;

Houston et al., 1979; Mujika et al., 2000; Serrano et al., 2000].

There are several human studies investigating the effects of detraining

on resistance training-induced adaptations.  The lengths of detraining in these

studies vary from 4 weeks [Mujika et al., 2000] to 5 months [Thorstensson et

al., 1977].  They have shown to decrease [Taaffe et al., 1997; Houston et al.,

1983; Narici et al., 1989; Hakkinen et al., 1985; Ivey et al., 2000; Winters et al.,

2000] or have no effect [Housh et al., 1996; Colliander et al., 1992] on

resistance training-induced adaptations by detraining.  In a study by Staron et al.

(1991), 30 days of detraining had relatively little effect on fiber cross sectional

area but resulted in an increased percentage of type IIb fibers accompanied by a

decrease in type IIa fiber number [Staron et al., 1991].

Despite muscle mass and fiber cross sectional area returning to pre

training levels, declines in strength occur at a slower rate during detraining.

This phenomenon is likely due to persistent neurological adaptations that

accommodate strength gains during resistance training.  In humans strength
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studies, one repetition maximal (IRM) and maximal voluntary contraction

(MVC) assessments are frequently used as a measurement of strength in human

study [Taaffe et al., 1997; Hakkinen et al., 1985; Narici et al., 1989;

Thorstensson et al., 1977; Ivey et al., 2000].  These types of parameters have a

large neurological component and may not represent force produced by muscle

fiber but rather coordination between whole muscle groups and joints.

There are only few animal studies which have investigated the effects of

detraining on resistance training-induced adaptations [Goldspink and Howells,

1974).  When male hamsters were subjected to weight training, they exhibited

hypertrophy in the biceps brachii (25 %), soleus (18 %) and EDL (20 %).  The

muscle masses of the soleus and EDL returned to control level after five weeks

of detraining.  The biceps brachii, however, returned to control level after 15

weeks of detraining.

In our knowledge, no study has investigated the effects of IGF-1

administration on detraining-induced changes in resistance trained rat muscle.

Viral-mediated IGF-1 overexpression has been shown to persist for 9 months

[Barton-Davis et al., 1998].  By using this model we investigated the effects of

IGF-1 administration during the detraining period of resistance-trained rats.  We

hypothesize that IGF-1 treatment will prevent or attenuate the loss of training-

induced adaptations during 12 weeks of detraining.
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IV. Expanded Method

A. Animal care and experimental design

Study 1.
Mice, C57/b6 males (N=21), were injected in the posterior

compartment of their right lower leg with 100 µl of 10 % glycerol/PBS

containing >1010 recombinant adeno-associated virus particles constructed with

the IGF-I gene linked to the myosin light chain promoter.  After 8 weeks, all

animals were randomly assigned to one of three groups (N=7), (1) control

(CON), (2) every other day training (RT1) and (3) every third day training

(RT3).  These three groups were divided into 6 subgroups based on the

overexpression of IGF-I, (1) Control, (2) IGF-I, (3) RT1, (4) RT1+IGF-I, (5)

RT3 and (6) RT3+IGF-I.

Study 2

Twenty-eight female Sprague-Dawley rats at the age of five months

were obtained from (Harland Sprague Dawley). All animals were randomly

assigned into two groups: (1) control (CON, N=7), (2) resistance training (RT,

N=21).  After completion of 8 weeks of resistance training, animals in

resistance training group were divided into one of the three groups (N=7): (1)

tested as resistance training (RT), (2) resistance training followed by 8 weeks of

detraining (DT8) and (3) resistance training followed by 12 weeks of detraining

(DT12).

Study 3

Thirty-nine female Sprague-Dawley rats at the age of two months were

obtained from (University of Texas at Austin, Animal Resource Center, Austin,

Texas).  All animals (N=32) except rats in the Sham group (N=7) were injected

with recombinant adeno-associated virus into their posterior compartment of

their right lower leg targeting the flexor hallucis longus (FHL) muscle.  The rats

in Sham control group were injected same volume with 0.9% Saline solution.
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All animals were caged for 8 weeks to achieve maximum expression of IGF-1.

Then, all animals were randomly assigned into two groups (1) CON : control

(N=16) and (2) RT : resistance training for 8 weeks (N=16).  After completion

of 8 weeks of resistance training, the half of animals from control (N=8) and

resistance training (N=8) groups were sacrificed for testing contractile

properties.  The rest of the animals were divided into two groups either (1) DT :

detraining for 12 weeks (N=8) or (2) DT CON : age matched control for DT

group.

The animals were housed in pairs and kept on a standard 12:12-h dark-

light cycle (09:00-21:00). Training was conducted during the day.  All animals

were allowed water ad libitum and weighed once every week.  Food intake of

animals in the sedentary control and detraining group were moderately

restricted to balance with their resistance-trained counter parts.  All experiments

involving animals were approved by University of Texas at Austin’s Animal

Care and Use Committee (Appendix 8).

B. Viral construction and injection

Viral construction for study 1

An Adeno-associated virus (AAV) plasmid (pSUB201) was

constructed that contains a myosin light chain1/2 promoter/enhancer, the rat

IGF-1A cDNA, simian virus 40 polyadenylation signal and inverted terminal

repeats necessary for viral packaging.  Recombinant AAV was obtained from

University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine (Pliladelphia, PA).

Viral construction for study 3

An Adeno-associated virus (AAV) plasmid (pSUB201) was

constructed that contains the myosin light chain 1/3 promoter/enhancer, rat IGF-

IA cDNA, and simian virus 40 polyadenylation signal was used for viral

production as previously described (Barton-Davis et al, 1998).  Recombinant

AAV type 1 (rAAV-2cap1: AAV-2 genomes pseudo-packaged into AAV-1
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capsids) was prepared by Institute for Human Gene Therapy Vector Core

(Philadelphia, PA) following published procedures (Gao et al , 2002).

Viral injection for mouse in Study 1
Mice, C57/b6 males (N=21), were anesthetized using sodium

pentobarbital (50mg/kg) and then injected in the posterior compartment of

their right lower leg with 100 µl of 10 % glycerol/PBS containing <1010

recombinant adeno-associated virus particles constructed with the IGF-I gene

linked to the myosin light chain promoter.  Preliminary experiments with vital

dye (0.1% Evan blue) injections into same compartment showed that injected

solution was localized to the posterior area of the muscle.

Viral injection for rat in Study 3
Rats Sprague-Dawley female (N=32) except rats in the Sham group

were anesthetized using sodium pentobarbital (50mg/kg) and then injected with

0.6 ml of 10 % glycerol/PBS containing about 1010 recombinant adeno-

associated virus into their posterior compartment of their right lower leg

targeting the Flexor Hallucis Longus (FHL) muscle.  The hair of right lower leg

was shaved to help proper injection procedure. The medial side of right lower

leg was wiped with alcohol and iodine solutions before starting the surgical

procedure.  Using scissors, an incision was made through the skin from the

medial aspect of the right lower leg into the subcutaneous space, taking care to

stay subcutaneous and avoid any major arteries or veins. The skin was then

reflected to expose the muscles of the lower leg.  The muscles were kept moist

using isotonic saline (0.9% NaCl).  Then three injections (0.2 ml each) were

made along with the length of FHL muscle.  The reflected skin was sutured

using 2-0 silk.  Surgical area was sanitized with alcohol and iodine solutions to

prevent possible infection.            

Preliminary experiments with vital dye (0.1% Evan blue) injections

into same compartment showed that injected solution was localized to the
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injected muscle area.  The rats in Sham control group were injected same

volume with 0.9% Saline solution to test effect of volume of injection itself.  All

animals were caged for 8 weeks to achieve maximum expression of IGF-1.

C. Resistance Training and Detraining

Resistance training

Study 1
Mice in the resistance training groups were familiarized with climbing

up a 40 cm with 2 cm grid ladder inclined at 85°for three days.  Three days after

familiarization, resistance training was begun using weights attached to the base

of tail with foam tape and a clip. The initial weight attached was 50 % of their

body weight and increased gradually throughout the 8 weeks period. The

resistance training consisted of 3 sets of 5 repetitions with a 1min rest interval

between the reps and 2 minutes between the sets for 8 weeks.  RT1 group

underwent training once day (10:00 am) every other day, while RT3 underwent

training twice a day (10:00 am and 4:00 p.m.) every third day.

Study 2 and 3

Ladder climbing, climbing 85 degree ladder with weights attached on

their tail, was used as a resistance exercise.  Rats were familiarized with

climbing up a 1m with 2 cm grid ladder inclined at an 85 degree for three days.

Three days after familiarization the resistance training was begun using weights

containing cylinder attached to the base of tail with foam tape (3M Conan) and

Velcro strap with hook.  Briefly, weights loading apparatus were fastened to the

tail by wrapping upper portion of the tail (2-3 cm from the proximal end) with

Velcro on top of foam tape.  Then, the appropriate weights were attached into

cylinder.  The rats were positioned at the bottom of climbing apparatus and

motivated to climb the ladder by grooming action to the tail.  The initial weight

attached was 50 % of their body weight and increased gradually throughout the
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8 weeks period.  The resistance training was consisted of 50%, 75%, 90% and

100% of previous maximal loads.  During the additional training sets 30 grams

were added each climb until a new maximal load is achieved. When the rats

reached at the top of the ladder, rats were allowed to rest in the resting area for

2mins.  This procedure was repeated until the rat fails to climb the entire length

of the ladder.  The electrical shocker (0.2-0.3 m Amp) was used to motivate to

climb if necessary.  The criteria for stopping the training was the conditions

when rat resists to climb up the ladder following three successive shocks to the

tail.  The rats in training group were trained once a day (2:00 p.m.) every third

day for 8 weeks.

Detraining

Detraining procedure can be done by allowing them to stay in the cage for

additional twelve weeks followed by 8 weeks of resistance training.  Food

intake of animals was moderately restricted to balance with their resistance-

trained counter parts.  Howere, average daily food intake was almost same as

that of unrestricted animals based on preliminary experiments (2 to 3 pellets of

food per day approximately 3g/pellet).

D. In situ contractile properties of FHL based on rats (mouse)
    Resistance-trained animals were tested approximately 48 ±5 hours after their

last training session. The animals were anesthetized with anesthetized using

sodium pentobarbital (100mg/kg) initially intraperitoneal. Additional injection

was administered every 40 minutes with half dose of initial volume

subcutaneously.

      An incision was made through the skin around the upper area of thigh into

the subcutaneous space.  An incision through the skin from the medial side of
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the thigh to the abdomen then made, taking care to stay subcutaneous and avoid

any major arteries or veins. The skin was then reflected to expose the muscles

of the lower leg.  The muscle was kept moist during the dissections with

isotonic saline (0.9 % NaCl).

   Any bleeding that occurred during the following procedure was stopped by

quickly touching the site of bleeding with a soldering iron.  Using a scalpel and

forceps, the fascia around the Achilles tendon was removed. With scissors, an

incision along the white facial line demarcating the posterior and anterior

aspects of the lower leg was made from the ankle to 3-5mm distal from the

femoral condoyoles. The peroneal branch of the sciatic nerve is then cut to

prevent contraction of the peroneus longus and peroneus brevis.  The Achilles

tendon was then cut and the plantar flexors reflected proximally while cutting

the medial fascia of the posterior compartment.  With scissors, an incision was

made through the skin of the foot following a line from the tendon of the FHL

to 3-5mm proximal of the third metatarsal.  Care was taken to avoid any major

arteries or veins. The skin of the foot was then gently reflected and the slips of

the FHL tendon become visible. The tendon of the FHL was then cut

immediately proximal to the slips.  The tendon of the FHL freed from the

surrounding musculature of the foot.

   With the tendon of the FHL free, a suture 2.0 silk (3.0 silk for mouse) was

placed around the tendon and a knot was tied at the midpoint of the freed

tendon.  A swivel was then tied onto the suture and super glue was placed on the

tendon, taking care to avoid the muscle. Then half of the tendon was then

threaded through the swivel and placed on top of the proximal half of the

tendon.  Two sutures were then placed around the two portions of the tendon

and knots were tied with the most proximal knot being placed at the

myotendonus junction.  This procedure was critical for prevention of slippage

of the swivel during the contractile testing.
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    The sciatic nerve was then isolated and cut approximately 2cm (1cm for

mouse) proximal to the femoral condyles.  A hole was then drilled through the

right femur immediately proximal to the femoral condyles (a hole was made

through the interior part of patellar tendon in mouse). Using this hole, the lower

leg was then pinned in a brace and taped to enhance stabilization of lower leg.

Then, the swivel was attached to the muscle lever arm.  The galvanometer lever

arm was then adjusted to form a 90 degree angle with the FHL.  The sciatic

nerve was then gently attached to an electrode.  The muscle temperature was

kept wet in mineral oil and maintained between 36.5°C and 37.5°C with radiant

heat lamp. The temperature of the bathing oil was monitored with a

thermometer.

    The contractile properties of the FHL were measured with a Dual Mode

Servo and Galvanometer (Model 305, Cambridge Technologies).  The input

source to the electrode was a Grass 88 stimulator. The dual mode servo output

was interfaced with a computer (Macintosh Quadra 840 AV) and Labview

software (Version 3.0, National Instruments). The dual mode servo was

integrated with the Labview software and DA board (National Instruments) for

data presentation and analysis

   The FHL was activated by stimulating the sciatic nerve with a 330ms, 0.5

hertz, 0.5 duration, 7-14 volts. A micrometer was used to adjust the length of

the muscle. The muscle was gradually lengthened until a plateau in twitch

tension was observed and this length was designated as Lo. For determination

of the twitch contractile characteristics the above stimulus at 7 volts was applied

and peak twitch tension (Pt), contraction time (CT) and half-relaxation time

(HRT) were determined for 3 twitches. The force-frequency response of the

muscle was then determined using one train pulse of 330ms duration and 14

volts at frequencies from 100 hertz to until reach plateau.   After each high

frequency stimulation the muscle length was readjusted back to Lo, and allowed
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to rest for 120s.  The highest tension recorded during these stimulation’s was

recorded as peak tetanic tension (Po).  After the completion of the contractile

testing, Lo was measured. The muscle is then removed from the muscle lever

arm by cutting the muscle at the myotendonus junction.

E. Tissue processing

   At the completion of contractile measurements, FHL (FHL, soleus,

plantaris and gastrocnemius in mouse) was excised immediately from the leg,

cleaned of excess fat and external connective tissue, and weighed.  Then muscle

was mounted in embedding compound (Tissue-Tek) with pin at optimal length

and rapidly frozen in isopentane (2-methylbutane) cooled in liquid Nitrogen and

stored at –80˚C for subsequent analysis.

F. Detection of gene expression

Study 1

Reverse transcription-PCR was used to detect the presence of IGF-1

transcripts in injected muscle.  Total RNA isolated from frozen tissue was used

to reverse transcription and PCR (Perkin-Elmer, CA) using oligonucleotides

spec i f i c  fo r  r a t  IGF-1  (TGCTCACCTTTACCAGCTCGG,

GCCCGGATGGAACGAGCTGACT, sense primer,  antisense primer,

respectively).  Primers that amplified ß cytoplasmic actin (CLONTHCH) were

served as a positive control for the procedure.  This procedure was conducted at

Dr. Sweeney lab in University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

(Philadelphia, PA)

Study 3
Reverse transcription-PCR was used to detect the presence of IGF-I
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transcripts in injected muscles.  Total RNA isolated from frozen tissue (Trizol

reagent, GIBCO BRL) was subjected to reverse transcription and PCR

(GeneAMP, Applied Biosystems) using oligonucleotides specific for rat IGF-I

a n d  polyadenylation s i g n a l  (TCCGCTGAAGCCTACAAAGTC,

GAAGGAAAGTCCTTGGGGTC, sense primer, antisense primer, respctively).

P r i m e r s  ( T G A A G G T C G G A G T C A A C G G ATTTGGT,

CATGTGGGCCATGAGGTCCACCAC, sense primer, antisense primer) which

amplified glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) served as a

positive control for the procedure.

G. Histology for central nuclei

   Transverse sections (10µm) were taken from in the middle of the FHL

muscle by a crostat microtometer at – 20 degree Celcius.  The appearance of

central nuclei was demonstrated using Mayer’s Hematoxylin staining & Eosin

counter staining (Humanson, 1972)(Appendix 5).  Then image was captured by

cooled CCD camera (Carl Zeiss, Thronwood, NY) connected to NIKON

microscope using 4 X, N.A. 0.16 (NIKON OPTIPHOT).

H. Oxidative enzyme

Citrate Synthase activity, mitochondrial enzyme and maker of muscle

oxidative potential, was measured from whole muscle homogenates by using

spectrophotometric method of Srere [Srere, 1969] (Appendix 7).

I. Total and Myofibrillar protein concentration

The portion of the mid-region of each muscle was removed and

homogenized using polytron homogenizer.  The first homogenate was used for

measuring total protein concentration, then followed by washout step according

to the procedure used by Taylor and Kandarian [Taylor, 1994].  A Bradford

assay was conducted to determine the total and myofibrillar protein
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concentration [Bradford, 1976].  The total and myofibrillar protein

concentrations were calculated according to the weight of muscle samples

(Appendix 1).

J. Muscle fiber type distribution

The FHL muscle was histochemically assessed for the determining

muscle fiber type distribution according to the method of Guth and Samaha

[Guth, 1969].  Transverse sections (10um) were taken from in the middle of the

FHL muscle by a crostat microtometer at – 20 degree Celcius.  Then, the

sections were stained for myosin ATPase at preincubation pH of 4.3, 4.5 and

10.4 [Brooke, 1970].  The four types of muscle fiber ( I, IIa, IIx/d and IIb) were

differentiated by this technique (Appendix 2).

K. Myosin Heavy Chain Composition

The concentrated samples of myofibrills were placed sample buffer and

boiled for 5 minutes.  Then gel electrophoresis procedure was done using

Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)

according to the Talmadge and Roy [Talmadge, 1993] (Appendix 3). Briefly,

with this technique, four discrete bands can be identified in the adult MHC pool.

These bands, type I, IIa, IIx/d and IIb are separated based on their mobility in

the gel. Resolved gels were stained with Coomasie Blue for 30 minutes

followed by destaining for 48 hours. Images of the gels were captured with a

high performance CCD camera (COHU). Quantification of the myosin heavy

chain bands was done with NIH Image Densitometry.

L. Nitric acid digestion technique for fiber length
The fiber length of FHL was determined using nitric acid digestion
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technique (Brooks & Faulkner 1988).  Briefly, the muscle was pinned at the

resting length (Lo) and fixed overnight in 10% formaldehyde solution in 0.9%

saline. Then, muscle was immersed in 20% HNO3 for 12 hours to dissolve the

connective tissue.   The ratio of fiber length to muscle length was determined by

dividing the mean fiber length by the length of digested muscle.

M. Statistical analysis
   All data were expressed as means ±SE  A one-way analysis of variance

was used to compare all variables among groups. Fisher's predicted least square

difference test was used to determine the significance between subgroups. A

significance level of P<0.05 was used for all comparisons.

Spreadsheets used to analyze data for statistics are shown in Appendix J.
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VIII. Expanded Discussion

This dissertation work was intended to answer the question of whether

combination of resistance training and overexpression of IGF-1 may have

interactive effect on skeletal muscle mass and function.  Also, we postulate that

overexpression of IGF-1 may attenuate or prevent the loss of training induced

adaptations in FHL muscle during the 12 weeks of detraining periods.  Series of

studies have been conducted to answer these questions and three main studies were

included in present dissertation.  The major findings of these three studies can be

summarized as follows:

In Article 1

   o   IGF-1 overexpression increase in muscle mass and function in mice

   o  Resistance training alone shows no significant changes in muscle mass and

function.

In Article 2

   o Resistance training results in selective increases in muscle mass and function in

FHL.

   o Eight and twelve weeks of detraining decreases in muscle mass and function to

pre-training level.

In Article 3

   o There is an additive effect of combination of resistance training and

overexpression of IGF-1 on FHL muscle mass and function.

   o  Overexpression of IGF-1 significantly attenuates the loss of muscle mass and

       function in FHL during the 12 weeks of detraining.

Our laboratory has developed ladder climbing apparatus and training

protocols to induce hypertrophy for both mice and rats.  The resistance training
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protocol for mice consists of 3 sets of 5 reps per session either every other or third

day training. We have compared these two different exercise protocols in mouse

model and found that there is no significant difference between two protocols

(Study 1).  While amount of weight that was pulled up the ladder per repetition was

greater in RT1, the total number of repetitions achieved in the RT3 protocol was

greater, yielding approximately the same amount of work been done over the eight

weeks of training.  Training two times per day every third day may have induced

more damage on that day, but two days of rest proved greater time for recovery and

repair to the tissue.  The increase in mass in these mice that also had a greater

expression of IGF-1 appears to stimulate greater muscle hypertrophy.

The resistance training for rat consists of ladder climbing with 50%, 75%,

90% and 100% of previous maximal loads attached to the tail, once every third day

for 8 weeks. During the training sets, 30 grams is added before each climb until a

new maximal load is achieved.  This protocol is unique to other protocols and

results in selective hypertrophy for FHL showing 18 to 23 % increase in muscle

mass [Hornberger and Farrar, 2002; Lee et al., unpublished data).  We believe that

the selective hypertrophy of FHL is due to the recruitment patterns during the

climbing exercise.  We observed that rats place their toes on the ladder and the

initial phase is a lengthening of the FHL.  The rat then goes through plantar flexion

and knee extension in concentric contractions.  The FHL thus goes through an

eccentric phase and then a concentric phase.  The eccentric exercise has been

shown more effective than concentric exercise for improving muscle mass and

strength (Booth and Thamson, 1991; Wong and Booth, 1989; Higbie et al., 1996).

However, the percentage increase in muscle mass of FHL over the control in study

2 (16.7%) was less than the results in study 3 and others (18 to 23%).  This is due

to the less volume of training in study 2.  The average final weight pulled by rats

was 1,130g equivalent to 272% of their body weight in study 2 while it was 1,400g

equivalent to 348% of their body weight in study 3.
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Rats are therefore capable of pulling large amounts of weights.  Given

sufficient rest between workouts, they achieve significant hypertrophy.  This

hypertrophy is achieved with normal myofibrillar protein/protein ratio within the

muscle.  The protein to muscle weight ratio are also the same as control muscle.

The recovery period also allowed normal expression of myosin isoforms.  These

biochemical markers, coupled with normal functional measures establish this as a

very good model of physiological hypertrophy that is similar to hypertrophy

achieved in human through resistance training.  While we did a number of different

training protocols in our pilot work, attempting to determine an optimal resistance

regime for mice, we still do not believe that we have achieved it based on the

responsiveness of rat muscle.  Why mouse muscle is less responsive is not clear.

Whether the strain applied through the cytoskeletal network is less due to different

lengths of muscle or the inherent strength of the cytoskeletal protein/relative to load

applied is not known.  Mechanical loads that induce focal lesions, specifically in

regions where actin, dystrophin and desmin are anchored into the sarcolemma and

basil lamina are region that undergo significant stress.  When lesions are induced

apoptosis cascades are stimulated cell cycles of degeneration/regeneration are

induced.  This process also stimulates IGF-1 synthesis, satellite cell activation and

a greater sensitivity of the IGF-1 receptor to autocrine/paracrine IGF-1 binding.

This scenario may partially explain the greater responsiveness of rat muscle verses

mouse model to load that are similar relative to body mass.

The most significant alteration in contractile properties resulting from

resistance training is an increased peak tetanic tension (Po) [Willems et al., 2000].

We observed 14.4% increase in Po from FHL muscle in present study (Article 3).

Peak tetanic tension is closely related to muscle mass and CSA.  Therefore, an

increased Po in this study may be explained by an increased muscle mass (23.3%)

and muscle CSA (21%).  Specific tensions of peak twitch (SPt) and peak tetanic

(SPo) are normalized by dividing the respective peak tension by muscle cross
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sectional area.  No alterations in SPt or SPo by resistance training were observed in

present study.  Most of resistance training studies have not demonstrated significant

changes in specific peak tetanic tension (SPo) indicating a normal fiber to

myofibrillar ratio [Hornberger and Farrar, 2002].

We observed 21% increase in muscle CSA in the RT group and 30%

increase in RT + IGF group over the CON group (Article 3).  However, the

percentage increase in mean fiber CSA in RT group (22.8%) was not significantly

different from that in RT+IGF group (23.9%).  This result indicates possibility of

hyperplasia, increase in fiber number, during the resistance training (Antonio et al.,

1993; Giddings and Gonyea 1992).  In general, resistance training results in type

IIb to type IIx and type IIa fiber transitions [Adams et al., 1993; Hather et al, 1991;

Klitgaard et al, 1990; Andersen et al, 1994; Staron et al, 1994].  In present study,

we only observed increase in MHC IIa over the control level in resistance training

group (Article 3).  No fiber type alteration was shown in any other group.  Even

though, the high correlation between MHC distribution and percentage of muscle

fiber type has been shown in several studies [Andersen et al, 1977; Fitts, 1994;

Staron et al.,1986].   Williamson (2001) reported that there are possible mismatch

between MHC distribution and percentage of muscle fiber type due to

misclassification of fiber type by histochemical staining methods.

Eight weeks of ladder climbing exercise did not increase citrate synthase

activity in present study (Article 3).  This result is different from other study

demonstrating increased CS activity in response to resistance training (Exner, et al.,

1973).  This difference is believed due to the differences in training volume

between current study and their study.  They trained animal three times per day, 7

times per week for 35 days resulting in much greater volume of training than in

present study (once a day every third day for eight weeks).  In present study, the

average the number of climbing per each training session was only seven times

compared to 15 to 60 repetitions in other studies.  The days of recovery are also a
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significant factor in allowing normal adaptation of muscle, similar to strength

training models employed by humans in high resistance training.

     We observed 14.8% increase in muscle mass and 16.6% increase in peak

tetanic tension in IGF-1 overexpressed muscle in this study (Article 3).  The results

are similar to previous studies using same technique [Barton-Davis et al., 1998,

1999].  In these studies, overexpression of IGF-1 was localized to one hindlimb that

was injected with the adeno-associated virus while the other hindlimb served as an

internal control.  This technique offers an excellent model to study the interaction

of exercise with the overexpression of IGF-1.  Work by Malik et al (2000)

demonstrated that rats that the increase of gene expression by transfected genes via

adeno associated viral transfection is highly correlated to the degree of induction of

double strands episomes within muscle.  The degree of incorporation of the gene

into chromosome is not clear but the efficacy of gene expression is linearly

increased with the degree of double stranded DNA episomes within the muscle.

This is why a period of 8 weeks was allowed between viral injections and onset of

resistance protocols.  The RT-PCR provided evidence of robust expression of IGF-

1 in our studies.  We also observed appearance of central nuclei in the IGF-1

overexpressed muscle indicating on going of regeneration.  Even though, central

nuclei was not visible in muscle in RT group, central nuclei was visible almost all

muscle fiber in RT+IGF group.  Also, IGF-1 expression significantly reduced the

amount of fibrosis and extra connective tissue normally observed in trained muscle

that has undergone trauma (Barton et al., 2002).  In present study, we did not

observe alterations in fiber type and MHC composition by IGF administrations

similar to previous work in mice [Barton-Davis et al., 1998].

Most of the previous studies investigating the combined effects of IGF-1

and resistance training have used hindlimb-suspended rats [Allen, 1997 #18] or

even hindlimb-suspended hypophysectomized rats [Grossman, 1997; Roy, 1996].

These studies have demonstrated that neither growth hormone, IGF-1, nor exercise
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alone is effective in attenuating muscle atrophy.  To our knowledge, no other study

has investigated the combined effects of IGF-1 and resistance exercise in a normal

animal model.  In present study, we observed additive effects of IGF-1 and

resistance exercise on muscle mass, CSA and Po (Article 3).  Also, citrate synthase

activity was significantly increased over the control level only in RT+IGF group.

There are several potential mechanisms to explain the additive/interactive effects of

combined IGF-1 and resistance exercise shown in present study.  IGF-1 treatment

alone has been shown to increase muscle mass and strength [Barton-Davis et al.,

1998, 1999].  Resistance training have been shown to not only increase muscle

mass and strength but also increase levels of various growth factors including GH

and IGF-1 [Kraemer et al., 1999; Borst et al., 2001; Farrell et al., 1999].  Yang et al

(1996) reported an increase in a muscle specific IGF-1 in response to mechanical

stimulus.  This growth factor has been termed the mechano growth factor (MGF),

distinguishing it from liver IGFs that regulate systemic action (Goldspink, 1999).

Goldspink has also demonstrated that MGF is 20-30 fold more potent in its

temporal action upon skeletal muscle.  Work by Musaro et al (2001), however,

demonstrated that transgenic mice that overexpress IGF-1 that is expressed from

DNA of liver IGF-1 is just as efficacious in inducing hypertrophy and resisting

muscle degeneration.  Therefore, resistance exercise in combination with IGF-1

administration could increase circulating growth hormone (GH), IGF-1 as well as

autocrine/paracrine synthesis of MGF.  In addition, resistance training could

enhance muscle GH/IGF-1 receptor concentration and/or receptor-growth factor

binding affinity resulting in increased muscle sensitivity to circulating growth

factors [Allen et al., 1997].

In our knowledge, no study has investigated the effects of IGF-1

administration on detraining-induced changes in resistance trained rat muscle.

Also, there are only few animal studies that have investigated the effects of

detraining on resistance training-induced adaptations [Goldspink et al., 1974].
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Recently, our lab compared the effects of 4 weeks, 8 weeks and 12 weeks of

detraining periods on resistance-trained rat muscle (Study 2) (unpublished data).

We found that muscle mass of FHL returned to pre training level after 12 weeks of

detraining (Study 2).   However, muscle mass of FHL was not returned to pre

training level after 12 weeks of detraining periods and still higher than control level

in present study (Study 3).  This may be due to the differences in percentage

increase in muscle mass of FHL by resistance training.  The increase in muscle

mass in study 3 (23%) was greater than the results in study 2 (16.7%).       

Despite significant decrease in muscle mass and muscle cross sectional area

after 12 weeks of detraining, Po in both DT and DT+IGF group was not

significantly different from control value in this study. This phenomenon is likely

due to persistent neurological adaptations that accommodate strength gains during

resistance training.  Muscle mass and CSA in DT+IGF group were significantly

higher than those in DT group indicating effect of overexpression of IGF-1.  This is

believed that consistent expression of IGF-1 over the 12 weeks detraining periods.

The total length of experiment in this study was seven months starting from the

viral injection.  Viral-mediated IGF-1 overexpression has been shown to persist at

least for 9 months after initial injection [Barton-Davis et al., 1998].

In summary, this dissertation work has investigated the effect of resistance

training and overexpression of IGF-1 on rat skeletal muscle mass and function,

using ladder climbing and viral injection technique, and tested whether

overexpression of IGF-1 may attenuate or prevent the loss of training induced

adaptations in FHL muscle during the 12 weeks of detraining periods.  The data

from this work indicate that there is an additive effect of resistance training and

overexpression of IGF-1 on skeletal muscle mass and function.  Also,

overexpression of IGF-1 attenuated the loss of training induced adaptations in FHL

muscle.
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Future Directions

These dissertation data has been acquired by a series of studies aimed at

answering the question of whether combination of resistance training and

overexpression of IGF-1 may have interactive effect on top of either treatment

alone.  Also, effect of overexpression of IGF-1 on training induced adaptations

during the detraining has been investigated.  Future research that may further

clarify the present finding and help to develop therapeutic application of IGF-1 are

the following:

1. Resistance training

      We developed unique training method resulting in 18-23% increase in

muscle mass in FHL.  The protocol used in this study only shows selective

hypertrophy in FHL that is a fast twitch muscle.  However, skeletal muscle is

consisted in both slow and fast twitch muscles.  Future models should be developed

that induce both eccentric and concentric contraction of all of the plantar flexors.

These models would allow for comparison of hypertrophy across fiber types.

Future research should explore the biochemical pathways that are altered during

resistance training.  Gene arrays to quantify transcriptional responses to increased

mechanical load would provide valuable insights to the changes in gene expression

2. IGF-1

In present studies, overexpression of IGF-1 was localized to one hindlimb

that was injected with the adeno-associated virus while the other hindlimb served

as an internal control. This technique offers an excellent model to study the

interaction of exercise with the overexpression of IGF-1.  Also, it allows

minimizing number of animals in present study.  The localization of IGF-1 has
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been confirmed by no change of circulating IGF-1 level (Barton et al., 1998).

However, there is still possibility that it might have indirect effect on muscle in

contralateral leg.  The cascade of biochemical pathways stimulated by IGF-1

expression and ligand receptor binding are also necessary steps to evaluate IGF-1

action upon the muscle.

3. Combination of IGF-1 and resistance training

The interaction of resistance training and IGF-1 expression should prove to

be a fruitful area of research both in gene therapy during rehabilitation as a means

of margining training responses and elucidating pathways that may allow for

pharmacological intervention to resist damage and trauma to muscle as well as

facilitate regeneration and repair of muscle.
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APPENICES

Appendix A.  Total and myofibrillar protein purification and quantification
Homogenation
1. Measure muscle weight and calculate volume of solution (15:1)
2. Homogenize in stock solution #1(15’ running + 5’ resting).
3. Pipette 0.1 ml and store at –80 C degree for measurement of total protein

concentration
Myofibrillar Protein
1. The rest of the homogenates were be centrifuged at 2500g for 15 minutes at

4°C  The supernatants were then discarded.
2. The pellets were resuspended in stock solution 2
3. The suspensions were then be centrifuged at 2500g for 10 minutes and

supernatants were discarded.
4. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated 2 additional times (total 3 times).
5. The pellet is then washed with stock solution 3 and centrifuged at 2500g for

10 min. The supernatant is discarded and repeat step 6 again (total 2 times).
6. The myofibrillar pellet is then resuspended in stock solution 4

Stock Solutions (1)
8.5% Sucrose, 50mM KCl, 5mM EGTA, 100mM MgCl2

Bring final volume to 200ml with dH2O set pH to 6.8
Sucrose (8.5%)     17 g
KCl (50mM)       0.7455 g
EGTA (5mM)    0.3804 g
MgCl2  ( 100mM)   4.066 g

Stock Solution (2)
100mM KCl, 5mM EGTA, 5mM MgCl2, 0.1% Triton X-100
Bring final volume to 200ml with dH2O set pH to 6.8
KCl (100mM) 1.491 g
EGTA (5mM) 0.3804 g
MgCl2 (5mM)  0.203 g
Triton X-100 (0.1% ) 0.2 g 

Stock Solution (3)
100mM KCl, 5mM EDTA
Bring final volume to 200ml with dH2O set pH to 6.8
KCl(100mM) 1.491 g
EDTA(5mM) 0.372 g
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Stock Solution (4)
150mM KCl, 50mM tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane
Bring final volume to 200ml with dH2O set pH to 7.4
KCl(150mM) 2.2365 g
Tris(50mM) 1.212 g       

Bradford Assay of Protein Concentration
1. Thaw Sample and BSA (40mg/40mlof #4)
2. Dilution Dye10ml + 40ml dH2O (15 ml +60 ml), Vortex then Filtering
3. Standard into Micro tubes

(Total) BSA Buffer      (Myofibrillar) BSA Buffer
Blank  0 200 Blank  0 200
0.1  20 180 0.05  10 190
0.2  40 160 0.1  20 180
0.4  80 120 0.2  40 160
0.6 120  80 0.3  60 140
0.8 160  40 0.4  80 120

4. Sample (50 µl) + Buffer (700 µl) into Micro tubes
5. Bring 50 µl of standard & diluted sample into 25 * 75mm glass tubes
6. Add 2.5 ml of filtered Dye Reagent Concentrate into samples, Then vortex
7. After a period from 10 minutes to one hour, measure at OD595.

8. Plot OD595 versus concentration of standards. Read unknowns from the
  standard curve

Appendix B.  Muscle fiber type distribution (Histochemistry)
1. Each muscle was cut in half across the midbelly of the muscle.  The muscle

was then mounted to a brass ring using OCT mounting compound (Tissue-
Tek).

2. The brass ring and muscle were mounted to the cryostat and made 10 µm
cross sections and mounted to a coverslip.  Four cross sections per muscle
were placed on a coverslip and then placed in a Columbia jar.

3. The Columbia jar was labeled and the coverslip identified via the position in
the Columbia jar

4. Add 10 ml of the alkaline preincubation solution to its respective Columbia
jar, agitate slightly and incubate at room temperature for fifteen minutes.

Alkaline stock solution
  Add 2.253g glycine, 2.40g of CaCl2, 1.755g of NaCl, 1.08g of NaOH (25 ml of

1N NaOH) and bring to a final volume of 400 ml with water.  Adjust to pH
9.4.  Store in freezer

Alkaline preincubation solution
  Remove 10 ml of the alkaline stock solution and readjust to pH 10.3 using 1N
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NaOH or 1N HCl as needed. Add 10 ml of the appropriate pH acid
preincubation solution to its respective Columbia jar, agitate slightly and
incubate at room temperature for fifteen minutes.

Acid preincubation stock solution
  This is a 0.2 M stock barbital acetate buffer.  Add 1.94g of NaOAc, 2.94g

sodium barbital (controlled substance) to 100 ml of water.  Store in freezer.
Acid preincubation solution
  Make enough of the acid preincubation solution for each acid preincubation to

be run. Adjust each to its respective pH (4.54, 4.6).  For each jar of acid
preincubation solution , add 2.5 ml of 0.2 M barbital acetate buffer to 5.0 ml
of 0.1 M HCl and 4 ml of water.

5. Rinse preincubation solution from coverslip with water.
6. Add 10 ml of the incubation solution to each Columbia jar and incubate in

the shaker bath for 45 minutes at 37°C.
Incubation solution
  Add 17 mg ATP to 10 ml of the alkaline stock solution and adjust to pH 9.4

with 1N HCl or 1N NaOH as needed.
7. Rinse twice with water.
8.   Incubate in 1 % CaCl2 for three minutes.
9.   Rinse well with water.
11. Incubate 2 % CoCl2 for three minutes.
12. Rinse well with water.
13. Incubate in 1 % NH4 for one minute.
14. Rinse well with water and allow to air dry overnight (do not expose to light

for prolonged periods of time).
15. The coverslips were mounted to a slide using permount.

Appendix C.  Myosin heavy chain composition (SDS-PAGE)
1. Using the BIO-Rad Mini Protein electrophoresis unit, construct two (0.75 mm

thickness) Gels in the casting unit. Thoroughly clean glass and oxidizing
plates with 95% ethanol before construction.

  2.Fill remaining space with glass plates. Coat gasket with cello-seal, tighten and
secure.

3. Place multicast unit on level surface.
4.Thoroughly mix the 20ml of separating gel ingredients expect for initiator and

catalyst.
5. Add initiator and catalyst, thoroughly mix.
6. Pour separating gel using a glass pipette, taking care to avoid making air

bubbles. Then layer each sandwich with 0.5ml of dH2O.
7. Let the gel polymerize for 45 to 60 minutes (Time it).
8. During polymerization make 2.5L of upper buffer from 10X concentration
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stock. Fill upper reservoir wells to appropriate height. Place remaining upper
buffer and 250 ml of lower buffer in refrigerator

9. When polymerization is complete, carefully rinse off dH2O using dH2O.
SDS-PAGE gel mixtures and stock solutions
                                 20ml 10ml
Stock Solution               Separating gel           Stacking gel
100% glycerol                 6.000                       3.000
30% acrylamide-bis(50:1) 5.334                       1.333
Tris buffer
1.5M (pH 8.8)                 2.666
0.5M(pH6.7)                                                 1.400
1M glycine                      2.000
100mM EDTA(pH 7.0)                                       0.400
10% SDS                        0.800                      0.400
dH2O                           2.990                       3.362
TEMED                       0.009                       0.0046
10% ammonium persulfate 0.180                      0.096
All values are in ml. All stock solutions are stored at 4 C, except 10% SDS

10.Using filter paper, absorb the dH2O left on top of the separating. Take care
to avoid touching the top of the separating gel.

11. Thoroughly mix solutions (expect for initiator and catalyst) for the stacking
gel according to the recipe in step 4

12.Add initiator and catalyst, pour stacker on top of the separating gel. Place
10-comb in stacker, take care to avoid making air bubbles.

13. Let the stacker polymerize for 30 to 45 minutes (Time it)
14. During polymerization prepare samples. Myofibrillar homogenates prepared

by the methods of Taylor and Kadarian (1994) can be diluted 1:1 with
loading buffer (Laemmli 1970)

15. At the end of polymerization, remove comb and carefully rinse the wells
with dH2O

16. Place the electrophoresis unit on lower buffer chamber and attach well
templates.

17. Fill upper buffer chambers to
18. Place diluted sample tubes in boiling water for 3 minutes.
19. Carefully load ≈2 ug of myofibrillar protein (16 µL) for each sample onto

the gel.
20. When all samples have been loaded, fill the lower buffer chamber. Displace

air bubbles from the bottom of the electrophoresis unit as this could disrupt
the current flow.

21. Lightly place top of gel unit onto electrophoresis unit making sure the
positive and negative leads are attached correctly.
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22. Turn on BioRad 1000 voltage supplier and set at 70V, 30mAmps, 1 Watta
(constant voltage) for 24hrs.

23. Monitor for an hour to ensure proper voltage. (Should start at ≈ 70V
11mAmp 1W)

24. Run gels for overnight
25. At the end of the run, turn off the voltage supplier and electrophoresis unit.
26. Pour off running buffers and unclip the gel from the conducting unit
27. Using a Bio-Rad isolator, gently separate gel from the glass.
28. Cut the lower right corner of the gel as it was loaded to ensure correct

orientation.
29. Very carefully remove the gel from the glass place.
30. Place gel in a dish filled with fresh gel stain for 30 min.
31. After 30 minutes, transfer gel to destain solution #1, layer with kimwipes
32. Replace fresh solution #1 every 10 minutes for 30 minutes.
33. Transfer gel to destain solution #2 for 30 minutes.
34. After 48hrs, gel is ready for imaging.
35. Each gel is placed on a lane labeled glass plate and placed on a light box to

take a picture with a high performance CCD camera (COHU).
36. Captured images analyzed through NIH Image densitometry.
Stacking Gel
30% glycerol, 4% acrylamide-N,N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide (bis)
(50:1), 70 mM Tris (pH = 6.7), 4mM EDTA, and 0.4% SDS

Separating Gel
30% glycerol, 8% acrylamide-bis (50:1), 0.2M Tris (pH = 8.8), 0.1M glycine,
and 0.4% SDS

* Tris buffer ;  4 °c
1.5 M  20mL ( 16.37 ml dH2O + 3.63g Tris)  pH 8.8
0.5 M  20mL ( 18.79 ml dH2O + 1.21g Tris)  pH 6.7

* 1 M Glycine ; 4 °c
10 mL  ( 9.25 ml dH2O + 0.7507g glycine)

* 100mM EDTA ; 4 °c
10 mL  ( 9.63 ml dH2O + 0.3722 g EDTA)  pH 7

*Butanol-dH2O 50ml Butanol : 5 ml dH20

* 10% SDS ; RT
10 mL  ( 9 ml dH2O + 1g SDS)

* 10% Ammonium persulfate ; fresh
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    0.5 mL ( 0.315 mL dH2O + 0.035g Ammonium persulfate)

* 30 % Acrylamide-bis (50:1) ; fresh 0 °°°°c
   10 mL  ( 7 ml dH2O + 2.94 g acry +  0.06g bis)

Running buffer Solution (4°°°°c store)
* Upper buffer
          0.1M tris(12.1g)
          150mM glycine(11.26g)
          0.1 % SDS(1g) Then d H2O up to 1 L.
* Lower buffer
           50mM tris(6.055g)
           75mM glycine(5.63g)

0.05  % SDS(0.5g) Then d H2O up to 1 L

Loading buffer Solution 6 _(25 °°°°c, 4wks)
3.75 ml  1.25M Tris-HCl  pH 6.8
1.5 g SDS
3.75 ml   2-Mercaptoethanol
8.7 ml   glycerol
7.5 mg       bromophenol blue
 7 ml distill water up to 25 ml

Coomassie Blue Solution (RT, 6months)
0.25 g coomassie blue ( 0.025%)
400 mL methanol    (   40%)
70 mL acetic acid    (    7%)
d H20 up to 1 L

Destain 1. (OK for ever) – 30 mins
400 mL methanol
70 mL acetic acid
d H20 up to 1L.

Destain 2. (OK for ever) – replace twice a day 24-48 Hrs
50 mL methanol
70 mL acetic acid
d H20 up to 1L.
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Appendix D.  Nitric acid digestion technique for fiber length
The fiber length of FHL was determined using nitric acid digestion

technique (Brooks & Faulkner 1988).

Procedure
1. The muscle was pinned at the resting length (Lo) and fixed overnight in

10% foraldehyde solution in 0.9% saline.
2. Muscle was immersed in 20% HNO3 for 12 hours to dissolve the connective

tissue.
3. After 12 hours, 20% HNO3 was replaced by 50% glycerol solution.
4. The resting length was measured and muscle was separated into several

bundles.
5. Single fibers from  the proximal, distal and middle portion of the bundles

were teased and the lengths of five to six fibers were measured at 40 times
magnification.  A total fifteen to eighteen from each muscle were measured
and mean fiber length was determined.

6. The ratio of fiber length to muscle length was determined by dividing the
mean fiber length by the length of digested muscle.

Appendix E.  Histology

The appearance of central nuclei was detected using Hematoxylin and Eosin
staining methods ((Humanson, 1972).

Solution

Mayer's Hematoxylin solution (Sigma)
or
Hematoxylin    1 g
Distilled water          1000 ml
Sodium iodate                0.2 g
Ammonium or potassium alum   50 g
Citric acid    1 g
Chloral hydrate  50 g
Procedure
Eosin Y, water soluble      5 g

1. Immerse samples in PBS bath for 5 minutes.
2. Immerse sample in filtered Mayer's Hematoxylin solution (Sigma) for 1 to 5

minutes.
Or dissolve hematoxylin in water with aid of gentle heat.  Add the sodium
iodate and alum in the solution. Shake occasionally until the alum is
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dissolved, and then add the citric acid and chloral hydrate in the order.
3. Rinse several times with tap water until the water is clear
4. Immerse in Eosin for 1 to 2 minutes
5. Rinse several times with tap water until the water is clear
6. Dehydrate in ascending alcohol solution

50%, 70%, 80%, 95% and 100%
7. Clear with Xylene\
8. Mount using Permount.

Appendix F.  10% glycerol/PBS for virus injection
To make 100ml of solution

 Make 50ml two times PBS
272 mM NaCl  0.7948 g
  4 mM KCl 0.0149 g
  2 mM KH2 PO4                 0.0136 g
 18 mM NaHPO4  0.1278 g

 Add 30 ml of distilled water
 Add 10 ml of Glycerol into PBS solution
 Bring volume up to 100 ml
 Dilute virus 150 ul to 17 ml of 10% glycerol/PBS with ice under the hood.
 Virus titer : 4.4 × 1012 particles/ml, estimated 4.4 × 1010 IU/ml

Therefore, it will give 2.2 × 108 IU/rat.

Appendix G.  Citrate synthase assay
Reagent
DTNB 1mM (Sigma D8130)
4.0 mg DTNB (free acid) in 10 ml of 0.1 M tri-HCl, pH 8.1 (keep covering with
foil)
Acetyl CoA (10 mg of Ac CoA dissolved in 1 ml H2O)
 or 20 mg CoA (Sigma C3144) + 1.8 ml H2O + 0.2 ml KHCO3 + 0.026 ml
acetic anhydride (Sigma O4126).
Add in the order ( can be stored – 20°C a few weeks)
Oxaloacetate 10 mM

13.2 mg OAA in 10 ml 0.1 M tri-HCl (store at -80°C )

Muscle homogenate
1. Homogenize muscle in 1:20 dilution with 25 mM KFl, 20 mM EDTA, pH

7.0.
2. Dilute homogenate 1:10 with 0.1 M tri-HCl + 0.4 % Triton X-100, pH 8.1.

(49.8 ml + 0.2 ml), 100 µl homogenate + 900 µl Tris-Triton and allow 10 min
to act on membranes.
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Procedure
1.Turn on spectrophotometer to warm up.  Set at 412 nM.  Also, turn on cuvette

warmer and check setting (usually 37°C )
2. In each cuvette, add in order :
  Tri HCl buffer, pH 8.1 0.77 ml

Acetyl CoA 0.03 ml (or 0.03 mg)
DTNB 0.10 ml

                      Total :  0.9 ml volume.
3.Add 0.050 ml muscle homogenate.
4.Follow the change in absorbance of the blank at 412 nM for 1-3 min to

measure
5.possible acetyl deacylase activity (one blank may be used for up to 20min)
6.Add 0.10 ml OAA to cuvettes to start citrate synthase reaction.  Follow the
 change in absorbance for 5-9 min until a maximal rate is achieved.

Calculation
If 0.05 ml of homogenate is used the factor is 294.12
(20/1 x 10/1 x 1/13.6 x 1.05/0.05)

in case of 0/10 ml OAA : 308.82

Appendix H.  Animal care and use committee form for study 3

Project Title      Interaction of Insulin like Growth factor I Overexpression and
Resistance Training on Skeletal Muscle Mass and Function during 12 weeks
Detraining.                      
Funding Source:NSF         NIH/PHS       Other (specify)    local funds
                     AMT. REQUESTED $                                                  
*Initial Submission                   yes      Project Period July, 2001  to
December, 2001

A. ADMINISTRATIVE DATA:
Institute, Center, College or Department    Department of Kinesiology and

Health Education                                                      
Principal Investigator               Roger P, Farrar                                              
UT Address          Bellmomt 222                                  
Telephone  471-8621  FAX  471-0946  UT Mail Code  D 3700   E-Mail
rfarrar@mail.utexas.edu  Address  UT Austin Bellmont hall 827                       
B. ANIMAL REQUIREMENTS:

Year Species Strain     Age/Wt     Sex   # Animals      Budget
1  Rat Sprague-Dawley  2 mons/300g   Female   39         $ 600

   C.PAIN OR DISTRESS CA TEGORY -  Check the appropriate category( ies)
and indicate the approximate number of animals in each.  Sum(s) should equal
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total as needed in Section B.  *** REVIEW ATTACHMENT 3 FOR
COMPLETION OF THIS SECTION. NUMBER OF ANIMALS TO BE
USED EACH YEAR
                                                         YEAR 1
(   ) Category I - Minimal, Transient, or No Pain or Distress            
( X ) Category II - Pain or Distress Relieved by Appropriate Measures  40      

  (   ) Category III- Unrelieved Pain or Distress**(must be justified)            

    D.STUDY OBJECTIVES and RA TIONALE FOR USE OF  ANIMALS:  1)
Briefly explain in non-technical

    terms the aim of the study and why the study is important.  2) Explain your
rationale for animal use. Justify the appropriateness of the species and the
number of animals to be used.

Recent studies from our laboratory and others (Barton-Davis et al,
1998, 1999) have demonstrated that the IGF-1 (Insulin Like Growth Factor I)
overexpression can increase muscle mass and strength about 15%.  We believe
that these effects are primarily due to stimulation of muscle regeneration via the
activation of satellite cells by IGF-1.  These effects are remarkable for
preventing(or attenuating) aging-related muscle changes in old adult mice.  We
propose to use this model to stimulate hypertrophy of muscle mass and function
during 12 weeks detraining periods.  The purpose of this study will be to
investigate the effects of IGF-1 and increased contractile function on muscle
mass and function during the detraining.  The results of this study will be
important for developing a strategy for maintaining of muscle mass and
function associated with injury, disuse and aging process.

The rats will be used for this study, because they have been shown to
response largely to resistance training (Pilot study).  Total 39 rats will be used
for 4 groups allowing 8 animals per each group and 7 per sham control to see
the effect of injection itself.  Eight per group is based on previous work in our
laboratory that has shown about 7 to 8 rats are required to evaluate a significant
treatment effect.  Choosing ten allows one or two rats to be dropped from the
experiment, due to physical problems for training or unsuccessful of muscle
stimulation and still allow for significance to be attained.

   E.DESCRIPTION OF  EXPERIMENT AL DESIGN AND ANIMAL
PROCEDURES:  Briefly explain the experimental design this can be
extracted from the protocol submission) and specify all animal     procedures
to be utilized (Flow sheet format must be included.  Example included with
this document.).  Include injections or inoculations (substances, e.g., infectious
agents, adjuvants, etc.; dose, sites, volume, route, and schedules), blood
withdrawals (volume, frequency, withdrawal sites, and methodology), non-
survival surgical procedures, radiation (dosage and schedule), methods of
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restraint (e.g., restraint chairs, collars, vests, harnesses, slings, etc.), and other
procedures (e.g., surgical intervention, survival studies).  Provide details of
survival surgical procedures in Section F (if applicable).  State location
where procedures will be performed if other than in ARC surgical suite

    (bldg/room number).  State what resultant effects, if any, the animals are
expected to experience (e.g., pain or discomfort, ascites production, etc.).
Experimental endpoint criteria (i.e., tumor size, percentage body weight gain or
loss, inability to eat or drink, behavioral abnormalities, clinical
symptomatology, or signs of toxicity) must be specified when the
administration of tumor cells, biologics, infectious agents, radiation or toxic
chemicals are expected to cause significant symptomatology or are potentially
lethal.

          39 2 months old Sprague-Dawley rats will be anesthetized using sodium
pentobarbital (50mg/kg) and then injected with a recombinant Adeno-associated
virus which direct an overexpression of IGF-1 into the musculature in their
posterior compartment of their right lower leg.  After 8 weeks, the rats will be
divided into 4 groups, (1) CON : Control, (2) RT : resistance training for 8
weeks, (3) DT : Detraining for 12 weeks, (4) DTCON : age matched control for
detraining group (N=8) and Sham control group (N=7).
Ladder climbing, climbing 85 degree ladder with weights attached on their tail,
will be used as a resistance exercise.  Rats will be familiarized with climbing up
a 1m with 2 cm grid ladder inclined at an 85°for three days.   Three days after
familiarization the resistance training will be begun using weights attached to
the base of tail with foam tape and velcro with hook. The initial weight attached
will be 50 % of their body weight and increased gradually throughout the 8
weeks period.   The resistance training will be consisted of 50%, 75%, 90% and
100% of previous maximal loads.  During the additional training sets 30 grams
will be added each climb until a new maximal load is achieved.  The training
group will be trained once a day every third day for 8 weeks.  Detraining can be
done by allowing them to stay in the cage for twelve weeks.

        At the end of procedure, both side of Flexor hullucis longus (FHL) muscle will
be assessed for contractile properties and then all muscles of the right and left
leg will be frozen in isopentane cooled in liquid nitrogen at approximate resting
length for further analysis.
The feces and any materials used in cleaning the cages, apparatus and bedding
of cages will be bagged and the OEHS personnel will collect those and
incinerate them.  The carcasses at the end of the experiments will be bagged and
OEHS personnel will incinerate them.
 Flow Chart
Effects of Insulin like Growth factor I Overexpression and Resistance Training
on Skeletal Muscle Mass and Function during 12 weeks Detraining.
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Rats :39 Sprague-Dawley Female
Anesthesia : sodium pentobarbital :  50 mg/kg for viral injection and 100mg/kg
for surgery.
Surgery : The digital tendon of FHL muscles from each leg will be isolated for
testing contractile properties.
Treatment :  Initial injection of rAAV IGF-1 into one leg for all group, eight
weeks Ladder climbing exercise for all groups except control and twelve weeks
detraining for detraining group.
Discomfort : Electrical shocker will be used to encourage them to climb ladder
at the end of training period only If necessary.  There will be no significant
stress based on previous experiment.
Euthanasia : The rats will be terminated by  injection of sodium pentobarbital
(50mg - 80mg/kg) into the heart.
Disposal : The feces and any materials used in cleaning the cages, apparatus and
bedding of cages will be bagged and the OEHS personnel  will collect those and
incinerate them.  The carcasses at the end of the experiments will be bagged and
OEHS personnel will incinerate them.

    F.SURVIVAL SURGERY  - If proposed, identify the surgical procedure(s) to
be performed and briefly describe said procedure(s), aseptic techniques (if
applicable) to be utilized and post operative care.  If

  more than one major survival surgery is to be performed on an animal in this
study please justify.  List the names of the individuals who will perform surgery
and their qualifications and/or experience?
No survival surgery will be performed.

G.ANESTHESIA, ANALGESIA, TRANQUILIZATION - For animals
indicated in Section C, Category II, and or sections E and F, specify the
anesthetics, analgesics, sedatives or tranquilizers that are to be used.
    Include the name of the agent(s), concentration, the dosage, route and
frequency of administration.  Include name(s) of individuals responsible for
administrative and experience level.

The rats will be anesthetized when they are injected with the adeno-
associated using sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg).  The different
dosage(100mg/kg) will be used during the surgery for testing contractile
properties.  The second administration of anesthesia (half dosage of initial) will
be used during the surgery if necessary.
Sukho lee will perform all surgical procedures including injection.  He has 4
years of experience utilizing this procedure.

    H.METHOD OF EUTHANASIA OR DISPOSITION OF ANIMALS AT
END OF STUDY:  Indicate the proposed method, and if a chemical agent is
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used, specify the dosage and route of administration.  Include name(s) of
individuals responsible for administration of the agents and their experience
level.
The rats will be killed with an overdose(50mg/kg) of sodium pentobarbital
injection into the heart.

   Sukho lee( 5th year doctoral student) will be responsible for administration.

    I.HAZARDOUS AGENTS:  Use of certain hazardous agents requires the
notification and approval of the UT Office of Environmental Health and Safety
(OEHS).  Documentation may be  required and should be attached for the use of
recombinant DNA, biological agents, or radioisotopes.

LIST AGENTS/MATERIALS
1.Recombinant DNA            (x ) yes  (   ) no Recombinant replication

                            defective adeno-associated virus (rAAV IGF-1)                           
2. Biological Agents (   ) yes(   ) no

(e.g. human or animal pathogens or human blood)
3. Other Hazardous Substances (   ) yes(   ) no

(e.g. ricin, strychnine, controlled substances)
4. Radiation (   ) yes(   ) no
5. Radioisotopes (   ) yes(   ) no

Study to be conducted at Biosafety Level  (1   )(2  X)(3  )(4   )
If uncertain about the Biosafety Level required, contact OEHS at 471-7137
or email OHRAL@UTXDP.DP.UTEXAS.EDU.

Describe the practices and procedures that will be required for the safe
handling and disposal of contaminated animals and material associated
with this study.  Also, describe methods to be used for removal of
radioactive waste and monitoring of the area.

J. BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL/ANIMAL PRODUCTS (e.g., cell lines,
antiserum, etc.):
1. Specify Material __ Recombinant replication defective adeno-associated

virus (rAAV IGF-1)
2.  Source Uniy. Pennsylvania School of Medicine________________
3.  Material Sterile or Attenuated   ____Yes ____No
4. Material MAP/RAP Tested  _____Yes (Attach copy of results)_____No

      Techniques for determination of latent or pathogen-infected tissues can be
determined by a diagnostic test called the mouse antibody production (MAP)
test and in the case of rats, the rat antibody production (RAP) test.  Rodent
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viruses are know to contaminate transplantable tumors and other biological
materials; many of which are associated with human/animal disease and death.
For this reason the importance of rodent viral contamination of biological
products has assumed a new dimension as more of these animals are being
utilized for monoclonal antibodies destined for use in other species.  Guidelines
for safety testing are being developed that include the use of MAP, HAP and
RAT (mouse, hamster, and rat) tests.  As noted above these test are indirect
assays that rely on the immune response of the specific rodent in question as
indicators of viral contamination.

I certify that the MAP/RAP tested materials to be used have not been passed
through rodent species outside of the animal facility in question and/or the
material is derived from the original MAP tested sample.  To the best of my
knowledge the material remains uncontaminated with rodent pathogens.

_________Initials of the Principal Investigator

   K.SPECIAL CONCERNS OR REQUIREMENTS OF  THE STUDY  - List
any special housing, equipment, animal care (i.e., special caging, water, feed, or
waste disposal, etc. and animal identification methods (e.g., ear
punches/notches, ear tags, tattoos, collars, cage cards, etc.)  If animals will be
located/have procedures done on same in laboratories other than the ARC, so
indicate.  It should be noted that any animal that has had any procedures
performed on it that may in any way alter or effect its well being must have
this information so noted on its cage card or room record and instructions
as to what measures the veterinarian may be permitted to take in an
emergency situation (i.e. euthanasia, treatment, etc.)  List all individuals/phone
numbers that are to notified prior to emergency treatment if necessary.
All housing and experimental intervention will be carried out in the ARC
animal rooms.
Roger Farrar 471-8621
Sukho Lee 471-8595

    L.TRANSPORTATION:  Transportation of animals must conform to all NIH
and ARC guidelines/policies.  If animals will be transported between facilities
(hand carried/vehicular) describe the methods and containment  measures to be
utilized:

         The rats will be transported in opaque cage from ARC to Bellmont 827 the
night before the testing.
The methods of transportation will be either in a car or hand carried.

    M. PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR CERTIFICATIONS (See Attachment II
for further guidance.):
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I certify that I and/or my staff (technicians, graduate students) have attended an
appropriate laboratory animal research utilization indoctrination course and are
therefore authorized to conduct procedures involving animals under this
proposal and have received instructions and/or  training  as  may  be  required in
the following:   (a)  Review of NIH/PHS, and USDA regulations and guidelines
regarding research animal utilization(b)  biology of species, (c) handling and
care of species, (d) aseptic surgical methods and techniques, (e) proper use of
anesthetics, analgesics, and tranquilizers, (f) concept, availability, and use of
research or testing methods that limit the use of animals or minimize distress,
(g) procedures for reporting animal welfare concerns.  This indoctrination
program is mandatory (USDA; AWA), therefore if no training has been
re c e i v e d  t h e  A R C  w i l l  p ro v i d e  i t  s e e :
http://128.83.207.160/classes/default.htm for scheduling.
Year of Course Attendance(s) Spring 1998  Location                        ARC     

    N.I have determined that the research proposed herein is not unnecessarily
duplicative of previous reported research nor have I found any valid
alternatives to the use of animals for the procedures described within the
protocol. In compliance with USDA Policies 11 & 12 (Painful/Distressful

    Procedures), I have included below the pertinent scientific literature;
databases searched, date & years covered by the search and the key words
or search strategy.   (For more information on alternatives and Policy 12 visit
the Animal Welfare Information Centers Alternative Web page:    

    http://www.nal.usda.gov/awic/alternatives/alternat.htm)

    I have used Medline literature search using IGF-1 and Resistance training
as key words and have not found any better animal Alternatives for measuring
the effect of IGF-1 and Resistance Training over weeks on skeletal muscle mass
and function.  Also, See Section D for the reason for utilization of rat as a
subject.  Also, I have not found any suitable non-animal alternative for
evaluation of contractile properties including twitch and tetanic tension
development and force frequency for skeletal muscle following treatments.
I will inform the IACUC of any proposed significant changes in this study.

Principal Investigator:                                                         
Signature 

                                                            
Date
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Appendix I.  Summary tables for literature review
Table 1a. IGF-1 treatment by viral injection

Reference  Subjects Treatment Results (increase)

Barton-Davis et al mice 100 µl of 10 % glycerol/PBS  15 % EDL in mass
(1998) containing 1010 r AAV      14 % isometric force

Barton-Davis et al mice 50 µl of 10 % glycerol/PBS  10 % EDL in mass
(1999) containing 1010 r AAV      14 % isometric force

Semsarian et al rat     100 µl of pIGF-1/IRES/GFP20   number of myofiber
(1999)                                   with central in LDM 

EDL ; Extensor Digitorum Longus,  PBS ; Phosphate buffered saline, FHL ; Flexor Hallucis
Longus, Sol ; soleus, Plan ; plantaris, LDM ; Latissimus dorsi muscle, rAAV ; Recombinant
Adeno-associated Virus, IGF ; Insulin like growth factor.
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Table 1b. IGF-1 treatment by IGF-1 injection

Reference  Subjects Treatment Results

Gorio et al sciatic nerve           17 days IP injection of    25 % EDL in mass
(1998)       crushed rat  0.02 mg/kg/day                               Increase in IGFBP 1 & 3

Roy et al hypophysectomized 10 days SC injection of  5 % Sol, 9 % Adductor
(1996)       10 days hindlimb 1mg/kg/day                            longus, 5 % VI in mass
                     suspended rat

Svanberg et al   over night starved 100 ng/g IP injection of small      increase in protein
(1996)        mice      human recombinant IGF-1     synthesis

EDL ; Extensor Digitorum Longus, Sol ; soleus, VI ; vastus intermidius, IP ; intraperitoneal
SC ; subcutaneous.
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Table 1c. IGF-1 treatment by transgenic mice

Reference Subjects Treatment Results

Behringer et al mice overexpression of IGF-1 increase in brain
(1990) in growth hormone deficient mice and somatic growth

Coleman et al       mice local overexpression of IGF-1   increase CSA of myofiber,
(1995) in skeletal muscle myoD, myogenin

Criswell et al mice local overexpression of IGF-1 No effect of IGF-1
(1998) in skeletal muscle during 14 days HU on TA & Gast

Lupu et al mice mutants lacking GH receptor,     growth rate : normal >
(2001) IGF-1 or both             mutant GHR or IGF-1 > both

Renganathan et al mice local overexpression of IGF-1  52 % increase in number of
(1997) in skeletal muscle             DHPR in EDL and Soleus

Renganathan et al mice local overexpression of IGF-1  50 % increase in number of
(1998) in skeletal muscle           DHPR and 50 % increase in
                           peak tension in EDL & Sol

Sjogren et al mice inactivation of hepatic IGF-1    Normal growth with 75 %
(1999) gene                     decreased serum IGF-1 level

Svanberg et al mice lacking of either GH or IGF-1     60 % increase in protein
(1998) gene. oral refeeding after starvation      synthesis

CSA ; cross sectional area, HU ; hindlimb unloading, TA ; tibilais anterior, Gast ;
gastrocnemius, EDL ; Extensor Digitorum Longus, Sol ; soleus, GHR ; growth hormone
receptor, DHPR ; dihydropyridine receptor, GH ; growth hormone.
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Table 1d. IGF-1 treatment by infusion

Reference  Subjects Treatment        Results

Adams   rat 14 days infusion directly   8 % increase in mass and 20 %

(1997) into TA 0.9 µg/day            increase in DNA content of TA

Adams & McCue   rat   14 &21 days infusion directly          9 % increase in mass 22 to 47 %

(1998) into TA 0.9 or 1.9 µg/day  increase in total protein content

                                                         no change in myofibrillar protein

Bark et al   mice 60 mins IV infusion        25 % increase in protein synthesis

(1998) 3.33 nmol/hour              in Sol & 65 % in Gast and Plan

Chakravarthy et al   rat 2 weeks infusion directly   12 % increase mass in Gast and

(1999) into Gast 1.9µg/day after HI  27 % increase in total protein

Jacob et al   rat 4 hours IV infusion         no change in protein synthesis and

(1996) 1µg/kg/min                  degradation

Lewis et al   rat 72 hours of SC infusion   27 to 32 % increase CSA of type

(1997 a,b) 200 µg/day               IIa & IIx. No changes in Contractile

                 and fatigue properties of Dia

Lewis et al  rat 7 days of SC infusion   no changes in Dia contractile factors

(1998) 200 µg/day in ND rat  fiber type proportion and SDH

Increase in fatigue index

Sanchez-Gomez et al rat 14 days SC infusion       increase in nitrogen balance only

(1998) 500 µg/day in high protein diet rat

Schoenle et al rat   6 days SC infusion    39 &168 % increase tibial epiphyseal

(1982)            43 or 103 µg/day in Hypo rat   width by 43µg, 103µg/day g

Young et al rat 4 hours IV infusion        18 to 24 % increase in myosin and

(1999) 1 µg/kg/min                    actin synthesis in heart muscle.

CSA ; cross sectional area, HU ; hindlimb unloading, TA ; tibilais anterior, Gast ;

gastrocnemius, Sol ; soleus, Plan ; plantaris, IV ; intravenous, SC ; subcutaneous, HI ; hindlimb

immobilization, Dia ; diaphragm, ND ; nutritionally deprived, SDH ; succinate dehydrogenase,

Hypo ; hypophysectomized ,
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Table 1e. IGF-1 treatment in cell culture

Reference  Subjects Treatment Results

Fang et al rat EDL incubated          increase in protein synthesis and
(1998)  in 1 µg/ml IGF-1      and inhibit protein degradation

Holber et al rat EDL incubated          increase in protein synthesis and
(1998)       in 100 ng to 10 µg/ml IGF-1    decrease total,myofibrillar

Musaro et al     L6E9         myoblasts transfected with myotube     hypertrophy, activation
(1999) rat IGF-1 cDNA from the neonatal myosin heavy
chain.

 MLC1/3 locus         increases myogenin & creatine kinase

Vandenburgh    Avian        5 days incubation of      71 to 98 % increase in myofiber
et al  (1991)   myoblast 32 nM of IGF-1     diameter, more number of myonuclei

                          increase in total protein synthesis rate
         and inhibit total protein degradation rate

Wnag et al rat 4 days incubation of        increase in number of L- type
(1999) 20 ng/ml of human rIGF-1  calcium channel a-1 subunit

EDL ; Extensor Digitorum Longus.
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Table 2a. Resistance training by ladder climbing

Reference  Subjects   Length    Frequency / Rep/set        Results

Allen et al    HU rat    2weeks    3 times/day 10 reps            no change in muscle mass
(1997)

Duncan et al rat       26 weeks 4 days/wk 15reps/4set       increase in MW/BW ratio
(1998)      10-19% in EDL, Sol, Plan & Gast.

Grindeland et al Hypo rat 7 days 3times/day 5 reps    no change in muscle mass
(1994)  7 days HU

Grossman et al Hypo rat 10 days 3 times/day 3 reps    no change in muscle mass
(1997)            10 days HU

Herbert et al HU rat 1 week 4 times/day 8 reps  30 % increase mass & Po Sol
(1980)                      no changes in Spo, fatigability

Hornberger rat 8 weeks once every 4 – 9reps 23% increase mass of FHL
& Farrar (2002)  third day

Jaweed et al rat 6 weeks 5days/wk  5reps/ 5set (A)  23 % increase mass Sol
(1977)    (A) 45cm, (B) 90cm long ladder  5reps/10set (B) 26 % increase mass Sol

Kowalski et al rat   6 weeks 2times/day 5reps/5set 10to20 % increase in Phos,
(1969)           SDH and cytochrome oxidase

Linerman et al HU rat  5 days 3times/day 10reps    no change in muscle mass
(1994)

Roy et al Hypo rat 10 days 3times/day 5reps      15 % increase in mass of Sol
(1996)            10 days HU                            29 % increase in mass of VI

Widrick HU rat 14 days 4times/day 10 reps    20% increase  mass,
& Fitts (1997) and Po in Sol.

HU ; hiimlimb unweighted, EDL ; Extensor Digitorum Longus, Gast ; gastrocnemius, Sol ;
soleus, Plan ; plantaris, FHL ; flexor hallucis longus, VI ; vastus intermidius, Hypo ;
hypophysectomized, Po ; peak tetanic tension, SPo ;specific peak tetanic tension, Phos ;
phosphorylase, SDH ;.succinate dehydrogenase,
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Table 2b. Resistance training by squat type exercise

Reference  Subjects   Length    Frequency    Reps/day   Results

Garner et al   rat    10 weeks   5days/wk  600 press      8% increasein mass and  20 %
(1991)                         increase in fiber CSA of Gast

Ho et al rat  8 weeks  4days/wk16 lifts      20% increase in MW/BW ratio
(1980)        of AL, hyperplasia by splitting

Klitgaard rat          36 weeks  4days/wk 90 mins    24 to 34% increase mass &
(1988)             3times/day                       65% in Pt, Po of Sol and Plan 

Roy et al rat             8 weeks every other30 lifts    16 % increase relative mass of
(1997) day       AL, 11% Sol, 7% LG, & 17% FHL

Tamaki et al rat 12 weeks 4-5days/wk  15reps/15set 31% increase relative mass
(1992) of Plan, 18 % in Gast

CSA ; cross sectional area, Sol ; soleus, Plan ; plantaris, FHL ; flexor hallucis longus, Al ;
adductor lonus, LG ; lateral gatrocnemius, Pt ; peak twitch tension, Po ; peak tetanic tension,
SPo ;specific peak tetanic tension.
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Table 2c. Resistance training by other methods

Reference  Subjects     Length     Frequency         Reps/day             Results

Exner et al rat  25 days  2times/day 3 sessions  20 % increase in Po
(1973)       isometric in 60°inclined tube 7 days/wk   CK & phosphorylase

Exner et al rat  35 days 2times/day 3 sessions  37% increasePo in RF,
(1973)     isometric in 60° inclined tube    7 days/wk          in crease in CK,

      phosphorylase & CS
Gonyea et al cat     10 to 61wk 5days/wk fatigue   7 to 34 % increase in mass,
(1976, 77,78) flexion of forelimb by food reward 10%in fiber diameter,

Kirby et al      rat 16 weeks 3 days/wk 6reps/4set               13 % increase mass Sol
(1992)         eccentric by electrical stimulation               increase in protein content

Wong & rat 16 weeks 3 days/wk 6reps/4set 13 % increases mass Sol,
Booth (1988) plantar flexion by electrical stimulation Plan, Gast and TA.

Increase in protein
& RNA content in Gast.

Yarasheski et al rat 8 weeks 5times/day 20 lifts 8 to 9% increase mass RF
(1990) climbing cylinder 4 days/wk 20 % greater in type IIb,

13 % IIa.

Po ; peak tetanic tension, CT ; contraction time, RF ; rectus femoris,  CK ; creatine kinase, CS ;
citrate synthetase, CSA ; cross sectional area, Sol ; soleus, Plan ; plantaris, FHL ; flexor hallucis
longus, Al ; adductor lonus, LG ; lateral gatrocnemius, Pt ; peak twitch tension, SPo ;specific
peak tetanic tension.
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Table 3. Combination of IGF-1/GH and resistance training (ladder climbing)

Reference  Subjects  Length   IGF/GH       Exercise protocol          Results
  (ladder climbing) (most in muscle mass)

Allen et al    HU rat   2weeks   1mg/kg of rH    3 times/day, 10 reps  GH+IGF-1: no
(1997)           GH and IGF-1  40 % of BW Ex:partially restore

          by SC in 1 m, 85° Com:restore, CSA 

Grindeland et al Hypo rat  7 days 1mg/kg of rH   3 times/day, 5 reps   GH: effect
(1994)   with HU            GH by SC up to 20 % of BW   Ex : no effect

in 1 m, 85°             Com :more increase

Grossman et al Hypo rat  10 days 1mg/kg of rH   3 times/day, 3 reps  IGF-1: 15% TA,
(1997)         with HU           IGF-1 by SC   50 % of BW Ex: no effect

       in 1 m, 85°            Com : addictive
      

Linerman et al HU rat 5 days   1mg/kg of rH   3times/day, 10reps GH: no effect
(1994)            GH by IP        50 % of BW Ex: effect only Gast

       in 1 m, 85°            Com: effect only Gast

Roy et al Hypo rat  10 days  1mg/kg of rH   3times/day, 5reps  GH: increase in
(1996) with HU           GH or IGF-1    50 % of BW         IGF-1:only VI 

          by SC                  in 1 m, 85°           Ex: increase Sol, VI
                   Com:Same as Ex alone

HU ; hindlimb unweighted, GH ; growth hormone, IGF-1 ; insulin like growth factor-I, Ex ;
resistance exercise, rH ; recombinant human, SC ; subcutaneous, IP ; intraperitoneal, IM ;
intramuscular, Com : combination of two treatment, EDL ; Extensor Digitorum Longus, Gast ;
gastrocnemius, Sol ; soleus, Plan ; plantaris, FHL ; flexor hallucis longus, VI ; vastus
intermidius, Hypo ; hypophysectomized, Po ; peak tetanic tension, SPo ;specific peak tetanic
tension, Phos ; phosphorylase, SDH ;.succinate dehydrogenase,
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Table 4. Detraining

Reference  Subjects  Training     Results       Detraining  Detraining result   

Colliander &  human      12 wks, 3/d   18 to 45 %increase  12 wks   5 to 10% decrease
Tesch (1992)           4 - 5sets of   in peak torque      peak torque, but

          Quad action                          still higher than Control

Goldspink & hamster     25 days  10 to 30 % increase 5 wks 7to14%higher than Con
Howells (1974) pull down  in fiber CSA` 15 wks Returned to Con

For food reward

Hakkinen et al human 24 wks, 3/wk 20 % increase in 12 wks  decrease infiber area
(1985) 18-30 reps FT fiber                     11 % decrease in force

squatlift

Houston et al human   10 wks, 4/wk  18-21 % increase 12 wks 12 % decrease in FTb
(1983)     8 reps, knee extension in FT fiber area,                  fiber CSA, 10-15 %

leg press, 12-37 % in peak torque       decrease in peak torque

Housh et al human 8 wks, 3/wk 17-29 % increase 8 wks no change
(1996) 6reps/3-5sets in 1 RM strength

leg extesion no change in torque

Ivey et al human 9 wks, 3/wk increase in 1RM, 31 wks decrease, still higher
(2000) 5-15 reps/5set Quad volume, than baseline

knee extension and SPo

Narici et al human 60 days, 4/wk 8.5 % increase in 40 days decrease 6 % in CSA
(1989)             10reps/6sets Quad CSA, 21 %                 18 % in MVC,

knee extension in MVC, 11 % in SPo

Staron et al human 20 wks increase in strength, 30-32 wks  decrease strength,
(1991) leg  fiber CSA, increase in CSA still higher

type IIa decrease in type Iib    reversal fiber type

Taaffe & human 24 wks, 3/wk 26-84 % increase 8 wks    30%decrease strength
Marcus (1997)withGH 8reps/3sets in strength, 17, 26 %            reversal of fiber CSA.

                     in type I, II fiber CSA

Thorstensson human 8 wks, 2-3/wk increases in strength 5 months decrease to baseline
(1977) leg extension    muscle mass                        except 1 RM

              increase in FT %

Winters & human 12 mons, 3/wk 13-15 % increase in 6 months decrease in strength
Snow (2000) 100jumps and strength & power             power  toward to baseline

       100 reps  values

Quad ; quadriceps, CSA ; cross sectional area, Quad ; quadriceps, SPo ;specific peak tetanic
tension, GH ; growth hormone, RM ; repetition maximum.
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Appendix J. Raw Data
Study 1

0 (g) FHL Mlo CSA Pt SPt Po Spo CT HRT

Pre Post (mg) (mm) (mm2) mN N/cm2 mN N/cm2 ms ms

CON1 42.0 37.5 37.9 17 8.4 458.3 5.50 1729 20.6 28.3 17

CON2 32.0 30.0 30.0

CON3 34.0 32.0 32.4

CON4 37.0 32.0 34.1 16 8.02 586 7.30 1781 22.2 28.0 17.7

CON5 34.0 30.0 30.3 15 7.62 492.3 6.46 1654 21.7 22.7 20.5

CON6 34.5 33.0 30.5 16 7.19 507.3 7.06 1501 20.9 31.0 20.7

CON7 34.0 33.0 41.2 16 6.27 609.3 6.27 2369 24.4 27.0 16.7

Aver 35.4 32.5 33.8 16 7.50 530.6 6.52 1807 22.0 27.4 18.5

IGFc 1 32.5 17 7.21 323.0 4.48 1401 19.4 25.0 17.7

IGFc 2 29.2

IGFc 3 27.5

IGFc 4 29.5 17 6.56 556.7 8.49 1566 23.9 29.0 17.7

IGFc 5 28.7 15 7.22 406.7 5.63 1421 19.7 28.7 17.7

IGFc 6 26.1 15.5 6.35 394.5 6.21 1222 19.2 26.0 23.0

IGFc 7 31.5 16 7.43 425.0 5.72 1385 18.6 25.0 17.5

Aver 29.3 16.1 7.0 421.2 6.11 1399 20.2 26.7 18.7

Pre Post MW Mlo CSA Pt SPt Po Spo CT HRT

RT1+IGF 36 30 38.0 16 8.96 530.0 5.90 1498 16.7 27.7 19.0

RT1+IGF 40 35 32.5 16 7.67 458.3 5.98 1496 19.5 22.5 24.0

RT1+IGF 40 33.5 33.6 16 7.92 303.3 3.83 1452 18.3 28.7 22.0

RT1+IGF 34 31 33.1 16.5 7.58 559.0 7.38 1653 21.8 28.0 19.0

RT1+IGF 40 31 31.5 16 7.43 406.7 5.47 1175 15.8 29.3 28.3

RT1+IGF 44 37 33.7 16 7.95 465.7 5.86 1162 14.6 28.0 21.3

RT1+IGF 38 32 38.2 16.5 8.74 537.7 6.15 1490 17.1 29.0 17.0

Average 39 32.8 34.4 16.1 8.04 465.8 5.80 1418 17.7 27.6 21.5

RT1 30.5 16 7.19 412.3 5.70 1119 15.6 25.3 21.0

RT2 31.0 16.5 7.09 386.3 5.45 1387 19.6 28.0 21.7

RT3 29.4 16 6.93 295.5 4.26 1222 17.6 28.0 21.5

RT4 28.2 16.5 6.45 353.3 5.50 1112 17.2 26.0 21.0

RT5 29.7 16 7.00 501.0 7.20 1313 18.8 28.3 18.7

RT6 28.1 16 6.63 447.0 6.74 1187 17.9 29.0 20.0

RT7 30.5 16.5 6.98 442.3 6.34 1425 20.4 25.3 15.3

Average 29.6 16.2 6.90 405.4 5.88 1252 18.1 27.1 19.9

IGF Pre Post MW Mlo CSA Pt SPt Po Spo CT HRT

RT3+IGF 30 30 37 15.5 9.12 401 4.4 1290 14.1 28.5 16

RT3+IGF 34 36 37 16.5 8.37 403.3 4.82 1528 18.3 25.7 21.7

RT3+IGF 36 35 39 16 9.15 438.7 4.79 12.1 28.7 19

RT3+IGF 29 30 26

RT3+IGF 29 32.5 38 17 8.32 643 7.73 2027 24.4 23 19.3

RT3+IGF 33 31 30 16 7.12 391.3 5.49 1491 20.9 25.6 20.6

RT3+IGF 33 30 42 15.5 10.1 542 5.37 2109 20.9 31.7 21.7

Average 32 32.1 35 16.1 8.7 469.9 5.43 1689 18.4 27.2 19.7

Left Pre Post MW Mlo CSA Pt SPt Po Spo CT HRT

RT1 29 15 7.4 308.7 4.17 1109 15 28.7 18.0

RT2 33 17 7.2 564.3 7.80 1948 27 29.0 18.0

RT3 34 17.5 7.4 601.0 8.18 1590 21.6 28.0 17.7
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RT4 25

RT5 31 16.5 7.1 477.3 6.68 1499 21 22.0 20.6

RT6 32 16 7.4 309.3 4.16 1222 16.5 28.7 18.0

RT7 32 15.7 7.8 449.3 5.77 1637 21 29.0 22.3

Average 31 16.3 7.4 451.7 6.13 1501 20.3 27.6 19.1

Study 2

BW
(mg)

FHL
(mg)

SOL
(mg)

PLAN
(mg)

GAST
(mg)

MW
(mg)

CSA
mm2

Pt
mN

Po
mN

SPt
 (N/

SPo
cm2)

CON 1 412.0 628.0 197.8 431.0 2326.0 633.1 66.1 3289.0 18040.0 5.3 27.1
CON 2 413.0 639.8 213.6 468.4 2397.5 648.3 69.6 3278.3 19523.0 5.2 27.7
CON 3 413.0 581.0 191.6 437.0 2265.5 574.4 63.6 3612.0 19044.0 6.2 28.5
CON 4 419.0 605.4 189.3 463.9 2472.5 596.9 65.9 3317.0 19547.0 5.4 29.1
CON 5 416.0 633.3 179.2 441.5 2378.5 647.6 68.5 3014.0 19475.0 4.7 27.7
CON 6 412.0 609.8 186.8 451.2 2428.3 621.4 66.7 2950.0 17848.0 4.8 27.9
CON 7 417.0 616.8 209.5 472.5 2501.5 612.5 66.6 3070.0 16078.0 5.0 26.1
AVE. 414.6 616.3 195.4 452.2 2395.7 619.2 66.3 3218.6 18507.9 5.2 27.9
SD 2.8 19.9 12.4 16.4 81.9 27.1 1.7 227.0 1284.0 0.5 2.2

RT 1 418.0 704.5 176.3 465.2 2347.5 728.0 76.4 3086.0 23375.0 4.3 28.7
RT 2 422.0 757.5 178.3 489.3 2588.0 774.8 75.3 3477.0 23495.0 4.9 28.9
RT 3 417.0 660.6 178.9 385.2 1910.5 665.5 73.8 3174.0 19954.0 5.1 30.8
RT 4 407.0 750.6 182.4 451.7 2295.0 763.4 77.1 3397.0 23142.0 4.6 29.2
RT 5 417.0 714.2 176.3 441.7 2339.5 724.0 75.0 3501.0 23040.0 5.0 30.9
RT 6 404.0 710.2 179.0 452.3 2442.5 719.8 76.6 3373.0 21198.0 4.8 28.0
RT 7 417.0 738.0 240.8 518.0 2497.5 750.2 78.5 3549.0 22825.0 4.8 28.6
AVE. 414.6 719.4 187.4 457.6 2345.8 732.2 76.0 3365.3 22432.7 4.8 29.5
SD 6.5 33.1 23.6 41.4 217.2 36.1 3.9 173.4 1336.1 0.3 1.2

DT8-1 411.0 651.4 205.9 445.9 2364.0 677.1 71.2 3556.3 20935 5.3 26
DT8-2 419.0 644.5 188.4 491.7 2414.3 685 72 3517 17322 5.2 25
DT8-3 414.0 609.4 196.4 441.8 2267.5 658 70.3 2942.3 18398 4.5 27
DT8-4 417.0 657.6 245.5 475.3 2246.0 664.6 72 3289 20217 5 28
DT8-5 412.0 646.3 182.4 460.9 2264.7 D E A D
DT8-6 413.5 710.9 175.9 476.6 2227.5 730 74.5 2942 17848 4.1 25
DT8-7 413.0 642.3 172.1 416.7 2240.5 656.8 72 3349 19786 5 27
AVE. 414.2 651.7 195.2 458.4 2289.2 678.6 72.1 3265.9 19084.3 4.8 26.7
SD 2.8 30.3 25.0 25.5 71.1 27.5 2.5 270.0 1435.7 0.5 2.7

DT12 417.0 698.5 186.3 511.1 2437.5 701.0 72.6 3198.0 20312.0 4.6 27.2
DT12 415.0 667.0 207.7 446.3 2224.0 690.2 72.5 2815.0 19954.0 4.1 27.1
DT12 413.5 552.5 166.2 409.0 2085.5 577.1 DEA

D
DT12 410.0 658.4 163.8 445.6 2137.0 659.7 69.8 3062.0 18135.0 4.8 25.4
DT12 415.0 635.9 180.3 470.0 2422.0 653.4 69.9 3198.0 19475.0 4.9 28.6
DT12 418.0 638.6 187.8 436.9 2124.0 632.0 67.8 2679.0 14881.0 4.3 26.7
DT12 415.0 634.6 197.6 472.2 2315.0 649.6 69.4 3309.0 20456.0 5.1 28.5
Ave 414.8 640.8 184.2 455.9 2249.3 651.9 70.5 3043.5 18868.8 4.6 27.1
SD 2.6 45.1 15.8 32.3 144.5
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Study 2 continued
Total protein

average mg/ml *DF mg mg/g

Con1 0.4798 0.4652 0.4725 0.4471 6.7072 7.39132 126.35

Con2 0.4395 0.4457 0.4426 0.4192 6.2880 6.36972 124.90

Con3 0.4175 0.4012 0.4094 0.3881 5.8218 5.49868 113.84

Con4 0.5116 0.5232 0.5174 0.4891 7.3367 7.80626 134.59

Con5 0.4339 0.3898 0.4119 0.3905 5.8568 5.61671 104.01

Con6 0.5213 0.4996 0.5105 0.4826 7.2393 7.45644 133.15

Con7 0.4037 0.4638 0.4338 0.4109 6.1639 6.15773 106.17

RT1 0.5031 0.5131 0.50810 0.4804 7.2063 6.44245 111.08
RT2 0.5038 0.4851 0.49445 0.4677 7.0149 6.96583 120.10
RT3 0.4698 0.4772 0.47350 0.4481 6.7212 6.69432 126.31
RT4 0.4356 0.4452 0.44040 0.4171 6.2571 6.10070 110.92
RT5 0.4025 0.4112 0.40685 0.3858 5.7867 5.66522 103.00
RT6 0.5029 0.4986 0.50075 0.4736 7.1033 7.50105 129.33
RT7 0.4851 0.4758 0.48045 0.4546 6.8186 5.98677 112.96

DT8 1 0.4895 0.5016 0.4956 0.4766 7.1485 5.6187 110.2

DT8 2 0.5593 0.4883 0.5238 0.5035 7.5518 6.52475 115.1

DT8 3 0.6732 0.6097 0.6415 0.6154 9.2315 8.42834 145.3

DT8 4 0.6209 0.4798 0.5504 0.5287 7.9308 7.71671 122.5

DT8 5 0.7327 0.638 0.6854 0.6572 9.8582 9.09916 151.7

DT8 6 0.5586 0.5026 0.5306 0.5099 7.6489 5.62957 117.3

DT8 7 0.6854 0.6442 0.6648 0.6377 9.5648 7.26929 158.0

DT12 1 0.6288 0.6490 0.6389 0.6130 9.1951 8.2756 137.9

DT12 2 0.7440 0.6087 0.6764 0.6486 9.7297 10.0216 145.2

DT12 3 0.6859 0.6994 0.6927 0.6642 9.9625 8.3685 149.4

DT12 4 0.7287 0.6325 0.6806 0.6527 9.7904 8.8408 147.3

DT12 5 0.6458 0.6499 0.6479 0.6215 9.3229 9.6958 143.6

DT12 6 0.5676 0.4869 0.5273 0.5067 7.6010 7.4110 114.0

DT12 7 0.6998 0.6854 0.6926 0.6641 9.9618 10.5893 153.5
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        Study 2 continued
      Myofibrillar protein

average mg/ml *DF mg mg/g

Con1 0.2351 0.2256 0.2304 0.2120 3.179287 3.137957 53.64

Con2 0.2251 0.2015 0.2133 0.1953 2.929752 2.970769 55.01

Con3 0.1879 0.1774 0.1827 0.1654 2.481174 2.448919 45.35

Con4 0.2321 0.2316 0.2319 0.2134 3.201241 3.374108 61.35

Con5 0.2144 0.1716 0.1930 0.1755 2.632652 2.590529 44.66

Con6 0.1984 0.2015 0.2000 0.1823 2.734368 2.912102 54.95

Con7 0.1905 0.1889 0.1897 0.1723 2.584354 2.465474 45.66

RT 1 0.2203 0.2321 0.2262 0.2078 3.117532 3.017771 52.03

RT 2 0.2356 0.2254 0.2305 0.2120 3.180446 3.113656 54.63

RT 3 0.2455 0.2512 0.2484 0.2294 3.441609 3.08024 58.12

RT 4 0.2335 0.2316 0.2326 0.2140 3.210439 2.972867 56.09

RT 5 0.2135 0.2093 0.2114 0.1934 2.900993 2.819766 47.00

RT 6 0.2451 0.2323 0.2387 0.2200 3.30042 3.478642 57.03

RT 7 0.2016 0.2111 0.2064 0.1885 2.827107 2.445447 47.03

DT8 1 0.2015 0.2115 0.2065 0.192523 2.887839 2.194758 43.03

DT8 2 0.1986 0.2056 0.2021 0.188297 2.824453 2.429029 42.84

DT8 3 0.2351 0.2257 0.2304 0.215476 3.232142 2.915392 50.27

DT8 4 0.2568 0.2314 0.2441 0.228634 3.429505 3.326619 52.80

DT8 5 0.2472 0.2335 0.24035 0.225032 3.375482 3.105444 51.16

DT8 6 0.2303 0.2231 0.2267 0.211923 3.17884 2.288765 47.68

DT8 7 0.2058 0.2251 0.21545 0.201118 3.016773 2.26258 49.19

DT12 1 0.2958 0.2754 0.2856 0.26849 4.027354 3.624618 60.4

DT12 2 0.2845 0.2951 0.2898 0.272524 4.087859 4.210495 61.0

DT12 3 0.2947 0.2794 0.28705 0.269883 4.048242 3.400524 60.7

DT12 4 0.2804 0.2665 0.27345 0.256821 3.852321 3.467089 57.8

DT12 5 0.2658 0.2745 0.27015 0.253652 3.804781 3.956972 58.6

DT12 6 0.2568 0.2459 0.25135 0.235597 3.533948 3.42793 52.7

DT12 7 0.2859 0.2995 0.2927 0.275309 4.129636 4.377414 63.4
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Study 3
IGF 1 BW FHL CSA Pt CT HRT SPt Po SPo
IGF 2 406 653 69.4 3074 34 26 4.43 17861 25.7
IGF 3 405 689 72.2 3158 34 24 4.41 19595 27.1
IGF 4 407 664 67.7 3374 37 33 4.98 16963 25.1
IGF 5 397 564 59.1 2892 38 37 4.89 16584 28.1
IGF 6 393 659 67.2 4210 32 23 6.26 16269 24.2
IGF 7 402 612 64.2 3792 37 33 5.91 15671 24.4
IGF 8 406 707 74.1 3813 35 26 5.15 19906 26.9
Con 1 406 547 58.1 2990 40 28 5.1 14685 25.3
Con 2 405 620 65 3074 32 13 4.7 17106 26.3

Con 3 407 570 59.7 2778 39 37 4.7 13632 22.8
Con 4 397 511 53.5 3206 35 27 5.4 14235 26.1
Con 5 393 571 58.2 3630 35 29 6.2 15479 26.6
Con 6 402 570 59.8 4163 35 28 7 14690 24.6
Con 7 406 574 61 3933 33 21 6.4 15527 25.4
RT+IGF1 397 690 72.3 3045 36 29 4.2 18729 25.9
RT+IGF2 412 781 79.7 3828 35 38 4.8 19858 24.9
RT+IGF3 403 814 83 4199 34 22 5.1 20719 25
RT+IGF4 405 769 78.4 4378 31 22 5.6 20719 26.4
RT+IGF5 395 720 75.5 4007 37 28 5.3 19308 25.6
RT+IGF6 411 730 75.5 4593 34 30 6.1 17154 22.7
RT+IGF7 399 738 75.3 4270 35 26 5.7 18776 25

RT1 397 683 70.6 3016 34 29 4.3 14060 19.9
RT2 412 696 71 3684 55 43 5.2 17705 25
RT4 403 740 76.5 4115 35 25 5.4 18207 23.8
RT5 405 713 72.7 3541 34 23 4.9 19595 27
RT6 395 653 68.4 3828 38 30 5.6 16437 24
RT7 411 724 75.8 4067 32 29 5.4 16508 21.8
RT8 399 676 69 3995 38 28 5.8 18020 26.1
DT+IGF1 692 73.59 4569 36.00 29 62.1 20982 285.1
DT+IGF2 766 78.1 4019 35.00 23.5 51.5 18709 239.5
DT+IGF3 773 77.79 4402 41.00 30.5 56.6 22370 287.6
DT+IGF4 695 72.85 4234 31.00 15 58.1 20743 284.7
DT+IGF5 682 69.6 4222 35.00 24.5 60.7 20025 287.7
DT+IGF6 718 73.23 3996 34.00 26.5 54.6 20911 285.6

DT+IGF7 666 70.8 4067.0 32.0 23.0 57.4 16700 235.8

DT1 623 64.36 4670 52.50 24 72.6 19355 301
DT2 604 61.6 4244 57.00 38.5 68.9 20069 326
DT4 648 66.99 4356 37.50 23.5 65 16738 250
DT5 627 64.8 4236 44.00 27 65.4 19427 300

DT6 660 68.26 3983 36.00 21.5 58.4 21366 313
DT7 642 65.48 3286 37.00 29 50.2 17374 265
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DT8 680 69.4 3325.0 37.5 32.5 47.9 18566 267.7
Study 3 continued

Fiber Type % MHC % Citrate Synt

Type I Type IIa Type IIx Type IIb IIa IIx I (µmol/min/g)
Con 1 4.37 29.85 16.32 49.55 0.0 100.0 0.0 15.10

Con 2 3.33 25.89 11.91 58.88 5.9 91.9 2.2 15.54

Con 3 4.71 17.03 12.01 66.25 3.7 93.7 2.6 15.92

Con 4 4.54 21.49 8.81 65.16 1.9 96.0 2.1 17.97

Con 5 3.83 x x x 2.9 94.5 2.6 15.20

Con 6 3.04 18.13 12.74 66.09 0.0 97.4 2.6 11.84

Con 7 3.6 24.84 13.07 58.5 1.9 92.8 5.3 17.57

Con 8 4.53 17.1 12.89 65.48 2.6 94.3 3.1 14.01

IGF-I 1 4.17 19.64 8.33 67.86 2.3 92.5 5.2 12.46

IGF-I 2 2.56 26.22 9.54 61.68 2.9 94.3 2.8 12.86

IGF-I 3 5.21 19.79 7.95 67.05 1.5 95.7 2.8 15.77

IGF-I 4 4.08 21.14 6.24 68.54 1.9 97.0 1.2 15.96

IGF-I 5 4.43 18.64 2.0 94.1 3.9 12.35

IGF-I 6 7.74 24.27 10.73 57.26 2.0 96.5 1.5 12.67

IGF-I 7 3.39 15.45 12.97 68.18 2.9 94.6 2.5 12.62

IGF-I 8 4.12 13.06 12.82 70 1.4 95.1 3.5 18.47

RT1 3.83 20.07 11.88 65.27 2.0 96.0 2.0 19.30

RT2 3.96 22.71 10.48 62.86 3.2 94.3 2.5 13.76

RT3 3.73 23.68 15.25 57.34 6.3 89.2 4.5 17.55

RT4 3.6 23.41 14.79 58.2 2.8 96.1 1.1 13.42

RT5 4.19 27.26 8.43 60.12 4.0 94.5 1.5 19.02

RT6 4.45 21.51 9.67 64.37 4.1 93.2 2.7 17.30

RT7 4.82 19.37 11.59 64.22 4.1 95.9 0.0 14.00

RT8 3.39 13.55 12.31 70.75 3.1 94.6 2.2 13.95

RT+IGF 1 3.57 17.72 14.32 64.39 4.1 93.8 2.1 12.73

RT+IGF 2 3.09 22.1 13.55 61.26 5.1 91.8 3.1 20.62

RT+IGF 3 5.16 15.9 7.32 71.62 2.9 94.2 3.0 17.85

RT+IGF 4 4.11 16.94 14.86 64.09 2.5 95.2 2.3 18.46

RT+IGF 5 4.21 19.25 12.75 63.8 3.4 94.1 2.5 18.38

RT+IGF 6 7.06 17.23 11.23 64.48 2.6 95.7 1.7 20.18

RT+IGF 7 6.4 15.81 11.03 66.77 2.7 94.9 2.4 16.66

RT+IGF 8 3.7 16.93 12.83 66.53 4.1 93.1 2.9 17.07

DT 1 5.75 23.26 10.23 60.76 4.2 93.3 2.5 16.99

DT 2 5.85 14.21 9.04 70.9 4.7 92.8 2.5 17.79

DT 3 5.87 22.29 9.25 62.58 2.4 96.5 1.1 14.51

DT 4 4.88 27.42 10.31 58.86 2.9 95.1 2.0 16.25

DT 5 6.01 14.83 11.61 67.55 2.2 96.5 1.3 16.18

DT 6 4.87 24.71 12.81 57.6 2.1 96.9 1.0 15.76

DT 7 5.24 20.08 12.38 62.3 1.2 97.4 1.3 19.74
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DT 8 5.7 24.97 11.32 58.02 2.2 96.2 1.6 17.85

DT+ IGF 1 4.71 17.84 7.42 70.03 3.0 95.4 1.6 15.58

DT+ IGF 2 3.02 10.72 21.54 64.71 2.7 95.3 2.0 16.43

DT+ IGF 3 6.56 24.73 6.23 62.47 2.6 95.6 1.8 16.50

DT+ IGF 4 6.14 x x x 2.9 95.3 1.8 16.24

DT+ IGF 5 3.35 17.81 9.44 69.4 4.4 94.2 1.5 16.31

DT+ IGF 6 4.83 26.26 11.49 57.42 3.1 95.2 1.7 18.34

DT+ IGF 7 3.96 22.53 12.31 61.2 6.0 90.6 3.5 14.92

DT+ IGF 8 6.53 19.66 11.06 62.76 3.0 94.7 2.3 15.24

Mean Individual FCSA % area occupied

FCSA Type I,IIc Type IIa Type Iib I IIc IIa IIb

Con 1 2304.0 928.08 2879.56 3104.25 1.57 5.85 33.19 59.39

Con 2 2087.5 1291.72 2114.48 2856.34 1.77 6.34 22.56 69.32

Con 3 2192.0 846 2676.17 3053.84 1.52 3.88 17.39 77.21

Con 4 2205.0 753.58 2786.44 3074.89 1.27 2.46 22.15 74.12

Con 5

Con 6 2340.8 1107.1 2775.42 3140.02 1.22 5.12 18.28 75.38

Con 7 1978.2 720.14 2538.64 2675.78 1.12 4.06 27.23 67.59

Con 8 2394.2 1107.27 3110.93 2964.34 1.88 5.35 19.95 72.81

IGF-I 1 2358.3 972.02 2947.33 3155.42 1.43 2.85 20.37 75.35

IGF-I 2 2041.7 1311.94 1924.92 2888.17 1.37 5.12 20.64 72.86

IGF-I 3 2282.5 1016.81 2817.08 3013.52 1.95 2.98 20.56 74.51

IGF-I 4 2531.7 1100.26 3359.29 3135.67 1.51 2.31 23.89 72.29

IGF-I 5

IGF-I 6 2519.6 1137.5 3261.58 3159.65 3.13 4.34 28.16 64.36

IGF-I 7 2030.1 1218.78 2006.15 2865.36 1.68 6.42 12.58 79.32

IGF-I 8 2326.3 949.84 3060.07 2968.96 1.48 4.61 15.14 78.76

RT1 2954.8 1316.91 3328.34 4219.23 1.39 4.31 18.41 75.89

RT2 2528.4 1468.59 2299.81 3816.68 1.86 4.91 16.67 76.56

RT3 2591.1 1356.77 2819.09 3597.38 1.69 6.93 22.34 69.04

RT4 2909.0 1166.59 3526.65 4033.7 1.24 5.09 24.37 69.30

RT5 2740.2 1369.02 2587.39 4264.08 1.67 3.35 20.49 74.49

RT6 2359.0 1298.7 2238.09 3540.26 1.96 4.27 16.35 77.42

RT7 2539.9 1212.54 2239.87 4167.27 1.77 4.25 13.11 80.88

RT8 2244.1 945.93 2362.01 3424.46 1.11 4.03 11.07 83.79

RT+IGF 1 2353.0 1075.03 2170.91 3813.13 1.27 5.08 12.69 80.97

RT+IGF 2 2696.4 1070.89 3294.34 3724.08 1.04 4.55 22.84 71.57

RT+IGF 3 2475.9 1042.37 2252.48 4132.78 1.56 2.21 10.39 85.84

RT+IGF 4 2460.1 1200.18 2153.99 4026.27 1.55 5.62 11.50 81.32

RT+IGF 5 2738.7 1056.21 2587.65 4572.23 1.24 3.75 13.86 81.16

RT+IGF 6 2630.7 1429.8 2158.87 4303.56 2.96 4.71 10.91 81.41

RT+IGF 7 3045.8 1707.22 2598.05 4832.21 2.78 4.79 10.44 82.00

RT+IGF 8 2632.9 1096.28 2309.78 4492.66 1.14 3.95 10.98 83.93

DT 1 2571.2 1183.7 2546.23 3983.74 2.13 3.78 18.50 75.60
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DT 2 2326.0 1215.93 2045.06 3716.92 2.29 3.54 9.35 84.82

DT 3 2315.8 1071.34 2109.76 3766.31 2.10 3.32 15.73 78.85

DT 4 2787.6 1235.97 3070.02 4056.76 1.76 3.73 24.63 69.87

DT 5 2510.8 1306.68 2885.36 3340.49 2.69 5.20 14.68 77.42

DT 6 2518.1 1281.6 2826.24 3446.33 2.14 5.64 24.00 68.22

DT 7 2720.4 1279.06 2908.4 3973.75 2.04 4.82 17.78 75.36

DT 8 2623.0 1198.78 3074.46 3595.87 2.23 4.44 25.10 68.22

DT+IGF 1 2441.9 1139.34 1970.48 4215.74 1.56 2.46 10.21 85.77

DT+IGF 2 2391.8 1097.4 1833.39 4244.72 1.03 7.36 6.12 85.49

DT+IGF 3 2415.6 1121.87 2982.56 3142.32 2.59 2.46 25.93 69.02

DT+IGF 4

DT+IGF 5 2226.8 904.43 2539.93 3235.93 1.08 3.03 16.08 79.81

DT+IGF 6 2811.9 1175.8 3021.21 4238.81 1.66 3.95 23.20 71.18

DT+IGF 7 2891.3 1290.51 3016.48 4366.89 1.43 4.46 19.08 75.03

DT+IGF 8 2449.7 1091.67 1883.09 4374.27 2.16 3.65 11.19 83.00
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